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Kids are used to cinderblock walls, plastic 
chairs, and industrial wall-to-wall carpet. 



So many spaces for kids are designed to 
withstand their presence, as opposed to 
celebrating it. 



Sterile, brutalist learning boxes can suffocate 
the mind and make a young person feel they 
are being contained, instead of being set free. 



If we want to foster creativity and sensitivity 
in students, we must surround them with 
unnecessary, even extravagant beauty. 



An inspired learning environment sets the 
imagination on fire and makes a young 
person feel loved. 



This is true: they feel loved, sensing the 
encompassing affection and respect that 
went into the creation of that learning space. 



And with beauty all around them, they will 



 —Dave Eggers

want to make beautiful things, too. 





The story: back in 2002, some friends 
in San Francisco had an idea for a youth 
writing and tutoring center. They rented 
a building for this purpose, only to learn 
that the address was zoned for retail; 
they could do their writing and tutoring, 
sure, but they had to sell something in 
the front of the building. So they decided 
to sell pirate supplies, and to decorate 
the storefront as if it were a real shop for 
working buccaneers. It was a ludicrous 
solution to a bizarre problem, and it 
ended up being the key to everything.

Introduction
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The Pirate Store at 826 Valencia took up about a fourth 
of the building, which seemed at first a problem—all that 
real estate just to meet the zoning obligation! But because 
the store was open to the public all day, every day, it had a 
galvanizing effect. It brought people in—random people, 
shoppers, tourists, potential students and donors and tutors. 
Most nonprofits are more or less closed to the world. This 
one was unexpectedly open.

Once inside, visitors could see the students hard at work, 
and they might be more likely to buy a pegleg or puffy shirt. 
The Pirate Store—a real retail operation with a full-time 
manager—helped pay the rent, and helped create a bridge 
with the neighborhood and city, with the most random pass-
ersby. The storefront itself became a weird kind of destina-
tion. Thousands came every week.

And for the kids who came into 826 Valencia for extra 
help with their homework, the Pirate Store had an important 
de-stigmatizing effect. They weren’t coming to The Place for 
Students Falling Behind Academically. They were coming to 
the Pirate Store, which was an actual pirate store. No stigma 
at all. And the theme had a powerful effect on kids’ imagina-
tions. For reluctant writers, or kids who learned differently, 
working in such a bizarre and rule-flouting place unleashed 
their creative sides. The space was loose and weird and wel-
coming and free, and in such a place, every kid was welcome 
and free to be loose and weird.

Soon enough, similar groups around the world started 
opening their own centers, adapting the idea however they 
saw fit. Some of these centers are within the 826 National net-
work, but most are more loosely affiliated in a new body called 
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the International Alliance of Youth Writing Centers. The 
Alliance comprises the Echo Park Time Travel Mart (a con-
venience store for temporal sojourners), the Mid- Continent 
Oceanographic Institute (located in Minneapolis, thousands 
of miles from any sea), England’s absolutely insane and 
beautiful Grimm & Co, and about forty other learning centers 
around the world.

Though not all of these locations have retail storefronts, 
they’re all richly imagined learning environments that, in 
their creative anarchy, mirror the unhinged worldview and 
sense of humor unique to kids. Young people’s imaginations 
are boundless and inherently allergic to rules and logic, and 
these creative spaces try to respect and emulate that state of 
mind. If you’re thinking of starting your own center along 
these lines, here is some advice: find your strangest and fun-
niest friend. Have that strange friend find their funniest and 
strangest friend. That strangest-friend-of-the-strangest-friend 
should find the person they find stranger than anyone they 
know—the person whose ideas are hilarious, but usually down-
right unworkable and sometimes outright dangerous. That is 
the person who should concoct your center’s theme and décor.

This book is meant to help you get your own center off the 
ground. Or your classroom, or corner of the public library, or 
basement of your church or mosque—wherever you’re trying to 
allow kids to learn and write, and to love writing and learning. 
We hope you take some inspiration from these pages.

—Dave Eggers, co-founder of 826 National 
& Amanda Uhle, former executive director of 
826michigan and director of the Hawkins Project
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Storefronts The storefront is how you greet the public. It’s a big and 
weird hello to the logical world. And it tells young people 
that they are welcome inside, and they are understood.

The best storefronts take their concepts as far as they 
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possibly can. In life, onstage, and in storefronts, full 
commitment is always best. The storefront shouldn’t be a 
slight indication toward a theme. It should fully embody 
that theme. It should look to the outside world as if your 

spot truly is, say, a 7-Eleven for time travelers. That 
makes it complete and it makes it fun and it makes our 
lives, for at least the length that the storefront occupies, 
a little less boring.

Storefronts    21



Workspaces Persian rugs. Chandeliers. Teak tables. Portals. Inoperative 
puppet theaters. Secret doors and velvet curtains. All of 
j^[i[�Z[jW_bi�Wh[�ikf[hÃkeki"�kjj[hbo�kdd[Y[iiWho$�8kj�j^[o�
j[bb�ijkZ[dji�j^Wj�j^[o�Wh[�_d�W�Z_ȁ[h[dj�[dl_hedc[dj¶
non-sterile, non-institutional. These workspaces should feel 
]eeZ�je�X[�_d$�J^[o�i^ekbZ�\[[b�Z_ȁ[h[dj�\hec�iY^eeb�eh�^ec["�
though they should have a certain familiarity and comfort.
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Student 
Publications 
Displays

These centers are dedicated to elevating and amplifying young voices, and 
one way we do that is by publishing student work in professional-quality 
forms. In hundreds of books and magazines, the centers featured in this 
Xeea�^Wl[�Zed[�ie¶WdZ�m[�^ef[�oek�m_bb�i[[a�ekj�j^ei[�fkXb_YWj_edi��
When young people see their work on display, side by side with books by 
adult authors, they feel a profound sense of both pride and belonging. They 
see their work as being worthy of such care and such permanence, and they 
feel forever validated, the brilliance of their young minds frozen in amber.
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Products Actually, in most cases, they are real products. Custom-
ers can enter the Ministry of Stories and purchase a can 
whose label says a vague sense of unease¶m^_Y^�mekbZ�i[[c�
to be a very fake product. But lift it and note its heft. Open 
_j�WdZ�ÂdZ�YWdZo$�J^_i�YWdZo�mWi�cWZ[�Xo�WYjkWb�YWdZo-
makers and has only been repurposed within the Ministry’s 
j^[cWj_Y�YedÂd[i"�Xkj�j^[�[ȁ[Yj�_i�Yecfb[j[$�J^[�fheZkYj�_i�
not real, but then again, it is real, and can be brought home 
and made a conversation starter. The pro ducts have an 
WhhWo�e\�i_Z[�[ȁ[Yji�\eh�oekh�ifWY[$� 

If you have a themed storefront, why not create lines of 
made-up products? It makes a certain sense, it’s crucial for 
your verisimilitude, and it underscores the strangeness of 
the space your students and visitors have entered. These 
fheZkYji�i^ekbZ�X[�m_jjo"�WdZ�i^ekbZ�beea"�Wj�Âhij�]bWdY["�
like real products.
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To wit:

 ⦁ For visitors, they keep the eyes busy. Customers should 
be able to wander around for an hour, reading the labels, 
having a chuckle, and getting ever  deeper in the imag-
ined world of these real-but-not-real stores. 

 ⦁ The stranger, funnier, and more fully realized these 
products are, the more likely someone is to buy one. And 
this helps pay the rent during times good and bad.

And imagine being a kid walking into a space like this. 
You’ve come for tutoring or a school outing, and you’re sud-
denly in the middle of a fully realized faux-retail environment 
where snot is sold in jars. That is a place that every child 
deserves to see, and every adult wishes they’d had as a kid.

Often the products in these storefronts actually existed 
already, but simply work well within the theme. The Detroit 
Robot Factory sells actual robot-making kits and spark 
plugs. And the Berättar ministeriet in Sweden sells actual 
manufactured three-eyed glasses.

Products    27



Signs There can be no more fun a human can have than creating rude and admonish-
ing signs for stores. These can list overbearing instructions for customers, or 
they can be related to the theme generally. They are in perfect alignment with a 
mh_j_d]�Y[dj[h"�WdZ�j^[o�]_l[�lebkdj[[hi"�eh�ebZ[h�ijkZ[dji"�eh�ijWȁ[hi"�W�mWo�je�
give voice to the constantly annoyed shopkeeper within.
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Details Every detail means you care. And every time a kid, or a 
visitor of any age, sees you care, then they, and we all, feel 
good. A beautiful or witty detail delights the mind and 
strengthens the world and, for a moment or two longer, 
^ebZi�eȁ�j^[�heXej�WfeYWbofi[$

Details    29
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826 Valencia San Francisco, CA

Established: 
2002

Designer: 
Dave Eggers

Area: 
2,500 sq. !.

Address:
826 Valencia St.
San Francisco, CA



How did 826 Valencia get started? 
Back in 2001, Dave Eggers and his high school friend Barb 
Bersche rented a building in the Mission District of San 
Francisco. The idea was that the building would contain 
Xej^�j^[�eȅY[i�e\�CYIm[[d[oºi"�j^[_h�icWbb�fkXb_i^_d]�
company, and a tutoring center for neighborhood kids. The 
retail zoning required that something be sold in the store-
front, so they naturally decided on pirate supplies. Dave did 
sketches on napkins, and talented local carpenters helped 
build out the space. It was built on a tight budget, so much 
of the work was done by volunteers. Dave and Barb did the 
demo work and painted the walls and installed bookshelves 
themselves. The chandeliers were all secondhand, bought 
for ten dollars apiece. The rugs were from Dave’s childhood 
home. Dave wanted the space to feel symphonic with color 
WdZ�j[njkh["�ie�j^[o�iek]^j�cWdo�Z_ȁ[h[dj�meeZi"�\WXh_Yi"�
WdZ�fW_dj�Yebehi¶Wdoj^_d]�ie�j^[�ifWY[�beea[Z�^ec[o�
and weird and anti-institutional. Dave bought a giant steel 
bagel-boiling vat and transformed it into a treasure-seeking 

(Above) The Pirate Store sells goods for captains, scallywags, and seafarers. (Right) A display of student publications helps to dispel the myth that pirates are illiterate.  

Celebrated comics artist Chris Ware created the mural on the building’s facade.
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What a pirate can’t plunder, they must purchase.

vessel, full of sand and jewels. They put up countless odd 
signs and features, from periscopes to secret doors. There 
mWi�[l[d�W�h[ZmeeZ�jh[[�jhkda��Ded[�e\�_j�cWZ[�f[h\[Yj�
sense, and that was the point.

Shortly after the building opened, visionary educator 
Nínive Calegari came into the project to guide the pedagog-
ical element of 826 Valencia, and since then she and Pirate 
Store managers such as Yosh Han, Anna Ura, Justin Carder, 
and Caroline Kangas have improved the space and made it 
richer and more delightful every year.

How do you want 826 Valencia to impact its visitors? 
All three of the 826 Valencia stores are meant to be 
unnecessarily beautiful. They are enveloping sensory 
experiences that are immediately arresting, and then 
reward close viewing. In that way, they seek a rabbit-hole 
[ȁ[Yj$�7�l_i_jeh�ijWhji�m_j^�j^[�X_]�\[Wjkh[i"�j^[�Yebehi�
and lights and shapes, and then slowly begins to read the 
tiny signs and handle the oddball products. In this way, 
the spaces encourage curiosity, play, asking questions, 
and storytelling. They turn the idea of both a learning 
center and a storefront on its head. Opportunities for 
tactile exploration and surprise are great (opening doors, 
drawers, trapdoors) as they really engage visitors in the 
space and can also then lead them to start picking up 
fheZkYji�Wi�m[bb$�Fb[Wi[�jekY^��

Who worked on these stores? 
;WY^�ifWY[�mWi�Yh[Wj[Z�Z_ȁ[h[djbo$�J^[�eh_]_dWb�.(,�
Valencia was done on a small budget with a small group 
of creators and contractors. When, many years later, 
the Tenderloin and Mission Bay spaces were being built, 
Executive Director Bita Nazarian was able to call on the 
bWh][#iYWb[�Xk_bZ_d]�Âhc�899?�9edijhkYj_ed"�m^e�ZedWj[Z�
countless hours and brought incredible professionalism to 
j^[�fhe`[Yji$��CWdo�bWh][�YedijhkYj_ed�Âhci�Wh[�m_bb_d]�je�
Ze�fhe�Xede�meha��9^[Ya�_j�ekj�_d�oekh�emd�Y_jo$��<eh�j^[�
buildings’ many beautiful features, we partnered with local 
artists and craftspeople to produce the various elements of 
the space. Raven Mahon, for example, created the gorgeous 
Fog Bank in the Tenderloin Center. Many of these artists 
had partnered with us in the past or were friends of friends. 
When making an ask to a partner that we hadn’t worked 
with before, we always started with the mission and clearly 
iYef[Z�j^[�if[Y_ÂY�Wia"�[cf^Wi_p_d]�^em�meha_d]�ed�W�
creative and weird project is also an engaging ask for folks 
who may be used to blander spaces or products. Honestly, 
most of the subcontractor and artist asks stemmed from 
personal relationships with 826 Valencia and the entire 
build team, asking everyone to join us in this whimsical and 
philanthropic endeavor. And because we always aimed to 
be a good client, we allowed the builders and artists to be as 
creative as possible, so everyone came out of it with a sense 
of ownership.  ●J^[�<_i^�J^[Wj[h�_i�iWbjmWj[h"�^_]^#Z[Âd_j_ed"�WdZ�^Wi�b_c_j[Z�eXijhkYj[Z�l_[mi$�
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Look out! Crustaceans beneath trapdoors! 

Perhaps a knot-tying seminar, a tacking tutorial, or a workshop on fantasy writing.

Informative handbills about pirate-prohibited slang. 

Lard will always have a home at the Pirate Store.Framed signs are classy and show that your business means business. 

While it looks like a performance from Pirates of Penzance, very likely it’s an intriguing bit of math.

826 Valencia    35



Experience what you might look like with a beard… … or to peer through an almost-real periscope.

… on their head. But an explanation is readily at hand.

A bagel-boiling vat has been converted… … to a treasure-seeking mini-world full of jewels.

If a visitor stands in a certain spot, mops might fall…
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The original signage was intentionally crude.

A ladder leads to the world of Captain Blue, a grumpy never-seen publisher. The shop sells all the essentials.

Artist Raven Mahen created this portal to the sea.

The contents of secret hatches are ever-changing.Signs reward close viewing (and put forth unreasonable rules).

Actual peglegs are sold (but not often).

826 Valencia    37





EȅY["�W�Z[i_]d�Âhc�beYWj[Z�W�\[m�XbeYai�WmWo"�jeea�ed�j^[�Yh[Wj_ed�e\�W�lWij�WhhWo�e\�X[Wkj_\kb�WdZ�iec[j_c[i�[l[d�fhWYj_YWb�f_hWj[�fheZkYji$�J^[o�h[fkhfei[Z�i_cfb[�
eȁ#j^[#i^[b\�`Whi�WdZ�YWdi"�Z[i_]d[Z�bWX[bi"�WdZ�]bk[Z�j^[c�ed�Xo�^WdZ$�M^Wj�h[ikbji�_i�W�fhe\ekdZbo�Yedl_dY_d]�h[jW_b�[dl_hedc[dj�j^Wj�Yed\ekdZi�WdZ�Z[b_]^ji¶
WdZ�ijWl[i�eȁ�f[h_eZ_Y�]Wd]h[d[�\eh�^o]_[d[#f^eX_Y�XkYYWd[[hi$



4

CAPTAIN  
BLACKBEARD’S  
BEARD EXTENSIONS 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

The length of a seaman’s beard is 
in many ways the measure of the 
man. So for those who don’t grow 
facial hair well, fast, or at all, these 
extensions are lifesavers. Available in 
many sizes and textures and levels of 
Âbj^_d[ii$

3

GOLD TOOTH

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Plundered from the mouths of his de-
feated enemies, these gold (-colored) 
teeth are from the private collection 
of the dread John Quelch.

2

BILGE WATER

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Rough ocean water collected from 
the leaky lower compartments of 
ships. This Bilge Water is perfect 
for distilling rum on the open seas 
eh�i_da_d]�[d[co�Ã[[ji$�Dej�\eh�
freshwater creatures. 

1

BLACKBEARD’S  
BEARD DYE

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Beards can get bleached by the sun. 
Beards can turn white from fear. In 
either case, Blackbeard’s Beard Dye im-
parts a midnight hue to your whiskers, 
leaving them shiny, conditioned, and 
bristling with health. Also suitable for 
mustaches and mole hair.

3

21

4
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7

EAU DE MER 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Eau de Mer cologne no. 12 was 
blended especially pour homme 
�f_hWj[i�if[Y_ÂYWbbo�"�m_j^�mWj[h�
and sediment from our own San 
Francisco Bay. Each limited-edition 
bottle includes the following inscrip-
tion: love is not a rogue wave to be 
breached. love is a turtle to be lured 
into a rowboat, clubbed, quartered, 
and devoured. 

5

BLACKWATER FEVER 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Blackwater Fever is always fatal, 
and no cure has been found. Maybe 
you should save your money and buy 
something else, like a small and dan-
gerous motorbike, or a domesticated 
monkey. On the other hand, maybe 
these tablets will help. They certainly 
(probably) won’t hurt. 

6

SCURVY BEGONE 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Each capsule contains the power 
of one entire lime or lemon, to rid 
you of scurvy. Fairly probable side 
[ȁ[Yji0�^_hikj_ic1�ikf[hdkc[hWho�
eh]Wdi1�Y^_c[h_ic1�ikZZ[d�edi[j�e\�
\Wa[�;d]b_i^�WYY[dj1�Xe_bi$

8

SEA SICKNESS  
TABLETS 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Fast-acting seasickness tablets 
quickly quell queasiness, nausea, 
hardtack-belly, and hammock spins 
to help keep you on an even keel.

7 8

5 6
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My Fi&eenth 
Dream! 

by Kiara 
Age 9 • San Francisco, CA

Originally published by 826 Valencia
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When I’m fi&een, I want to have either a pet 
gorilla or a cheetah. The cheetah’s name will be 
Micaila and the gorilla, Skylar. 

I want to live in a mansion with a gigantic pool. 
The gorilla will eat bananas. The cheetah will 
eat steak and chicken. I would want to train 
them to protect me. I would also want to train 
them to let me ride on their backs. 

I would want a big jeep to fit my gorilla and 
cheetah. And the jeep will be blue. My mansion 
will be covered in blue slime. There will be 
a room with slime. My room will only have a 
little slime. And the color of my room will be 
aqua blue. 

And in the backyard, I will have a race in the 
pool with my pets. And that’s my ending! 

This book isn’t a collection of student writing. The centers in this book have published hundreds of such collections, and this is 
not one of them. Still, we couldn’t resist a few samples of the beautiful and untethered work that comes out of these places.

My Fifteenth Dream!    Kiara    43



826 Valencia: 
Tenderloin 
Center San Francisco, CA

Established: 
2016

Designers: 
Gensler, Interstice 
Architects, Office, 
MKThink, BCCI, and  
Jonas Kellner

Area: 
5,200 sq. !.

Address:
180 Golden Gate Ave. 
San Francisco, CA



How does this space differ from the original 826 
Valencia?
We wanted King Carl’s Emporium to feel like you were 
stepping into an old department store. There isn’t much 
h[jW_b�_d�j^[�J[dZ[hbe_d�:_ijh_Yj"�ie�m[�mWdj[Z�je�eȁ[h�W�
range of daily-use products with a whimsical twist (e.g., 
lip balm is “Unicorn Horn Polish”). Because the Tenderloin 
neighborhood is very ethnically diverse, we thought that 
j^[�j^[c[�e\�W�jhWl[b_d]�heoWb�fkȁ[hÂi^�YekbZ�_dYbkZ[�
_j[ci�WdZ�[nf[h_[dY[i�\hec�cWdo�Z_ȁ[h[dj�Ykbjkh[i�
around the world. We also honored these populations by 
putting the motto set forth and explore on the windows 
_d�[_]^j�Z_ȁ[h[dj�bWd]kW][i$�M^[d�f[efb[�l[djkh[�_di_Z["�
a scavenger hunt nicely provides structure for those who 
need a little encouragement to explore. While we were 
creating a storefront that would also serve as reception 
for our programming, we wanted to positively activate the 
street and considered greater monitoring and safety. Simple 
improvements like windows and a whimsical mural increase 
neighborhood pride and allow passersby to see the students 
at work. Many people do not know that the Tenderloin is 
home to over three thousand young people and we wanted 
to create a joyful and beautiful space for them. 

�Effei_j[��Ed[�Wbceij�\[[bi�kdZ[hmWj[h�Wi�j^[o�[dj[h�j^[�[cfeh_kc$��7Xel[��9kijec[hi�Wh[�jh[Wj[Z�je�iekl[d_hi�\hec�j^[�jhWl[bi�e\�A_d]�9Whb"�j^[�heoWb�fkȁ[hÂi^$

The center is walkable from the original location; it’s not reachable by boat.
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How did you gather support for creating this space?
While working with more people is, in some ways, more 
work, it makes each piece of the project more manageable 
on a budget. It also engages the community in the space 
from the beginning. Always focus on the mission and how 
what you’re doing makes a positive impact on the students 
and community. Treat this ask much like you would any 
monetary donation: be clear about purpose, explain the op-
portunity in an inspiring manner, express lots of gratitude 
all the time, and have excellent follow-through on all tasks 
to make it easy for people to be involved. Also, engaging 
passionate pro bono partners ensures one more advocate 
asking others to be generous as well. Our construction 
partner asked every subcontractor if they would donate 
their portion of the project and often the answer was yes.  ●

One important takeaway from this book: if at all possible, include a secret door. 

Furthermore: if at all possible, include multiple secret doors. 
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The Fog Bank allows one to withdraw fog, a common currency in San Francisco. 9Wd�oek�ÂdZ�j^[�^kcWd�^_Z_d]�_d�j^_i�f^eje5�

A clock displays the time in Atlantis (which is real).Drawer nameplates honor donors to the center. Woodland creatures are rare but welcome visitors.
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When asked what the new center in the Tenderloin District needed, one of the students at 826 Valencia suggested a tree fort. Weirdly, the new space actually 
^WZ�Wd�eZZ�b_jjb[�c[ppWd_d["�ie�j^Wj�mWi�Yedl[hj[Z�_dje�Wd�WYjkWb"�XedW#ÂZ[�_dZeeh�jh[[�\ehj$�Jof_YWbbo"�ijkZ[dji�Wh[�Wbbem[Z�je�[nfbeh[�_j�W\j[h¶WdZ�edbo�
W\j[h¶j^[_h�Wii_]dc[dji�Wh[�Yecfb[j[Z$



Woodland creatures, ocean-loving monsters, and humans alike love nooks, crannies, and display cases with items of interest.
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Many (even famous) writers have never had the opportunity to read on a large tree stump. Not so for students who come to 826 Valencia: Tenderloin Center.

?dZeeh�jh[[�^eki["�Wdoed[5� All kinds of work, from hard to whimsical and all points in between, happens in settings like this.
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21

4

4

STILTS FOR TINY 
CREATURES 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

7bie�Âh[meeZ�a_dZb_d]�WdZ�ded#
magic wands. Sold only in pairs. 
Do not ask to separate. Helmet use 
advised.

3

MESSAGE IN  
A BOTTLE 2.0 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

From lists of demands to distress 
signals to poems that are too personal 
to share with the crew, now you don’t 
have to decide which message is most 
_cfehjWdj¶i[dZ�j^[c�Wbb��Jme�]_]W-
bytes of USB storage. That equates to 
roughly one hundred thousand scrolls 
of parchment, depending on how big 
you write.

2

KEY TO… KEYTAG

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Finally, we unlocked the keys to the 
universe, and you can have them too, 
for a nominal fee. You’re welcome.

1

PRETTY GOOD 
PENCILS

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

No. 2 pencils equipped with inspiring 
and joyful quotes from 826’s own 
King Carl to help you bust through 
any writer’s block.
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6

8

5

7

UNICORN  
HORN POLISH 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Nourishing balm for that not-overly-
shiny shine. Organic, gluten-free, non-
GMO, petroleum-free, and cruelty-free. 
Never tested on unicorns.

6

ENCHANTED FOREST  
FIPPLE FLUTE 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Let the sweet soprano sounds of 
j^[�Âffb[�Ãkj[�h[YehZ[h�jWa[�oek�
places. Like the cobblestone streets 
of a quaint German village. Or the 
Aegean Sea under moonlight. Or a 
scary hole inside a dead tree during a 
thunderstorm. Make beautiful music, 
my friend.

5

GNOME BE-GONE 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

The safest, most foolproof method of 
ridding your forest or abode of pesky 
gnomes. For best results, scrunch 
your left toe and sprinkle Be-Gone 
dust over your left shoulder while 
reciting an original limerick.

8

GIANT SQUID  
INK PENS 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

>WdZYhW\j[Z�_d�C_Y^_]Wd"�j^[i[�Âd[�
writing instruments may or may not 
contain ink from a Giant Squid.
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826 Valencia:  
Mission Bay Center San Francisco, CA



Established: 
2019

Designers: 
WRNS Studio,  
BCCI, Office, and 
Jonas Kellner

Area: 
2,500 sq. !.

Address:
1310 4th St. 
San Francisco, CA

826 Valencia:  
Mission Bay Center San Francisco, CA



What kind of atmosphere did you want to establish? 
The storefront in Mission Bay, Woodland Creature 
EkjÂjj[hi"�BjZ$"�\[[bi�b_a[�oekºh[�ij[ff_d]�\hec�j^[�ademd�
world into an enchanted forest. The neighborhood is all 
new construction so we had the challenge of transforming a 
relatively average city street corner into a magical, organic, 
and surprising space. It pushed us to think even more 
Yh[Wj_l[bo¶Wi�m[bb�Wi�ekh�d[m�bWdZbehZi�WdZ�j^[�Y_jo�

How did you design the space to reflect its whimsical 
woodland theme?
We feature some whimsical supplies like Extra Firm Fairy 
Mattress, which is a pink eraser, Gnome’s Best Friend, which is 
a pet rock, and Lumber Jack Repellant, a nicely scented spray. 
In the space itself, moss and bark decorate the walls and we 
have fairy-lit caves where readers can curl up with a book. We 
have architectural wooden sculptures and a set of mushrooms 
j^Wj�i[hl[�Wi�j[b[f^ed[i¶oek�YWd�m^_if[h�i[Yh[ji�_dje�ed[�
end and hear them from the other. You have to take this “joke” 
very seriously, which often lands you in ridiculous conversa-
tions, like, if you’re walking from a “store” (the sidewalk) into 
the woods (actually the store), where would you put a welcome 
mat? In Mission Bay, since the “store” is on the exterior, 
the vinyl signage had to be posted backward. Obviously, the 
installers made the mistake of installing the sign “the normal 
mWo"̧ �WdZ�j^[o�^WZ�je�h[Ze�_j�� ●

M^[d�l_i_jehi�ij[f�_dje�MeeZbWdZ�9h[Wjkh[�EkjÂjj[hi"�BjZ$"�_j�Wff[Whi�j^[o�^Wl[�WYjkWbbo�ij[ff[Z�ekji_Z[$

MW_j"�Wh[�j^[i[�ijkZ[dji�h[WZ_d]�ekji_Z["�_d�Wd�[dY^Wdj[Z�meeZ5
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Wooden sculptures of trees and a platform stage add dramatic architecture to the space.

Products displayed among the elaborate wood framework within the center. The store’s signage is designed to rewire how we see the outside world.

Murals of woodland settings and the large, dramatic tree turn the writing room into a whimsical forest.There can never be too many very small doors.
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7hY^_j[Yj�@edWi�A[bbd[h�meha[Z�m_j^�MHDI�IjkZ_e"�899?�9edijhkYj_ed�9ecfWdo"�WdZ�EȅY[�je�Yh[Wj[�j^_i�hWZ_YWbbo�_cc[hi_l[�[dl_hedc[dj$��





Students experiencing the serenity of reading in an enchanted wood, without the hassle of poison ivy.
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4

TINY HOME FOR  
LITTLE CREATURES

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Home is where the pocket-sized 
plant is. After a long day of foraging, 
pollinating, or potion-making, we 
guarantee you’ll love coming back 
to this roomy, well-circulated, and 
wonderfully lit home.

3

BANDANA 

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

Whatever you do, don’t be caught in 
the woods without a trusty bandana.
Uses include covering your mouth 
while you cough, your eyes in case 
you get spooked, and your head from 
falling leaves and pesky pixies.

2

LUMBER JACK 
REPELLENT

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

With a pleasant aroma, you can keep 
any would-be tree-wrecker at bay 
and soothe the nooks of your tree-
knot home at the same time.

1

GNOME’S  
BEST FRIEND

Designer and Writer:  
EȅY[�WdZ�.(,�LWb[dY_W

The cutest googly-eyed friends you 
m_bb�ÂdZ�Wdom^[h["�beea_d]�\eh�W�d[m�
home. Though their personalities vary 
greatly from box to box, we can vouch 
for their unparalleled listening skills.

1

1
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826NYC Brooklyn, NY



826NYC Brooklyn, NY

Established: 
2004

Designers: 
Scott Seeley  
and Sam Potts

Area: 
1,700 sq. !.

Address:
372 5th Ave. 
Brooklyn, NY



product labels, signage, and posters. We trusted our own 
sense of humor with the tone of the products and decora-
j_edi"�W�Zho�^kceh�j^Wj�mWi�W�X_j�e\�Wd�eȁi^eej�e\�j^[�Âhij�
McSweeney’s store. Visually, graphic designer Sam Potts 
and co-founder Scott Seeley have always been attracted 
to mid-century design, so there’s a lot of that in the pack-
aging. Sam had the idea that the B.S.S. Co. brand would 
be “generic,” which is why it was done in black and white. 
This also proved to be practical, as we were packaging 
everything ourselves in those early days, printing the labels 
on a little inkjet printer. This also spurred the idea of having 
multiple product lines inspired by real-life brands. 

Who worked on bringing the store to life?
J^_i�j[Wc�ijWhj[Z�m_j^�\ebai�\hec�j^[�Âhij�CYIm[[d[oºi�
ijeh["�Xkj�]h[m�hWf_Zbo"�Wj�Âhij�cWZ[�kf�ceijbo�e\�oekd]�
writers and artists, but people from pretty much every walk 
of life were eventually involved. The writer Sarah Vowell 
signed on as our board president early on and brought an 
amazing host of supporters to the table, many of whom 

J^[�ijeh[�mWi�c[Wdj�je�beea�kj_b_jWh_Wd¶b_a[�W�bem#Yeij�X_]#Xen�ijeh[$

How did you have the idea for a superhero-themed 
store?
826NYC was the second 826 chapter, so we wanted to 
]e�W�l[ho�Z_ȁ[h[dj�Z_h[Yj_ed�\hec�j^[�F_hWj[�Ijeh[�Wj�.(,�
Valencia. We came up with the superhero concept pretty 
early on, but struggled with it visually until we had the 
idea to overlay the theme with the imagery of an old 
^WhZmWh[�ijeh[$�Dej�edbo�Z_Z�j^Wj�Âj�_d�m[bb�m_j^�m^Wj�j^[�
neighborhood looked like at the time (which is a far cry 
from what it looks like now), but it gave us a rubric for 
fh[jjo�ckY^�[l[hoj^_d]¶j^[�i_]dW]["�j^[�fWYaW]_d]"�WdZ"�
to a large extent, even the jokes we wrote on the products 
and posters. This is something we continued to do with 
many of the subsequent 826 chapters: pick a real-world 
space and superimpose a non-real theme over it. 

We knew next to nothing about comic books or superhe-
roes when we started designing everything, but that worked 
out well because it kept us from getting too exclusive 
m_j^�j^[�`ea[i$�J^[h[�m[h[�\[m�je�de�if[Y_ÂY�h[\[h[dY[i�je�
any existing superheroes or comic brands in our original 
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7�ikf[h^[heºi�kj_b_jo�X[bj�_idºj�]e_d]�je�Âbb�_ji[b\$�IjeYa�kf�^[h[�

A perfect secret identity for any superhero: a school-aged student.

That’s not your X-ray vision giving you a peek at what’s behind the shelves... ... it’s the secret door to the writing lab/superhero training facility.

have gone on to be quite famous. Sam Potts was, of course, 
hugely integral in the design. At the time, Scott Seeley was 
j^[�\kdd[b�j^hek]^�m^_Y^�j^[�_Z[Wi�Ãem[Z��c[Wd_d]"�\eh�
j^[�ceij�fWhj"�^[�mWi�j^[�ÂdWb�[Z_j�"�Xkj�j^[h[�m[h[�W�bej�e\�
Xh_bb_Wdj�ijWȁ�WdZ�lebkdj[[hi�Wbed]�j^[�mWo�m^e�m[h[�W�fWhj�
of creating the superhero store. Volunteer help was huge in 
keeping costs down. For the entire build-out phase, Scott 
was the only person on anything resembling a payroll.

What should one keep in mind when creating such 
a space?
The build-out stage is horrible and fantastic at the same 
time, but it’s a great time for everyone involved to bond. 
Totally exhausted from working long, long, long hours under 
the pressure of a looming opening deadline with the 2 a.m. 
jWia�e\�Â]kh_d]�ekj�^em�X[ij�je�Xk_bZ�W�9Wf[�J[ij_d]�CWY^_d[�
that makes a cape billow in just the right way is both a surreal 
and wonderful experience that really brings people together. 
One thing that’s helpful for a project like this is to build a 
scale model of the space before actually starting construction 
or buying furniture. This allows you to play around with 
Z_ȁ[h[dj�_Z[Wi¶j^[�fbWY[c[dj�e\�mWbbi"�\khd_jkh["�_dj[h-
WYj_l[�_j[ci"�[jY¶m_j^ekj�if[dZ_d]�ceh[�j^Wd�j^[�Yeij�e\�
YWhZXeWhZ"�]bk["�WdZ�\eWcYeh[$�?j�Wbie�Wbbemi�oek�je�ÂdZ�
h[Wb#mehbZ�\khd_i^_d]i�WdZ�Âj�W�YWhZXeWhZ�l[hi_ed�e\�j^[c�
in a space before purchasing anything. In doing so, there is 
very little waste, which can be a problem when building and 
purchasing things with no plan or only a vague idea of what 
you’re going for. ●
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4

SPEED OF LIGHT 

Designer: Sam Potts
Writer: The 826NYC team

When trouble is near and civilians 
signal for help, swiftness is of the 
essence. Speed of Light is a basic ne-
cessity for a hero who needs to get to 
a crime scene as quickly as possible.

3

MUSCLE 

Designer: Sam Potts
Writer: The 826NYC team

Even superheroes have days when 
they need a little extra strength. 
Grab a one-quart can of all-natural, 
universally legal Muscle (accept 
de�ikXij_jkj[i��"�WdZ�][j�h[WZo�je�
hkcXb[�

2

GRAVITY

Designer: Sam Potts
Writer: The 826NYC team

This can contains graviton, a 
hypothetical elementary particle 
that mediates the force of gravity 
_d�j^[�\hWc[meha�e\�gkWdjkc�Â[bZ�
theory. The graviton is massless 
and, as a second-rank tensor, must 
have a spin of two. To be used only in 
gravity-manipulation experiments. 
If ingested, contact a physician 
immediately.

1

X-RAY VISION 

Designer: Sam Potts
Writer: The 826NYC team

An essential requirement for any 
hero who needs to identify surround-
ing threats. Applied directly to the 
eyes, X-Ray Vision allows its wearer 
to see through buildings, ruses, and 
nefarious disguises.

3

21

4
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8

SURVIVAL WHISTLE 

Designer: Sam Potts
Writer: The 826NYC team 

This pocket-sized whistle is conve-
nient to carry for safety on the go. 
Though its tone sounds to a mortal 
ear like a standard whistle, it emits a 
specialized tone designed to alert any 
nearby superheroes. 

7

100% PURE ANTIDOTE

Designer: Sam Potts
Writer: The 826NYC team

Whether you’re dealing with the 
aftermath of a radioactive spider bite 
or a criminal chemical concoction, 
this antidote is capable of removing 
any contracted toxins and setting 
straight heroes and civilians alike. 

5

CHAOS 

Designer: Sam Potts
Writer: The 826NYC team

To ensure our store caters to a wider 
clientele, we’ve started stocking 
goods for villains in addition to 
^[he[i$�8ejjb[Z�Y^Wei�_i�W�ikh[Âh[�mWo�
to up the ante of any evildoer’s plans 
for anarchy. Or, perhaps a bit of chaos 
is just what a hero needs to create a 
heroic diversion. 

6

TELEKINESIS

Designer: Sam Potts
Writer: The 826NYC team

7X_b_jo�e\�j^[�c_dZ�je�_dÃk[dY[�cWjj[h�
or energy without the use of any cur-
rently known type of physical means. 
Potential uses include, but are not 
limited to: movement of matter, object 
Z[\ehcWj_ed"�_dÃk[dY_d]�[l[dji"�
biological healing, teleportation, and 
shape-shifting. 

5

8

6

7
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826LA: 
Echo Park Los Angeles, CA

Established: 
2004

Designers: 
Mac Barnett, 
Jon Korn, Stefan 
G. Bucher, R. Scott 
Mitchell, and Joel 
Arquillos

Area: 
3,000 sq. !.

Address:
1714 Sunset Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA



What are the spaces at 826LA like?
In LA we have two stores. The original one opened in 2008 
as the Echo Park Time Travel Mart, and the second in 
2014 as the Mar Vista Time Travel Mart. We refer to our 
stores as the Time Travel Marts and like to explain that 
the one in Echo Park is from the 1980s and is a “quickie 
mart” while the one in Mar Vista is a mercantile store 
from the turn of the nineteenth century. The original 
space was conceived of by the writer and former director 
at 826LA, Mac Barnett. He and his friend John Korn came 
kf�m_j^�j^[�j_c[�jhWl[b�YedY[fj�WdZ�j^[�Âhij�XWjY^�e\�
products. They enlisted the designer Stefan Bucher to do 
all the design. Architect R. Scott Mitchell did the build-
ekj¶ceh[�eh�b[ii�Xo�^_ci[b\$

The shop has everyday items from every time.

An LED marquee delivers both spoiler alerts and nostalgia.

The Employee of the Month wall actually honors the center’s major donors.

Out of order since June of 2186. We apologize for the inconvenience.
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7�heXej"�W�YWl[cWd"�WdZ�W�mehc^eb[$�M^Wj�YekbZ�feii_Xbo�]e�mhed]5 Seeing the pyramids isn’t touristy if you go in 591 BCE.

From Primordial Soup to Mammoth Chunks to Robot Milk to TK Brand™ Time Travel Sickness Pills, the EPTTM has it all, from always.

The idea was to create a store similar to stores already in 
j^[�;Y^e�FWha�d[_]^Xeh^eeZ$�M^[d�m[�Âhij�ef[d[Z�j^[h["�
the immediate neighborhood catered mostly to families, most 
of them Spanish-speaking, and many who were low-income. 
The neighborhood had been transitioning for years and a 
lot of young artists began moving in. There were a lot of 
dollar stores, food markets, and clothing stores catering to 
a diverse clientele. In fact, the space we turned into 826LA 
and the Time Travel Mart had been called Fashion 5 and sold 
mostly women’s clothing. 826LA wanted a space that felt 
like it was part of the neighborhood with a twist: we’d sell 
time travel goods for all of the time travelers living across 
B7$�7j�Âhij"�j^[�Yecckd_jo�j^ek]^j�_j�mWi�W�Yedl[d_[dY[�
store and folks would come in asking about calling cards and 

cigarettes. Our store clerks were encouraged to dress in blue 
l[iji�Xkj�YekbZ�Wbie�Yb[Whbo�X[�\hec�W�Z_ȁ[h[dj�j_c[�f[h_eZ$�
When folks came in asking what we were, our clerks would 
stay in character and try to sell Viking Odorant or Mammoth 
9^kdai$�J^[�cki_Y�mekbZ�Wbie�X[�\hec�Z_ȁ[h[dj�][dh[i�WdZ�
years to create an odd yet interesting environment. The clue 
that we were not just a mart was between the Robot Milk 
and the dinosaur-egg refrigerators. Another fridge with 
“specialties” had books displayed in it written by students 
from schools all over LA. Behind the books was a window 
into the writing lab where students could be seen working 
alongside volunteers. This was intended to make our guests 
ask what we did back there, which then led to our volunteer 
recruitment pitch. ●
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SMITH & SMYTHE 
PURE ENGLISH CURRY
Writers: Mac Barnett, Jon Korn
Designer: Stefan G. Bucher, 
344 Design

Modern British Science has proved 
that English Curry, once thought poi-
sonous, is actually safe to consume 
(albeit in tiny portions). 

3

SHADE
Writers: Mac Barnett, Jon Korn
Designer: Stefan G. Bucher, 
344 Design

Developed by botanists and derma-
tologists, Shade is a great way to 
protect your skin from the harmful 
rays of the sun. To use Shade, simply 
travel back in time, bury the bag in 
fertile soil, then return to the pres-
ent. Best of all, Shade is all natural.

2

PASTPORT
Writers: Mac Barnett, Jon Korn
Designer: Stefan G. Bucher, 
344 Design

Whether heading to Pangaea or the 
future Moon Colony, no time traveler 
would dare go without their Pastport. 
J^[�edbo�ZeYkc[djWj_ed�eȅY_Wbbo�
recognized by the Intertemporal 
Travel Commission. 

1

TK BRAND™ EVIL 
ROBOT MEMORY 
ERASER
Writers: Mac Barnett, Jon Korn
Designer: Stefan G. Bucher, 
344 Design

Even the best robots go bad. TK 
Brand™ Evil Robot Memory Eraser 
restores your robot to the original 
factory settings. 

1

3

2

4
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7

POWDERED  
HORSE MILK
Writers: Mac Barnett, Jon Korn
Designer: Stefan G. Bucher, 
344 Design

From our yurt to yours, this Mongol 
favorite is an ideal drink for both sea-
sons. Just add water or horse milk. 
Recipes included.

6

ROBOT MILK
Designer: Stefan G. Bucher, 
344 Design

The family-owned Jupiter Farms has 
been milking robots for nearly seven 
hundred years and has never allowed 
any bottle sold to contain a single or-
ganic compound. 100 percent lactose- 
and dairy-free.

5

AH-HA AGRICULTURE 
Writers: Mac Barnett, Jon Korn
Designer: Stefan G. Bucher, 
344 Design

Ah-Ha Agriculture contains soil and 
seeds inside an attractive growing tin, 
and so may be subject to seizure at 
certain intertemporal custom points.

8

TK BRAND™ LEECHES
Writers: Mac Barnett, Jon Korn
Designer: Stefan G. Bucher, 
344 Design

Our leeches have thousands of years 
of experience helping to balance the 
bodily humors, many of them having 
learned their trade from Hippocrates 
himself. These tiny doctors will have 
oek�\[[b_d]�X[jj[h�_d�de�j_c[�

8

7

5

6
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Wolves like to AH/OOOOOH
They like to eat people
Play guitar so&ly

I will find wood. 
And I will make a boat. 
And I will sail. 

I don’t know poetry. 
What is that?
Why do we have to write it?
Poetry is a kind of nothing. 
Poetry is like a person or what?
Poetry is food. 
Food is poetry. 

 
This is the Road to Las Vegas

The monster has a lot of eyes and a 
lot of hair and mouths. The monster 
is scary. The car is going to crash into
him. The car honks but the monster
can’t hear him. The monster is
blocking the way to Las Vegas. 

A Miscellan
y of Student Writi

ng
 f

ro
m

 8

26LA
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How do I fly to France with my arms? 
Reward: 
10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
(fake) dollars
Please help. I want to see sights. 

We walk at the school and at tutoring. 
I run to my house at three minutes. When 
I sleep, my ghost flies to the sky. 

Why do I call 
you pizza
When your skin 
Ain’t got pimples
And you look so
young

It feels really cold in
the winter.
The colors are multiple 
in LA 
The array of color. 
Traffic is very annoying. 
The city smells of pizza. 

Writing is so fun. 
Better than eating donuts. 
Okay, not always. 

A Miscellan
y of Student Writi

ng
 f

ro
m

 8

26LA
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826LA: 
Mar Vista Los Angeles, CA



826LA: 
Mar Vista Los Angeles, CA

Established: 
2018

Designer: 
ANIMI Design

Area: 
2,500 sq. !.

Address:
12515 Venice Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA



(Previous) Students and a tutor are all smiles in front of the Mar Vista Time Travel Mart. (Above) A spiral staircase leads to a crow’s nest high above the store.

A welcome sight to those unstuck in time.

Initial plans included a wormhole, later converted to a portal to the writing lab.

How did your second location in Los Angeles open? 
Our store in Mar Vista opened years later when we moved our 
writing lab from Venice to Mar Vista in order to be closer to 
the students we serve and to have an actual storefront and 
lab visible to the community. Our original space in the SPARC 
building in Venice was great but we had an upstairs room that 
mWi�^WhZ�je�ÂdZ�WdZ�oekºZ�d[l[h�adem�j^[h[�mWi�W�fkXb_i^_d]�
house there. When we opened the new space, we didn’t want 
to create a whole new concept because it was a bit scary to 
think we’d need to have an entirely new line of products, so 
instead, we decided to give our new space the look and feel 
e\�iec[j^_d]�\hec�j^[�bWj[�'.&&i$�J^[�Âhij�_j[hWj_ed�Wj�CWh�
Vista was a country-style mercantile store, but we had the 
space redone two years ago by the design team Animi. They 
took their inspiration from our original concept but gave it 
a Harry Potter/Dr. Who spin. We also included a stairwell to 
j^[�kfijW_hi�eȅY[i�m^[h[�ekh�YhWdao�fkXb_i^[h"�Fhe\[iieh�
8WhdWYb["�b_l[i$�IjkZ[dji�m^e�l_i_j�ekh�Y[dj[h�ed�Â[bZ�jh_fi�
never meet Professor Barnacle, only hear their voice and 
know they live upstairs. For Mar Vista, we really wanted 
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M^Wj�cWhl[bi�^Wi�j^_i�j_c[�jhWl[b[h�i[[d�j^Wj�i^[�YekbZ�i^Wh[�m_j^�ki5�<eh�dem"�edbo�.(,B7�ademi$

Be sure to set your robot to PST. A time traveler anticipates a journey. 

The importance of young time travelers developing an interest in exploring the textures of their surroundings cannot be overstated.

iec[j^_d]�j^Wj�Âj�m_j^�j^[�d[_]^Xeh^eeZ�
and found that having more utilitarian 
products like journals, writing tools, greeting 
cards, and accessories that could be used by 
writers would help us engage those who were 
taken by the idea of the store but who often 
didn’t make purchases. So along with all 
ekh�]_cc_Yao�]_\ji¶b_a[�8_]�8Wd]�_d�IcWbb�
Jar, or our Duel Starter, which is one glove 
_d�W�Xen¶m[ºl[�ijWhj[Z�je�WZZ�fheZkYji�
we’ve designed in partnership with known 
brands and are carrying a lot of items from 
companies like Knock Knock, etc.

Who was the team that put the Time 
Travel Marts together?
Originally it was Mac, John, Stefan, as well 
as an architect, R. Scott Mitchell, and a 
large group of volunteers who spent a good 
few months assembling the store at Echo 
Park and the lab in Venice. Animi donated 
their time and ideas and spent a month with 
their friends and other volunteers painting 
and redoing our space in Mar Vista, which, 
all in, we were able to complete for around 
twenty thousand dollars. In order to keep 
our stores fresh and interesting, our store(s) 
manager Carinne Mangold and our designer 
Rachel Mendelsohn oversee regular meet-
ings of volunteer designers and copywriters 
to design new products and keep our 
marketing strong and ever-evolving. ●
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Grimm & Co  Rotherham, England

Established: 
2016

Designer: 
Side by Side 
Design Studio

Area (Shop  
& Imagination Gym): 
2,309 sq. !.

Area
(Teaching Space): 
1,500 sq. !.

Address:
2 Doncaster Gate 
Rotherham, 
England



The Apothecary to the Magical caters to all manner of magical beings, but also welcomes the odd human to its storefront in Rotherham, England.

What is the purpose of the apothecary? 
Ekh�_dif_hWj_ed�Z_Z�dej�Yec[�\hec�j^[�ÂYj_edWb�mehbZ�e\�
humans at all. The apothecary primarily provides a fantas-
tical front for the story destination. We wanted to create an 
immersive theatrical experience for all of our customers and 
provide excellent customer service for magical beings and 
the odd human. We created the Apothecary to the Magical, 
where immortals and beings of the magical persuasion can 
fkhY^Wi[�Wbb�j^[_h�h[WZo#cWZ[�_d]h[Z_[dji�WdZ�fej_edi¶_d-
YbkZ_d]�;njhWYj�e\�=[d_ki1�IkYY[ii�Ij_ckbWdj1�WdZ�>kcWd�
Blood, Sweat, and Tears.

How does the writing center differ from the 
storefront?
This is a place where young people experiencing chaos or 
Z_ihkfj_ed�_d�j^[_h�b_l[i�YWd�i^Wa[�eȁ�j^[�[nf[h_[dY[i�j^Wj�
block their imaginations and obstruct learning. By the time 
young people arrive in our writing center, they’re ready Center plans from the notebooks of Graham and Grizelda Grimm.
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J^[�X[WdijWba�_i�Y[hj_Â[Z�eh]Wd_Y"�]hemd�\hec�beYWbbo�iekhY[Z�[dY^Wdj[Z�X[Wdi$

and hungry to engage and they have the license to use their 
imaginations. We do not provide magic stimulation in our 
mh_j[hiº�ifWY[¶`kij�W�fbWo\kb�ifWY[�j^Wjºi�dej�Y^_bZ_i^$�Ekh�
story center provides a range of places to encourage children 
je�X[�Wbb�j^[o�YWd�X[�WdZ�_cW]_d[�j^[ci[bl[i�Wi�mh_j[hi¶j^_i�
includes writing bureaus, cushions, desks, canopies, grassed 
Wh[Wi¶e^"�WdZ�je_b[ji��m[�j^_da�X[jj[h�ed�j^[�je_b[j�$

What sparked the idea for this space?
Our whole reason for being began with a foundation of 
i_]d_ÂYWdj�h[i[WhY^�_dje�^em�je�dWhhem�j^[�]Wf�_d�Y^_bZh[d�
and young people’s literacies. This determined the frame-
work on which to create our space. We then had the gift 
of seeing Dave Eggers’s TED Talk, which further inspired 
our model. We sat with our writers and wrote the story 
that connected the story space to the shop. We undertook 
i_]d_ÂYWdj�b[l[bi�e\�YedikbjWj_ed�m_j^�j^[�Yecckd_jo�WdZ�
essentially with children and young people to develop our 
theme. The community chose the magical apothecary 
theme, so we then needed to write the backstory behind it. 
?j�_i�j^_i�XWYaijeho¶j^[�Y^WhWYj[hi"�j^[�beYWb�Yedd[Yj_edi"�
WdZ�j^[�X[b_[\�_d�j^[�ijeho¶j^Wj�Wbbem[Z�ki�je�Z[l[bef�j^[�
brand and the detail of Grimm & Co. 

How did Grimm & Co come to fruition?
We started with the amazing designers, Dave and Oliver of 
Side by Side, who helped us to develop our unique brand and 
design for the center. Their creativity, thought agility, and 
attention to detail are at the heart of our successful brand. 
They brought our story to life, lifted the characters from 
j^[�fW]["�WdZ�Wbbem[Z�j^[c�je�_dÃk[dY[�[l[ho�Z[jW_b�WdZ�
Z[Y_i_ed1�j^_i�[dikh[Z�WXiebkj[�Wkj^[dj_Y_jo�WdZ�Wjj[dj_ed�je�
detail. This work also created a thread directly back to the 
community, who had determined the idea and theme. We 
hWbb_[Z�WhekdZ�j^[�Yecckd_jo�je�i[[�m^e�mWdj[Z¶eh�m^e�
YekbZ�X[�f[hikWZ[Z¶je�X[�_dlebl[Z�_d�j^[�Yh[Wj_ed�e\�j^[�

Magical visitors can dull their luster with human disguise kits.
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A hidden door in the apothecary’s shelves opens to a secret writing space.

A group of students at the threshold of a hidden world of language.

Y[dj[h$�M[�Wbb�hebb[Z�kf�ekh�ib[[l[i¶j^_i�_dYbkZ[Z�Xki_-
nesses, volunteers, artists, granddads, grandmas, parents, 
WdZ�ijkZ[dj�[bl[i$�?j�mWi�W�jhkbo�YebbWXehWj_l[�[ȁehj"�WdZ�_j�
was tough. The budget was nowhere near enough to make 
_j�meha�WdZ�_j�jeea�beji�e\�f[hiedWb�iWYh_ÂY[�WdZ�Yecfb[j[�
Yecc_jc[dj$�7bj^ek]^�_j�jeea�W�bej�e\�j_c[�_d�j^[�Âhij�
instance, the presentations about what we wanted to achieve 
(with their help) to businesses, business networks, and the 
local authority sparked interest and curiosity. This, plus lots 
of additional discussions, led to huge levels of in-kind support 
and donations from the businesses. The key was to secure the 
amazing designers and get their commitment to using us as a 
jaw-dropping showcase for their talents. Side by Side worked 
with us to hold an exciting cultivation event for businesses 
which secured lifelong supporters and friends who have 
enjoyed participating and watching the whole space come to 
life. We had lots of researched evidence to back up why we 
were creating a space like this and what we would be doing 
in this space. We have continued to feed impact info out to 
all of our supporters and to demonstrate our gratitude with 
our “corridor of glory” and recognition membership to our 
“Friends of Grimm” club. 

Any future plans for the center?
We’re currently building an immersive theater to take Grimm 
on the road and into schools. It’s a modular theater that will 
take over a classroom and the project is called the Inside 
Story. It includes Graham Grimm and his sister Grizelda. ●
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Literature elevates students as they climb the bookcase to the writing lab. 

The Imagination Gym wraps students in words and ignites their creativity.  

7^W��J^[�[djhWdY[�je�j^[�X[WdijWba�ib_Z[¶_d�j^[�mh_j_d]�bWX"�e\�Yekhi[$

A variety of seating provides magical beings comfortable spaces to create.
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An unconventional writing seat. The thought put into each room inspires young writers to revel in the details. 

(Previous) The Inside-Outside Room caters to individuals who do their best thinking outdoors. (Above) The Writer’s Closet shows that any room can be right for writing.
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(Opposite top left) Mystical and macabre tchotchkes, like preserved eyeballs, 
Z[YehWj[�=hW^Wc�=h_ccºi�eȅY[�ifWY[$��Effei_j[�jef�h_]^j��J^[�XbWYa�
market meat cellar stocks tasty, illicit cuts of rare meats. (Opposite bottom 
left) Bookish elements decorate Grimm & Co, keeping visitors focused on 
creative storytelling. (Opposite bottom right) Vials of moondust crust, dried 
fairy wings, phoenix tears, and other unusual ingredients line the shelves. 
(Top left) Grimm & Co is devoted to protecting their workers, whether 
human or monster. (Top right) The shop is kind enough to hold items for 
its valued customers. (Bottom left) The Imagination Gym’s walls are lined 
with the story of Graham Grimm. (Above) The Magic-o-Meter can quickly 
determine which breed of magical being you are.
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4

CONDENSED 
ENTHUSIASM

Designer: Side by Side
Photographers:  
James Brown Photography

Eternal life getting you down? Inject 
a little passion and gusto with a 
Zei[�e\�9edZ[di[Z�;dj^ki_Wic��Ekh�
master sorcerers here at Grimm 
& Co have conjured up the perfect 
blend of twinkling eyes and puppies’ 
breath to bring joie de vivre to the 
darkest corners of your coven. 

1

DISAPPOINTMENT

Designer: Side by Side
Photographers:  
James Brown Photography

Now with 50 percent extra displeasure, 
Grimm & Co’s Disappointment is guar-
anteed to do exactly what it says on the 
tin. Made with 75 percent apathy and a 
hint of fermented frustration. Notes for 
mortals: tin contains one pair of plain 
black socks. 

3

TINNED BEARD

Designer: Side by Side
Photographers:  
James Brown Photography

Are you sick of Saint Nick having all 
the fun over the festive season? Get in 
on the action with this limited-edition 
Tinned Beard. Ideal for sorcerers (and 
other beings) cursed with a baby face, 
this instant beard has the combined 
X[d[Âji�e\�\WY[#mWhc_d]�WdZ�fhel_Z-
ing a jolly disguise at the same time.

2

HANDMADE 
ADVANCED WANDS

Designer: Side by Side
Photographers:  
James Brown Photography

From our beautiful Be Witched range 
comes a selection of 100 percent 
unique handcrafted wands. Each piece 
is lovingly produced from natural 
wood and charmed by our resident 
enchantress, Rowanna Wells. Wands 
are available in a range of colored 
meeZi�WdZ�Yec[�m_j^�W�Y[hj_ÂYWj[�e\�
authenticity.

3

21

4
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5

POTION BLENDER

Designer: Side by Side
Photographers:  
James Brown Photography

Be the envy of your coven with our 
beautiful wooden potion blender. 
Made from genuine enchanted wood 
and claw-carved so every item is 
unique, this product is the only one of 
its kind recommended by the B.U.M. 
(British Union of Magicians). 

7

GIANT BELLY 
BUTTON CLEANER

Designer: Side by Side
Photographers:  
James Brown Photography

Time for a clear-out? Give yourself a 
good spring clean with this extra-large 
belly button cleaner. Now with soft 
and sustainable dodo feathers for 
a gentle scrub (suitable for all skin 
types) and an extra-long handle for all 
those hard-to-reach places. Suitable 
for both giants and ogres.

8

MOONLIGHT

Designer: Side by Side
Photographers:  
James Brown Photography

For those seeking a gentler glow or 
wishing to avoid sunburn, Moonlight 
is an ideal alternative to its more 
dazzling cousin. Made using hair 
from moths’ wings and a handful of 
Wensleydale crumbs, this product 
will add an unearthly shimmer to all 
it comes into contact with. 

6

FLICKER OF FORTUNE

Designer: Side by Side
Photographers:  
James Brown Photography

Introducing our new Grimm & Tonic 
range, featuring three distinctly dif-
ferent and tantalizing frangrances for 
your house, gingerbread or otherwise.
I_dY[�j_c[�X[]Wd"�W�Ã_Ya[h_d]�ÃWc[�
has beguiled and mesmerized magical 
and human beings alike. 

7

6

8

5
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I know that… 
by Harry 

Age 7 • Rotherham, England
Originally published by Grimm & Co
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I know that
Humans
Are fast, strong,
Helpful, careful
And fascinating

I know that…    Harry    97



Berättar ministeriet Stockholm, Sweden



Established: 
2011

Designer: 
Koncept

Area: 
1,614 sq. !.

Address:
Drottninggatan 120 
Stockholm, Sweden

Berättar ministeriet Stockholm, Sweden



What was your intent in creating this space?
J^[�fh_cWho�[ȁ[Yj�m[�mWdj�je�WY^_[l[�m_j^�ekh�ifWY[�_i�je�
create a secluded world for kids to step into. We want this 
to be a space that inspires creativity, storytelling, and a 
sense of safety. All four of our centers have the same setup, 
with an Alien Supermarket storefront and a publishing 
house called Berättarministeriet hidden behind it. Before 
the students come, they receive an invitation to visit 
Berättarministeriet to assist its writers, who seem to have 
lost all of their imagination and are in desperate need of 
the students’ help. Upon their visit, the students expect to 
arrive at a publishing house but are instead greeted by an 
otherworldly store. This is a creative method to lower their 
threshold upon entering the publishing world and to signal 
to the students that it is a safe place to fantasize and come 
up with new ideas.

What’s it like inside?
The interiors of the publishing house and the Alien 
Ikf[hcWha[j�Wh[�l[ho�Z_ȁ[h[dj�\hec�[WY^�ej^[h"�m^_Y^�_i�
a deliberate approach to enhance the storytelling capacity 

From the outside, Berättarministeriet seems like any other shop. But when students step inside, they encounter the otherworldly wonders of an alien supermarket.

of the room. The Alien Supermarket is designed in a cold, 
Wbceij�_dZkijh_Wb�mWo�m_j^�YedYh[j[�Ãeehi"�c[jWb�i^[bl_d]"�
and bright lights. The products, however, are colorful and 
playful. By greeting the students in the Alien Supermarket, 
we show them that we take imagination seriously as we 
start the journey into this unfamiliar place together. The 
artifacts encourage children to become co-creators of our 
story as they answer questions such as “Who shops here?” 
and “What do you do with slime soda?” 

Once the children crack the code to the secret door 
(hidden behind a shelf of canned gravity), they enter the 
publishing house Berättarministeriet, a room worlds apart 
from the sterility of the alien shop. This room is covered in 
soft green carpets and divided into smaller sections by birch 
WhY^[i�j^Wj�ijh[jY^�\hec�Ãeeh�je�Y[_b_d]$�J^[�mehai^ef�
stations are divided by thin, almost transparent curtains 
and the room is dominated by the group storytelling space 
at its center. The shift from the steel-framed Alien Super-
market is almost audible as the children enter this calm, 
soft space that evokes thoughts of nature and the Swedish 
forest, creating a sense of being grounded and safe. 
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A best-selling item: glasses for the three-eyed.Canned gravity, three-legged pants, space-shuttle wax, and more.

Typical reactions upon entering the Alien Supermarket.

Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Löfven visits students at the tutoring center.

A safe space for role-breaking.
The sense of safety we want to create is essential to the 
storytelling. By having the interior of the publishing house 
i_]dWb�YWbcd[ii�WdZ�W�mehbZ�Z_ȁ[h[dj�\hec�j^[�iY^eeb�_dj[-
riors students are used to, we want to create a space where 
they feel free to be whoever they are and express whatever 
they want to express. We only identify the children by their 
Âhij�dWc[i"�mh_jj[d�ed�j^[_h�dWc[�jW]i"�WdZ�m[�Zedºj�Wia�
for any information about identities or diagnoses before 
YbWii[i�l_i_j�ki$�L[ho�e\j[d"�m[�ÂdZ�j^Wj�Y^_bZh[d�m^e�Wh[�
known to be “the quiet one” or “the class clown” behave 
Z_ȁ[h[djbo�_d�ekh�[ZkYWj_ed�Y[dj[h$�>[h["�j^[o�\[[b�j^Wj�j^[o�
can be whoever they want to be in a room separate from 
their usual social context. Here the focus is on listening to 
them tell their stories. It liberates the children to tell both 
ÂYj_edWb�ijeh_[i�WdZ�j^[�ijeh_[i�e\�j^[_h�emd�b_l[i"�WdZ�j^Wj�_i�
what we want to achieve with our space.

Outer space inspiring inner thought.
IfWY[�_i�ekh�_dÂd_j[�_dif_hWj_ed$�M^[d�ijkZ[dji�Whh_l[�
Wj�ekh�[ZkYWj_ed�Y[dj[hi"�j^[o�Âhij�ij[f�_dje�ekh�7b_[d�
Ikf[hcWha[j"�W�i^ef�Âbb[Z�m_j^�Wdoj^_d]�oek�c_]^j�d[[Z�
as an alien passing through. The shelves are packed with 
everything from canned gravity to space-shuttle wax, and 
the three-legged trousers are a hit among customers and 
children alike. Few people can resist the allure of wondering 
what lies beyond our own planet, and as far as spurring the 
imagination goes, space is a powerful theme. The store is 
colorful and playful and every product was developed with 
great consideration and attention to detail. For us, making 
the Alien Supermarket manifest is a way of showing that we 
take children’s imaginations seriously. 

One of the reasons we chose space as our theme for the 
ijeh[�_i�X[YWki[�_j�_cc[Z_Wj[bo�i[ji�eȁ�Wdoed[ºi�_cW]_dW-
tion, which is what we want for the children. But beyond 
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that, space has always been something for humankind’s 
existential questions to revolve around. The idea of a world 
beyond our own makes us wonder what life is, what it 
means to be human, and, if there is life somewhere else, 
what does that say about us? The questions and values that 
people project onto space are the foundations of storytelling 
and are embedded in the core of what we do.

How did this space come to life?
Berättarministeriet is based on collaboration between three 
sectors: civil society, the public sector, and the private sec-
tor. Thanks to that, we have pro bono partners that assist 
us with everything from communications to prop-making. 
The concept for our education centers was created in close 
YebbWXehWj_ed�m_j^�Wd�WhY^_j[Yjkh[�Âhc$�M[�YecX_d[Z�ekh�
love and sense for storytelling with their knack for design 
and landed on the education centers we have today. We 
have found that a lot of people are willing to contribute to 
our cause, so we always make sure to give every supplier 
and collaborator the whole picture of what we are trying 
to build and achieve. More often than not, people agree to 
do special deals or reduced prices for us. It is their way of 
Yedjh_Xkj_d]�je�W�YWki[�j^[o�ÂdZ�mehj^m^_b[$

Taking care of precious objects.
All of the materials in the space are quite precious. 
Children are often told to be careful with fragile items, and 
they spend a large part of their school years surrounded 
by sturdy, heavy-duty materials meant to endure the wear 
and tear of kids. By inviting them into our creative space, 
we give them the trust to take care of it. The kids feel this 
trust and want to take care of the space. Sure enough, 
since we started in 2011, very few “precious things” have 
been broken.

:_Z�oek�adem5�Berättarministeriet translates to “Ministry of Narration” in English. <khj^[hceh["�Z_Z�oek�adem5�Alien translates to utomjording in Swedish.

Don’t compromise when it comes to storytelling.
Building a creative space for storytelling is a demanding 
task, but sticking to the story is essential. In the middle of 
building, cutting corners can be tempting for a variety of 
reasons: because it’s cheaper, because it saves time, because 
it will make someone’s workday easier. In those moments, 
it is important to keep in mind why and for whom you are 
building the space. The children are the sharpest critics and 
they will notice if a handle is fake or if a door looks too much 
like a prop. Every time they do, it is a breach of trust between 
the narrator (us) and the audience (them). Every time they 
ÂdZ�Z[jW_bi�j^Wj�Yh[Wj[�W�]Wf�_d�j^[�ijeho"�_jºi�W�i_]d�j^Wj�
someone hasn’t been taking the story seriously. That leads 
j^[c�je�Wia�j^[�`kij_Â[Z�gk[ij_ed"�·M^o�i^ekbZ�?5¸

There are many examples of when the children have 
spotted plot holes in our story, such as aptly pointing out 
that it makes no sense for Editor Schwartz to be wearing a 
thin trench coat throughout the Scandinavian winter. The 
editor now owns one winter coat as well as the summer 
trench coat. 

Do be generous with the story! 
The wonderful thing with storytelling is that once you get 
your story straight, it engages any human mind, young 
eh�ebZ$�M[�^Wl[�i[[d�cWdo�·W^W�¸�cec[dji�_d�j^[�[o[i�e\�
builders, electricians, neighbors, and suppliers once they 
understand what it is we are trying to build. The moment it 
clicks you can tell that something changes in their approach 
to the work at hand. Their mindset shifts from doing just an-
other job to being a part of building something bigger. Being 
part of a bigger story brings out the intrinsic motivation in 
people, and it’s a powerful tool to involve and engage others. 
Any extra hour spent to explain your concept to everyone you 
collaborate with is an hour well spent. ●
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4

ALIEN 
SUPERMARKET 
PRODUCT RANGE

Designer: Happy F&B
Writer: Fanny Siltberg

Berättarministeriet’s Alien 
Supermarket stocks any product 
a wayward alien might need, from 
Saturnus Soil to Rocket Fuel.

3

CANNED GRAVITY

Designer: Happy F&B
Writer: Fanny Siltberg

One of Alien Supermarket’s 
bestsellers. Promises to give an 
immediate sense of connection to 
reality. Applied behind the hearing 
organ when travelling in weightless 
conditions.

1

GREEN TANNING 
LOTION

Designer: Happy F&B
Writer: Fanny Siltberg

Alien tanning lotion. When applied 
generously to the outer membrane 
it creates a lush, long-lasting green 
complexion. Intergalactically tested.

2

BOTTLED VACUUM

Designer: Happy F&B
Writer: Fanny Siltberg

Vacuum is a popular product that 
provides total emptiness from 
everything, a rarity in our stressed 
cosmos. Vacuum level: less than a 
thousandth of atmospheric pressure.

321

4
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The Ministry 
of Stories London, England



Established: 
2010

Designer: 
Alistair Hall at 
We Made This

Area: 
1,200 sq. !.

Address:
159 Hoxton St. 
Hoxton, London
England

The Ministry 
of Stories London, England



Before Hoxton Street Monster Supplies, monsters had to creep out in the dead of night to procure their pharmacological needs.

How did you decide on the storefront?
Prior to deciding on monsters, we narrowed down to three 
efj_edi�\eh�ekh�i^ef�j^[c[¶W�ikffbo�ijeh[�\eh�cedij[hi"�
a supermarket for extraterrestrials, and a shop for 
thieves and shoplifters. Though we liked the third option 
tremendously, we weren’t sure we’d be able to convince 
civic-minded people that it was the right idea for inspiring 
children. We chose monsters because the idea seemed to 
[d]W][�oekd]�f[efb[�e\�Z_ȁ[h[dj�W][i�WdZ�Xej^�Xeoi�WdZ�

]_hbi$�J^[�fheY[ii�e\�[nfbeh_d]"�ÂdZ_d]"�WdZ�YhoijWbb_p_d]�
ekh�i^ef�j^[c[�mWi�]h[Wj�\eh�[d]W]_d]�Wj�Âhij�W�icWbb�WdZ�
then a much wider group of creative supporters and volun-
teers. We took Dave Eggers’s advice to “follow the weird” 
as our guiding principle, and, once the theme of monsters 
took hold, we assiduously followed the weird wherever it 
took us. As early as possible, we enlisted the imaginations 
of children in our after-school writing clubs to help develop 
new product lines and ideas for the space. Throughout the 
process, we made sure that we stuck to the principles of the 
story and the rules of the world we created. 

What influenced the design of the space?
We looked at local English shops from the Victorian period 
onward, using both photographs of original shops and also 
contemporary recreations of old shops. We wanted Hoxton 
Street Monster Supplies to feel like a local general store, 
one that had been in place since it opened in 1818 but had 
recently gone through a bit of refurbishing. Taking our cue 
from the 826 shops in the USA, we wanted it to be a joke told 
with a completely straight face. We made the assumption 
that monsters really did exist and would need to shop for 
j^[_h�if[Y_ÂY�d[[Zi"�WdZ�j^[d�m[�jh_[Z�je�_cW]_d[�m^Wj�W�i^ef�
like that might look like. For the writing workshop spaces, 
we wanted them to feel warm, engaging, bright, imaginative, 
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Brave humans, unafraid of monsters, share their work aloud at an after-school writing club.

inspiring, and friendly. They had 
to be multifunctional, too, easy to 
h[YedÂ]kh[�\hec�W�mh_j_d]�ifWY[�je�W�
presentation space to a tutorial space.

How did you get creative in 
designing the writing center?
We included a “word wall” where 
students could come and grab words 
for inspiration when they were stuck. 
The word phosphorescent has pride 
of place on the wall as a tribute to 
one girl who, at one of our very early 

story-making workshops, ventured 
j^[�Âhij�b_d[�e\�j^[�ijeho�j^Wj�^[h�
class was writing collaboratively 
as “And so the phosphorescent sun 
came up…” All the adults in the room 
were suitably impressed by this vivid 
opener, until the rest of the class 
turned to her and, virtually as one, 
said: “Oh, but you always start a 
story with that…” 

Alongside the word wall, we com-
missioned illustrator Heather Sloane 
to do brilliant line drawings that 

would stop the spaces from feeling 
like classrooms while still keeping 
them clean and bright. We didn’t 
mWdj�j^[�mehai^ef�ifWY[�je�_dÃk[dY[�
j^[�Y^_bZh[dºi�mh_j_d]¶_j�d[[Z[Z�je�
have the feel of a blank page, where 
any story was possible. At the same 
time, we included a few nods to our 
C_d_ijho�e\�Ijeh_[i�_Z[dj_jo¶ijhWd][�
typewriters, piles of odd books, and 
jokes to win over the most reluctant 
of writers.

As a product, our range of “tins 
of fear” emerged from necessity at 
the time and they were therefore 
conceived very much on the hoof. For 
instance, we realized that we didn’t 
want the tins just to be empty, so we 
came up with the idea of commission-
ing well-known writers to write us a 
story using the title of each grade of 
fear as inspiration: “A Vague Sense 
of Unease” (Laura Dockrill), “The 
Collywobbles” (Nick Hornby), “The 
Heebie-Jeebies” (David Nicholls), 
“Escalating Panic” ( Joe Dunthorne), 
and “Mortal Terror” (Zadie Smith). 
What we originally devised as a 
i^[b\#Âbb[h�WYjkWbbo�X[YWc[�ed[�e\�ekh�
signature products. We wanted all of 
our products to have a use, not to be 
`kij�W�`ea[�eh�je�Yh[Wj[�bWdZÂbb$�J^_i�
creative constraint helped us design 
products like Fang Floss (garden 
twine) and Thickest Human Snot 
(lemon curd).

Halfway through the build we had 
some test classes in the space and 
realized we needed to do something to 
reduce the noise levels in the work-
shop area. So, we found an industrial 
carpet supplier who had overstock in 
some limited patterns and shades. You 
can imagine that we didn’t have the 
best choice of colors, but we found a 
creative solution. We picked a light, 
neutral gray for the main space, then 
a series of bright and garish greens 
for the back room, which we had 
laid in stripes for a grasslike feeling 
underfoot and it matched the outdoor 
illustrations we had there. 

We also implemented some IKEA 
hacks. We did a lot of sawing up and 

The shop boasts “service with a snarl, since 1818.”
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h[Ân_d]�i^[bl_d]�kd_ji"�jWXb[i"�WdZ�ZhWm[hi�\eh�ijkZ[dji�je�
keep their notebooks in. The only cautionary tale there is 
j^Wj�?A;7�Y^Wd][i�_ji�ijeYa¶\h[gk[djbo$�Ie"�i_n�cedj^i�
in when we had more students and wanted to expand 
the shelving and have it match the original, we ended up 
trekking to suburbia for a secondhand eBay posting of the 
edbo�ZhWm[h�kd_j�m[�YekbZ�ÂdZ�je�cWjY^�_j$

Creating fantastical spaces on a realistic budget.
Our initial budget for stocking the shop was about seven 
thousand pounds, so we quickly realized we needed to 
Yec[�kf�m_j^�iec[j^_d]�je�Âbb�j^[�i^[bl[i�j^Wj�mWi�Y^[Wf�
to produce. We tracked down a supplier of empty tins, 
Birmingham Tin Box, and bought a few pallets of them. 
J^[o�]Wl[�ki�W�]eeZ�Z_iYekdj¶j^[�Z_h[Yjeh�^WZ�W�bej�e\�
sympathy for our cause as he was dyslexic and wanted to 
see children with dyslexia supported to write. We then had 
ÃWj�bWX[bi�fh_dj[Z��_d�XbWYa�WdZ�m^_j[�je�a[[f�Yeiji�Zemd��"�
and gathered a team of volunteers to put the labels on in the 
XWYa�e\�j^[�i^ef"�WdZ�je�Âbb�j^[�j_di�m_j^�j^[_h�Yedj[dji$

We made friends with all kinds of companies. We made 
friends with our neighbors. The local pub had regulars who 
would often watch us with mild amusement as we bumbled 
our way through DIY. So, we chatted over a pint. Cookie and 
Jay brought their ladder and superior tools and put up our 
shop sign. They introduced us to their electrician mates and 
they liked the idea that we were doing something for the 
children in their neighborhood. Wonderful paper suppliers, 
including GF Smith, donated paper to us for our screen 
fh_dji�WdZ�Xeeai¶m[�edbo�^WZ�je�cWa[�ikh[�j^Wj�j^[�fh_dji�
m[h[�j^[�h_]^j�i_p[�\eh�j^[�eȁYkji�e\�j^[_h�bWh][�fWf[h�hkdi$�
We asked for charity deals and discounts the entire time. 
We found amazing creative partners like Halen Mon, a fami-
ly business which produces sea salt in Wales. They mixed up 
sixteen potential salt blends to help us with our new range 
of Salt Made from Tears, and were so enthusiastic about the 
idea they accepted much smaller order quantities than they 
dehcWbbo�mekbZ�\eh�j^[�Âl[�m[�[l[djkWbbo�Y^ei[$�

We got creative with our materials on a basis of zero 
waste. One of the more expensive materials was the 
frosted acrylic windows used to partition the shop from the 
mehai^ef�ifWY[$�M[�ki[Z�iec[�eȁYkji�j^Wj�ekh�YWhf[dj[h�
wouldn’t see wasted to make light boxes for the workshop 
space. Equally, all our bookshelves were unusual shapes and 
i_p[i�X[YWki[�j^[o�m[h[�cWZ[�[dj_h[bo�\hec�eȁYkji�e\�meeZ$

Creativity in collaboration.
Alistair Hall wrote a blog post about Dave Eggers’s TED Talk 
and was introduced to Lucy Macnab and Ben Payne and, later, 
Nick Hornby. We then assembled a loose team of like-minded 
volunteers who helped pull together the various elements. We 
worked with a team of three architects for the initial design 
of the space, make:good (a specialist in designing spaces for 
and with children), David Ogunmuyiwa, and Andrew Lock 

Due to an ancient curse, the shop’s proceeds must go to the Ministry of Stories.

Note: no fairies were harmed in the harvesting or processing of fairy dust.
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from Lyn Atelier (and Andrew’s own carpentry skills played a 
cWii_l[�heb[�_d�j^[�ÂdWb�Xk_bZ�$�7b_ijW_h�^Wi�X[[d�7hj�:_h[Yjeh�
since the charity started, created the identities for the shop 
and the Ministry, and he does 90 percent of the shop design 
meha$�J^[�feij�eȅY[�ifWY[�_d�j^[�ijeh[�mWi�Yh[Wj[Z�Xo�7b_ied�
Neighbour, with graphic design by Alistair, supported by 
students from Central Saint Martins School of Art & Design.

Our incredible team of graphic design volunteers 
includes Burgess Studio, Becky Chilcott, Ed Cornish (who 
created various monster guides and books for the store), 
Jack Noel, Shu Han Lee, Alex Parrott, Andy German, 
Anthony Gerace, and New North Press (who designed our 
monster cards). Other creative help has come from Studio 
Weave (Salt Made from Tears), Tatty Devine (monster 

Students work in the cozy, mellow tutoring room that resides behind the Hoxton Street Monster Supplies storefront.

jewelry), the Fox Twins and friends (the Hoxton Street 
Monster Supplies website), Fiasco Design (the current 
Ministry website), Manifest London (the original Ministry 
website), Martin Jackson (copywriting on products), and 
Reed Words (copywriting on various projects).

We’ve worked with a whole host of incredibly talented 
designers and writers and illustrators and spatial designers to 
create the space and realize the products. The collaboration 
with children has also been key to testing and developing new 
products for the shop. They co-wrote the concept for a lost 
and found Cabinet of Curiosities to go in the shop, designed 
scavenger hunts, and collaborated on our postal service. We 
believe in the power of children’s ideas and in giving them 
opportunities to co-design a real imaginary world. ●
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3

SALT MADE  
FROM TEARS 

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This
Concept: Studio Weave

Salt Made from Tears combines centu-
ries-old craft with the freshest human 
tears which are gently boiled, released 
into shallow crystallization tanks, 
j^[d�^Whl[ij[Z�Xo�^WdZ�WdZ�ÂdWbbo�
rinsed in brine. Experience the full 
hWd][�e\�j^[i[�ÃWlehi�_d�j^_i�[nYbki_l[�
collection.

2

WEREWOLF BISCUITS

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Thick, crumbly, melt-in-the-mouth 
biscuits packed with goodness to 
support lycanthrope good health 
and natural defenses. Bursting with 
ÃWleh"�[WY^�\kbb�ceedµi^Wf[Z�X_iYk_j�
increases vitality and well-being, and 
helps to maintain a rich, glossy coat.

4

FAIRY DUST

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

This powder blend has been collected 
from the wings of several species of 
f_n_[i�WdZ�\W[$�Ki[\kb�\eh�Ã_]^j"�_d-
creased sneakiness, and a shimmering 
complexion. A little sprinkle goes a 
bed]�mWo�

3

21

4

1

RANGE OF CHILDREN’S 
TINNED FEAR

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

The perfect starter kit for mini-
monsters, each tin in this range 
contains sweets and these specially 
commissioned stories by best-selling 
children’s authors: “The Chills” by 
Jeremy Strong, “The Night Sweats” by 
Andy Stanton, “Night Terrors” by Eoin 
Colfer, “Creeping Dread” by Charlie 
>_]ied"�WdZ�·7bWhc¸�Xo�C[]�Heieȁ$
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8

FANG FLOSS 

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Our marvelously strong Fang Floss 
is invaluable in cleaning where tradi-
tional sticks and brushes can’t reach, 
removing all common forms of fang 
matter, including: brains, gore, bones, 
l_iY[hW"�[djhW_bi"�i[Wm[[Z"�jeȁ[["�WdZ�
much more.

7

MONSTER SUPPLIES 
COOKBOOK

Publisher: Octopus Books on  
Mitchell Beazley Press

For hundreds of years, the Hoxton 
Street Monster Supplies shop has been 
supplying quality goods for the mon-
ster community. So whether you’re 
entertaining trolls, hosting a vampire 
soiree, or expecting zombies round for 
tea, you can make delicious treats to 
suit every occasion.

5

IMPACTED EARWAX 

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Harvested from humans fed on a strict 
diet of Tinned Fear, these best-selling 
Impacted Earwax bars are mouth-
mWj[h_d]�WdZ�cW]d_ÂY[dj�lWbk[$

6

BRAIN FOOD

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Notes for mummies: Made from real 
bits of brain. Average IQ 145.

Notes for humans: A strawberry- 
ÃWleh[Z�Y^[mo�Y[dj[h�_d�W�Yh_if�YWi_d]�
and a dusting of sweet strawberry 
icing sugar.

7

6

8

5
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RANGE OF  
TINNED FEAR

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Collect the original range of 
Hoxton Street Monster Supplies 
Tinned Fear and be the envy of 
every monster on the block.

Each tin contains the precise 
emotion on the label, prepared 
in the form of boiled sweets and 
these specially commissioned 
stories: “A Vague Sense of 
Unease” by Laura Dockrill, “The 
Collywobbles” by Nick Hornby, 
“The Heebie-Jeebies” by David 
Nicholls, “Escalating Panic” by Joe 
Dunthorne, and “Mortal Terror” 
by Zadie Smith.





12

MOONLIGHT (BACK)

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Waiting a whole month for a full moon 
can be an inconvenient bore for the 
ceZ[hd�boYWdj^hef[¶Xkj�m_j^�ekh�
moonlight jar you can be a werewolf 
anytime.

11

MOONLIGHT

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

For a quite immediate and singularly 
[ȁ[Yj_l[�jhWdi\ehcWj_ed�\hec�^kcWd�
to werewolf. Monstrously clever, this 
contraption collects sunshine during 
the day and converts it into the light 
of a full moon at night.

9

BANSHEE BALLS

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

CWZ[�if[Y_ÂYWbbo�\eh�XWdi^[[i"�j^[i[�
powerful throat sweets will soothe and 
restore after excessive screeching, 
howling, moaning, and wailing.

10

BAH! HUMBUGS

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Feeling unpleasantly happy, perky, 
WdZ�`el_Wb5�@kij�ed[�8W^��>kcXk]�m_bb�
instantly induce a mood of marvelous 
misery and melancholy.

11

109

12
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16

DRAGON TREATS

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

These deliciously hot treats for 
dragons help to maintain the very 
^ejj[ij�Âh[#Xh[Wj^"�WdZ�Wbie�ikffehj�
healthy teeth, claws, scales, horns, 
WdZ�m_d]i$�IWbjo�Wj�Âhij�m_j^�W�bWj[�
chili heat, they are a delightful alter-
native to charred humans.

15

TOASTED BONE 
CHUNKS

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Notes for ogres:
Grind these bones to make your bread 
(and other baked goods).

Notes for humans:
9_dZ[h�Jeȁ[[¶W�jh[Wj�bel[Z�Xo�
children and adults alike.

14

PETRIFIED MICE

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Notes for little monsters:
Delicious sugar-coated rodents, 
frozen quite solid. Perfect for any 
oekd]ij[h�j[ij_d]�_ji�Âhij�i[j�e\�
fangs.

Notes for humans:
A time-honored British sweet treat.

15

14

16

13

13

ZOMBIE FRESH MINTS

Writer and Designer: 
We Made This

Ikȁ[h_d]�\hec�^_Z[eki�^Wb_jei_i�W\j[h�
gorging on humans all night? Banish 
brain-breath with these startlingly 
strong mints.
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826 Boston  Roxbury, MA

Established: 
2007

Designer: 
Daniel Johnson

Area: 
1,300 sq. !.

Address:
3035 Washington St.
Roxbury, MA



J^[�Ãeeh�fbWd�i^emi�j^[�[nfWdi_l[�jkjeh_d]�ifWY[�^_ZZ[d�X[^_dZ�j^[�ijeh[\hedj$

Where did the idea for your store’s theme come from?
Boston is a big research hub for everything from cancer to 
the human genome and other topics. We talked about that 
and about what’s perhaps been overlooked, what isn’t being 
studied but should be. We came to the Greater Boston Bigfoot 
Research Institute, the joke being that “Bigfoot” is nestled in 
between four other words. People who drive past the sign say, 
“Oh, I thought you were just a research facility,” and then 
they see “Bigfoot” and look in the window and see a nine-foot 
Bigfoot and eyeballs in jars and leeches and other strange 
things. You can attract students of a certain age by repelling 
them, by allowing them to wade into the grotesque.

What inspired the space’s design?
Our space was raw. It had been an abandoned auto-body shop 
that had been gutted and turned into this residential place 

(Previous) The storefront of 826 Boston features a Bigfoot logo designed by Amanda McCorkle. (Above) Before the Greater Boston Bigfoot Research Institute opened, 
j^[h[�mWi�de�iY_[dj_ÂY�_dij_jkj_ed�Z[Z_YWj[Z�je�j^[�ijkZo�e\�Yhofjepeebe]o$
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A sliding door reveals the tutoring lab. Students and volunteers conduct a study inside the research institute.

7hj_ij#cWZ[�fheZkYji�WdZ�iY_[dj_ÂY�[f^[c[hW�Yecc_d]b[�_d�j^[�ijeh[$ Serious research facilites must contain small, meticulously labeled bottles.

O[j�ceh[�[l_Z[dY[�e\�j^[�fhe\ekdZ�[nf[h_c[dji�WdZ�_dl[ij_]Wj_edi�^Wff[d_d]�m_j^_d0�el[hijkȁ[Z�ZhWm[hi"�l[d[j_Wd�Xb_dZi"�j^_d]i�fbk]][Z�_dje�ej^[h�j^_d]i$
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with a space downstairs, so it was kind of a blank canvas. It 
was in this newer development and it kind of looked like a 
research space. The idea of the Wunderkammer, the wonder 
cabinet, or the cabinet of curiosities, held a lot of richness for 
us. Loren Coleman, who was a sociologist-turned-Bigfoot- 
researcher, actually has a museum up in Portland, Maine. We 
looked to models like the Mütter Museum in Philadelphia, 
which is a collection of anatomical and physiological anoma-
b_[i¶I_Wc[i[�jm_di�_d�`Whi�WdZ�j^_d]i�b_a[�j^Wj$�J^[�Cki[kc�
of Jurassic Technology in Los Angeles served as inspiration 
and the Harvard Museum of Natural History was a great 
partner and ally. Once we settled into the research scene, 
the Harvard Museum of Natural History started calling and 
mekbZ�iWo"�·M[ºl[�]ej�W�mWj[h�XkȁWbe�^[WZ�m^_Y^�_i�e\�de�
iY_[dj_ÂY�lWbk[�je�ki$�:e�oek�]koi�mWdj�_j5¸�

How did you put together the team that created 
this space?
We put out a call out through 826 and the word started to 
get around. People invited friends of friends. We pulled 
together a really amazing group of folks. We had people 
from the children’s museum. We had scientists, graphic 
Z[i_]d[hi"�Whj�ijkZ[dji"�mh_j[hi"�Yec[Z_Wdi¶a_dZ�e\�W�
perfect stew of people. We asked everyone who came in how 
they wanted to be involved. Once we had a team, we really 
just started spitballing and brainstorming. We didn’t have 
j^[�ced[o�kf�\hedj�je�Ze�Wdoj^_d]1�m[�m[h[�mW_j_d]�\eh�W�
grant to come through and had about six months or so to 
really cook up the idea. We had no money, but a bunch of 
creative folks and a great blank canvas. 

How did you acquire the items that fill your center?
In some cases we called out for things and in others we 
stumbled upon them. We had a donation letter that we 
sent out to anyone and everyone. It stated the kinds of 
j^_d]i�m[�m[h[�beea_d]�\eh¶if[Y_c[di�WdZ�`Whi�WdZ�j^[�
b_a[$�Ekh�j[Wc�e\�jm[djo�je�jm[djo#Âl[�f[efb[�i^Wh[Z�j^Wj�
with everyone. We have this data wall that rolls back and 
hides the tutoring center, and we got a call from a barn 
door company in Connecticut saying they’d love to donate 
_\�m[�ij_bb�d[[Z[Z�W�XWhd�Zeeh�Ânjkh[�WdZ�j^[o�<[Z;n[Z�_j�
to us. I’m sure it was thousands of dollars. Then they came 
WdZ�_dijWbb[Z�_j�\eh�ki��7�\h_[dZºi�ZWZ�^WZ�W�f^ed[�Xeej^�_d�
his garage in upstate New York, and we drove a U-Haul 
truck to pick it up. We didn’t know what we were going to 
do with it, but once we got it, a woman from the children’s 
museum, Megan Dickinson, said she thought it should 
be a climate simulation chamber and that she wanted to 
work on it. One breakthrough was when we came across 
a giant art crate. It was huge. It was like nine feet by four 
feet or something like that. We ended up using it as a data 
wall in our center, but there’s a local art shipping company 
called Artex who had these big crates that they build and 
then dismantle. We contacted them directly and they 8bkhho�f^eje]hWf^i"�i^Wao�l_Z[ei"�Â[hY[�Yedl_Yj_ed0�Ybk[i�Z[cWdZ_d]�W�l[hZ_Yj�

Poring over pages and pages of research, maybe even about fossilized grass rats.

7�\eii_b_p[Z�WhcWZ_bbe�if[Y_c[d"�c_i_Z[dj_Â[Z�^[h[�Wi�Arvicanthis niloticus.

What it looks like when a scientist walks away mid-experiment.
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donated a bunch of crates, which worked perfectly for our 
purposes because we had all of these specimens. We ended 
up building a counter which is raised and really tall so that 
when people come in, they’re looking up at the person 
behind the counter.

We made a lot of our products. Our team scavenged 
_j[ci�b_a[�Âi^_d]�bkh[i�je�jkhd�_dje�XWXo�]_Wdj�Y[dj_f[Z[i$�
Every week we would do a show-and-tell with the team, and 
we were broken up into groups to think about the theme, 
the products, the environment, the graphic design, and the 
branding. As we grew as an organization, companies start-
ed to seek us out and adopt us and do free things for us. The 
carpenters who did a lot of the work donated their labor. 
Once you’re visible to your community, people come forward 
WdZ�eȁ[h�^[bf$�M[�Wbb�ibe]�j^hek]^�ie�ckY^�ckdZWd[�ijkȁ"�
from paying bills to doing homework, and if something is 
really weird and kind of out there but brilliant, people want 
to get involved. That’s the beautiful thing about 826. ●7�Ã[Z]b_d]�Yhofjepeebe]_ij�YWh[\kbbo�[nWc_d_d]�Â[bZ�dej[i$

Boston mayor Marty Walsh gives a lecture, very likely on the latest Bigfoot sightings or a new piece of evidence supporting the existence of unicorns.
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4

UNICORN BURP

Designer and Writer: 
Oliver Uberti

M^_ci_YWb"�^[b_kc#Âbb[Z�]Wi�Yebb[Yj[Z�
directly from the digestive tracts of 
our own farm-raised unicorns. Blow 
this solution through bubble wands 
for holographic summer fun or ingest 
it for short-term weightlessness. 

3

DISAFFECTED WOOD

Designer and Writer: 
Oliver Uberti

What fun is there in wood that 
obediently serves its purpose? These 
uninspired, rebellious logs are guar-
anteed to disrespect your authority 
and resent their obligation to you as 
their owner. 

2

EXISTENTIALLY 
DISTRAUGHT WOOD

Designer and Writer: 
Oliver Uberti

These days, everyone has distressed 
barn wood adorning their walls and 
composing their furniture. Take your 
home décor to the next level with 
Existentially Distraught Wood sourced 
from local enchanted forests.

1

UNICORN TEARS

Designer and Writer: 
Oliver Uberti

One of our rarest products, these 
organic, ethically obtained unicorn 
tears serve as a mystical remedy for 
any ailment that may befall you. May 
be ingested for internal or nonphys-
ical maladies or applied topically to 
surface injuries. 

5

21

4

3
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8

FOSSIL BRUSH 

Designer and Writer: 
Oliver Uberti

This patented fossil brush design 
uncovers ancient fossils with the 
utmost care and accuracy. Our semi-
soft bristles are able to brush lightly 
over important artifacts, uncovering 
information that would otherwise be 
lost to current civilization. 

7

SPORE BUCKET 

Designer and Writer: 
Oliver Uberti

A containment and transportation 
vessel capable of holding thousands 
of single-celled spores, useful in 
the propagation of both mundane 
and magical minute species. This 
aluminum bucket comes equipped 
with sturdy handles and assured spore 
protection.

5

CONFUSED WOOD

Designer and Writer: 
Oliver Uberti

The latest in our line of enchanted 
woods, Confused Wood is a multi-pur-
pose material that is never quite 
sure of its purpose. Disclaimer: may 
attempt to pose as aluminum, cotton, 
glass, etc. 

6

KOALA  
CONTAINMENT UNIT

Designer and Writer: 
Oliver Uberti

On an expedition, don’t dare to under-
estimate the ferocity of a wild koala. 
These containment units come equipped 
with all the security precautions neces-
sary for capturing koalas and keeping 
their feral tendencies at bay.

76

8
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WordPlay 
Cincy Cincinnati, OH



WordPlay 
Cincy Cincinnati, OH

Established: 
2012

Designer: 
Libby Hunter

Area: 
1,900 sq. !.

Address:
4041 Hamilton Ave. 
Cincinnati, OH



Visit WordPlay Cincy to have your vintage typewriter serviced while listening to a young author share their writing. 

What effect were you trying to evoke with this space?
We gave a lot of consideration to the experience we wanted 
f[efb[�je�^Wl[�_d�ekh�ifWY[¶dej�`kij�j^[�a_Zi"�Xkj�ekh�
families, volunteers, and guests. It was important that the 
design would suggest good feelings of home and school, 
but at the same time wasn’t too similar to either one. It was 
[ii[dj_Wb�j^Wj�ekh�mh_j_d]�Y[dj[h�_dif_h[�Ykh_ei_jo1�j^[�[Yb[Yj_Y�
collection of historical oddities, lounge-worthy upholstered 
comfort, old books, and typewriters is meant to be inviting, 
thought-provoking, and somehow also soothing.

How have you adapted the store and writing center 
over time?
We had decided on the title of the Urban Legend Institute 
for our initial store concept, inspired by local history, myth, 
WdZ�ijehoj[bb_d]$�CkY^�e\�j^[�Âhij�hekdZ�e\�\khd_jkh[�WdZ�
Z�Yeh�YWc[�\hec�Ye#\ekdZ[h�B_XXo�>kdj[hºi�^eki[1�i^[�^WZ�
recently downsized and needed a place to stash some old 
family heirlooms. Friends saw the quirky curation of unusual 
pieces taking shape and started contributing other unique 
items to the mix. While our store was fully stocked and run-
ning for a while, it was tricky to maintain the balance of the 
store’s needs versus programming, and programs won out. A beacon in Cincinnati for both writers and typists.
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We needed the space back, which was a valid and convenient 
mWo�je�[nfbW_d�WmWo�j^[�\WYj�j^Wj�m[�YekbZdºj�Â]kh[�ekj�^em�
to scrape together enough money to pay someone to run the 
store. At that time, we decided to shift the Urban Legend 
Institute to focus on our best-selling item, restored vintage 
jof[mh_j[hi"�Wbed]�m_j^�eȁ[h_d]�Yb[Wd_d]�WdZ�h[fW_h�i[hl_Y[i$�
Ekh�ijeh[�_i�dem�KhXWd�B[][dZ�Jof[mh_j[hi�WdZ�Âji�idk]bo�
along one wall, while the rest of the room has been reclaimed 
as our reading lounge. The typewriter business would not 
exist if it weren’t for the generosity of an extraordinary 
human, our Typewriter Guy, Dr. Richard Polt. A philosophy 
professor at nearby Xavier University, Richard has been 
sourcing, restoring, and marketing our typewriters since our 
Âhij�cedj^�_d�[n_ij[dY[$�M[�em[�ie�ckY^�je�^_i�_d][dk_jo"�
passion for his craft, and dedication to helping our students. 

The space features sturdy furniture, necessary for supporting creativity and reducing the risk of toppling over when mind-blowing ideas occur.

Looks of joy, awe, and surprise can mean only one thing: student readers.

A student with writer’s block need only look at the nearest wall for inspiration. A young author performs at a reading.
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WordPlay Cincy’s interior is delicate and ornate, defying the brutalist, cinderblock-and-plastic style of many learning environments.





Students read on comfortable, sometimes antique, couches and armchairs. A handmade stencil = an inimitable space.

The length of the space and the bright lighting make WordPlay a perfect place to showcase student work with readings and performances.
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How did you put WordPlay Cincy together on a budget? 
We pulled a volunteer ideation team together that consists 
of a few creatives on our initial board of directors, some 
artist and designer friends, and a few others from various 
facets of the education realm. During a half-day session, we 
did a rather sloppy but ultimately very productive brain-
storming process about the overall theme that would tie the 
store and writing center together. 

We still don’t know how we pulled this together. We don’t 
[l[d�h[YWbb�_\�m[�^WZ�W�b_d[�_j[c�_d�ekh�j_do�Âhij#o[Wh�XkZ][j�
for furniture and décor. Friends volunteered to paint the 
walls and put up shelving. Money was paid out of certain un-
named individuals’ pockets to pay for movers to bring heavier 
_j[ci�_d$�Ed[�lebkdj[[h�ZedWj[Z�W�o[Whºi�ikffbo�e\�Yeȁ[[�WdZ�
W�Yeȁ[[�fej�WdZ�j^[�fheY[ii�mWi�YWȁ[_dWj[Z�\eh[l[h�W\j[h$�
It just kept organically evolving. Libby has been known to 
Zkcfij[h#Z_l[��dej�_d\h[gk[djbo�1�iec[�_d_j_Wb�\khd_jkh[�
mWi�\ekdZ�ed�j^[�YkhX�eh�fkbb[Z�ekj�e\�Zkcfij[hi1�iec[�mWi�
scored through a contact in Cincinnati Public Schools when 
an elementary school was being torn down. Credit is also 
due to Libby’s elementary school librarian, who brought a 
clawfoot bathtub into the library and put a carpet square 
inside so the kids could sit in it and read. She always wanted 
pillows to soften up her reading time in the library tub, and 
so the WordPlay Reading Tubs were born, full of pillows and 
featured prominently in the reading lounge. Other pieces 
were bought on the cheap from the University of Cincinnati’s 
monthly surplus sales, and people have consistently donated 
items over the years as well. We have big windows facing the 
street and we get people walking through our doors all the 
time thinking we’re an antique store.

Do you have advice for educators who want to build a 
space like this?
As for the design of the space, start with the feelings you want 
the people in your space to feel. Open this up for a bigger 
conversation including a variety of people from the commu-
nity you will be working in, especially those you aim to reach 
through your programs. In terms of the bigger-picture advice 
ed�ijWhj_d]�W�dedfheÂj�oekj^�mh_j_d]�Y[dj[h0�X[�h[WZo�je�bei[�
your shirt, your sanity, and any hopes for work-life balance. 
It’s brutal in the startup phase, and that can last for a long 
time. This path isn’t for the faint of heart. Keep your humor 
and your humility front and center. Listen, listen, and listen 
iec[�ceh[$�Ekh�meha�_d�j^[�dedfheÂj�i[Yjeh�_idºj�`kij�·^[bZ�
in the public trust” according to the IRS, it truly belongs to 
the community. Consider how you might incubate your idea 
kdZ[h�Wd�[n_ij_d]�dedfheÂj�hWj^[h�j^Wd�`kcf_d]�ijhW_]^j�
_dje�j^[�+&'�Y��)��mehbZ¶adem_d]�\kbb�m[bb�^em�^ofeYh_j_YWb�
j^_i�WZl_Y[�_i��m[�Ybkd]�Â[hY[bo�je�ekh�]eWb�e\�X[_d]�Wd�_dZ[-
f[dZ[dj�dedfheÂj�\hec�j^[�][j#]e�"�m[�h[Wbbo�^Wl[�Yec[�je�
X[b_[l[�j^_i$�J^[h[�_i�jh[c[dZeki�X[d[Âj�je�h[iekhY[#i^Wh_d]"�
c_j_]Wj_d]�ÂdWdY_Wb�WdZ�ej^[h�h_iai"�WdZ�]hem_d]�kdZ[h�j^[�
c[djehi^_f�e\�W�i[Wied[Z�dedfheÂj�Z_h[Yjeh$� ●
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Story Factory Parramatta, Australia

Established: 
2012

Designers: 
Chris Bosse of  
LAVA and the 
Glue Society

Area 
(Redfern): 
1,614 sq. !.

Area 
(Parramatta): 
1,130 sq. !.

Address:
90 George Street 
Parramatta NSW 
Australia



What is this place?
Our goal was to create a space for young people where normal 
rules don’t apply. We wanted a nontraditional space, a world 
away from the classic classroom, a space that would pluck kids 
out of their everyday lives. We wanted it to instantly prompt 
ijeh_[i"�_Z[Wi"�WdZ�\h[[Zec�e\�j^ek]^j$�J^[�ÂdWb�Z[i_]d�jkhd[Z�
Wd�'.)&i�^[h_jW][#b_ij[Z�YejjW][¶\ehc[hbo�W�\Wc_bo�^ec["�
bebbo�i^ef"�WdZ�h[Wb�[ijWj[�eȅY[��j^[�i_]d�_i�ij_bb�ed�j^[�mWbb�¶
_dje�W�Ãk_Z"�Yedj_dkeki�ifWY[�j^Wj�m[�YWbb�j^[�:h[Wc�BWX$

What was the concept behind the design? 
The architectural concept was to connect the four separate 
rooms with a continuous blue splash or ribbon, to awaken 
imagination with non-linear design. Like a bucket of creativity 
fekh[Z�_dje�j^[�ifWY["�_j�Ãemi�j^hek]^�j^[�heeci�WdZ�ifbWi^[i�
out onto the street. Spatial continuity is realized with a series 
e\�\h[[#Ãem_d]�j_cX[h�[b[c[dji�j^Wj�c[WdZ[h�j^hek]^�j^[�
space and create seating, shelving, furniture, and lighting. 
Architect Chris Bosse of LAVA said the design weaves a story 
through space and time, from early settlement to space travel. 
?jºi�W�Yedj_dkWj_ed�e\�j^[�Âhij�Ijeho�<WYjeho¶j^[�CWhj_Wd�
;cXWiio�_d�_dd[h#Y_jo�H[Z\[hd¶ij_ckbWj_d]�Yh[Wj_l_jo�
j^hek]^�ifWj_Wb�Z_ȁ[h[dj_Wj_ed$�J^_i�ifWY[�_i�W�X_j�ceh[�
mature, less childlike. We wanted it to appeal equally to kids 
and teenagers. For the Glue Society, who helped conceptualize 

the space and did the interior design, the core design challenge 
was creating something that would appeal both to a seven-
year-old and a seventeen-year-old. Their initial idea was: 
m^Wj�_\�oek�YekbZ�Yh[Wj[�W�\WYjeho�j^Wj�cWa[i�Zh[Wci5 The 
idea of a “dream lab” seemed to fuse imagination with exper-
imentation. It also allowed the designers to be inclusive and 
create a world appealing to all ages and cultural backgrounds. 

How did you make the Dream Lab a reality?
M^[d�m[�ef[d[Z�j^[�Âhij�Ijeho�<WYjeho�_d�(&'("�m[�X[]][Z�
favors from every creative we knew. The Glue Society, a 
Yh[Wj_l[�W][dYo"�mWi�j^[�Âhij�je�W]h[[�je�^[bf$�J^[o�^WZ�
already worked with Will O’Rourke, a production company, 
and Chris Bosse, so Glue asked them to help, too. Miracu-
lously, everyone agreed to team up and do everything pro 
bono. After consulting kids and volunteers, Glue came up 
with the concept of the Martian Embassy and LAVA brought 
it to life. It was a harmonious and hardworking team, and 
everyone fought hard for their creative vision. When we 
opened the second Story Factory in Parramatta in 2018, we 
were thrilled that Glue and LAVA again agreed to design 
_j�\eh�ki$�?j�mWi�W�j[Wc�[ȁehj�Xkj�_\�Wdoed[�mWi�j^[�YhWpo�
mastermind, it was Chris Bosse. When we ran out of money 
\eh�j^[�Ãeeh�Z[YWbi�j^Wj�mekbZ�fkj�ifbWi^[i�e\�Yebeh�j^hek]^�
the space, he paid for them himself. 

Story Factory’s second location in Parramatta was designed by the Glue Factory and LAVA, who also designed their original location, the Martian Embassy. 
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The architecture connects separate rooms with a continuous blue current.

The challenge was to make the space appeal to both a 7- and a 17-year-old.

J^[�_d_j_Wb�_Z[W�mWi0�m^Wj�_\�oek�YekbZ�Yh[Wj[�W�\WYjeho�j^Wj�cWa[i�Zh[Wci5

J^[�ifWY[�_i�Âbb[Z�m_j^�iYkbfjkh[i�cWZ[�\hec�Z_iYWhZ[Z�j[Y^debe]o$�9Wii[jj[�fbWo[hi"�ebZ�f^ed[i"�cej^[hXeWhZi¶Wbb�h[fkhfei[Z�_dje�eZZ�Whj_\WYji�\hec�j^[�\kjkh[$
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Illuminating imagination.
We had to comply with council and 
^[h_jW][�h[]kbWj_edi�m^_b[�WȁehZWXbo�
merging the old and new parts of the 
Xk_bZ_d]¶WdZ�Wdoj^_d]�m[�_dijWbb[Z�
had to be removable at the end of 
the lease. The pendant lights in the 
space were designed by the architects 
WdZ�Wii[cXb[Z�_d�j^[_h�eȅY[$�J^[o�
also made a space-age chandelier 
from continuous LED strips, which 
m[�^kd]�\hec�Âi^_d]�b_d[�_d�j^[�
workshop roof space. In one room, 
a blurred-out clock references a 
concept found among the Indigenous 
Australian Yolngu people, of “forever 
time”: the notion that time is not 
past, present, or future, but always.

A beautiful place like this.
We are taught to think in boxes and 
straight lines, but the lab breaks these 
rules and puts curves everywhere. A 
primary school student said: “I like how 
the space has curves. You can hug the 
building.” And she did. Young people’s 

Curved wooden architecture gives this earthly space an otherworldly feeling.

Students pose with their Story Factory creations in the Martian Embassy.
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The ribbed look was created using low-grade, inexpensive plywood cut into curved shapes. 

An assortment of insect specimens found during intergalactic travels. J^[�CWhj_Wd�;cXWiio"�_d�H[Z\[hd"�7kijhWb_W"�mWi�Ijeho�<WYjehoºi�Âhij�beYWj_ed$
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responses suggest that the space really does take them out of 
their everyday lives. Two high school boys, Brody and Jacob, 
asked to move in so they could write stories every day. Brody 
said, “This is the coolest building I’ve ever been in. You know 
my story, I’m in foster care and I usually come to Parramatta 
to see solicitors or Family and Community Services or to go to 
court. It’s so good to come to a beautiful place like this, to do 
something nice.” Some high school girls also loved the space 
but not for the reason we thought. There’s a big mirror in the 
XWj^heec�WdZ�j^[o�h[Yaed�_jºi�·i_Ya�\eh�i[bÂ[i$̧

Ekh�ijWȁ�bel[�hkdd_d]�mehai^efi�_d�j^[�ifWY[$�J^[�Ykhl[i�
create multiple areas, which allow volunteers, students, and 
fWh[dji�je�meha�_d�Z_ȁ[h[dj�fWhji�e\�j^[�ifWY[�Wj�j^[�iWc[�
time. The kids respond to the fact that it looks a little like a 
gallery space, with shelves to showcase sculptures and books. 
It makes them feel like their writing matters. A teacher 
from a school in Western Sydney said that the space is really 
calming and that she would like to build a room like this at 
^ec["�\eh�^[h�je�h[bWn�_d�WdZ�h[WZ$�I^[�[l[d�eȁ[h[Z�je�im[[f�
ekh�Ãeeh�WdZ�Yb[Wd�j^[�ifWY[�`kij�je�if[dZ�ceh[�j_c[�_d�_j$�

Tangible inspiration.
Initially, the Glue Society wanted to create a suite of large, 
digital, interactive art walls for young people to play with. 
Budget prohibited this, which forced Glue into a realiza-
tion: for kids who are interacting with screens constantly, 
physical sculptures can be an engaging change. Glue made 
a series of sculptures from discarded technology. They 
raided thrift shops, bins, and recycling centers for every-
thing from cassette players to old phones, helmets, and 
motherboards, repurposing them into strange artifacts 
from the future. These aren’t sculptures in the look-but-
don’t-touch sense. Each one is designed to be played with 
and explored by kids, with buttons to press and switches 
to wiggle. The sculptor Tom Sachs was a great inspiration. 
Like Sachs, Glue wanted to make objects that feel like 
they have a life and a purpose. The sculptures also serve as 
interactive story prompts, and have been used in writing 
mehai^efi�Xo�Ijeho�<WYjeho�ijWȁ$� ●

9khl[Z�mWbbi�Yh[Wj[�ckbj_fb[�Wh[Wi"�m^_Y^�Wbbem�lebkdj[[hi"�ijkZ[dji"�WdZ�fWh[dji�je�meha�_d�Z_ȁ[h[dj�fWhji�e\�j^[�ifWY[�Wj�j^[�iWc[�j_c[$
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4

BITE-SIZE OXYGEN

Designer: the Glue Society
Produced by: Will O’Rourke

Mars is a breathtaking planet. For 
Earthlings, we mean this quite 
literally. Our atmosphere features only 
traces of oxygen (not the 20 percent 
Earth bods are used to). When 
Martians travel to other planets, these 
portable miniature parcels of Martian-
ijob[�Eɪ�a[[f�ki�XkXXbo$�;Whj^b_d]i�
refer to it as bubble wrap.

3

MARTIAN CAPE  
BUDGET VERSION

Designer: the Glue Society
Produced by: Will O’Rourke

Temperatures on Mars vary from 
about -87°C in winter to -5°C in 
summer, a bit like New Zealand only 
colder. To stay toasty, you’ll want a 
fWj[dj[Z�fehjWXb[�h[Ã[Yj_l[�CWhj_Wd�
Cape to keep the warm in and the cold 
out. It also works well in a dust storm. 
But be warned: this budget silver one 
_i�W�bej�b_a[�W�ifWY[�XbWda[j¶_j�Ze[idºj�
really work.

1

MELTED ICE

Designer: the Glue Society
Produced by: Will O’Rourke

The essential purity of our Martian 
polar ice caps has been captured and 
preserved in liquid form. Okay, okay. 
It’s water in a plastic beaker. But hey, 
you can still impress your friends with 
the fact that you are drinking some-
thing that’s almost identical to our 
superior Martian water. Almost.

2

GRAVITY (LARGE)

Designer: the Glue Society
Produced by: Will O’Rourke

Surface gravity on Mars is approx. 
38.3971884 percent of that on Earth. 
Which is good news for hippos, bad 
news for ballerinas. If you are at the 
ballerina end of the spectrum, and you 
suddenly feel light-headed, take out 
this extra- large tin of gravity and keep 
your feet on the ground. Nota bene: 
this can is empty.

3

2

4

1
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Ocean’s 
Treasure

by Jahziel 
Age 14 • Parramatta, Australia

Originally published by Story Factory
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Shiny white marble, changing colour in the sun.
Bright star making me feel special.
Swimming off a Cook Island beach. Rarotonga.
And I discovered a white pearl.
I return the pearl to where it belongs. To share its beauty.
I was the chosen one and I felt rich.
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826CHI Chicago, IL

Established: 
2005

Designer: 
Gensler

Area: 
3,200 sq. !.

Address:
1276 N. Milwaukee Ave. 
Chicago, IL



What are the origins of 826CHI?
The decision to open an 826 chapter in Chicago was based 
on our relationship with Dave Eggers and a need in the 
city for student support. We have a lot of under-resourced 
schools and we wanted to give back to the neighborhood in 
a way that felt meaningful. We originally opened in 2005 
as strictly a tutoring center, but we wove other programs 
into our repertoire. Early on we had a spy supply storefront 
called the Boring Store (so as not to raise suspicion about the 
instruments for espionage sold within), which was designed 
by Chris Ware. In 2014, we moved across the street from 
our original location and decided to rebrand. We work with 
a lot of English-language and young learners, and didn’t 
want confusing language to be a barrier to engagement. We 
wanted our new space to open up not only physically but 
linguistically. With feedback and observation, we landed on a 
new name: the Wicker Park Secret Agent Supply Co. 

What is the physical space like?
Our center is located in a turn-of-the-century stone retail 
space. Between the store and the writing lab, we have 
W�h[]kbWh�Zeeh�WdZ�W�i[Yh[j�Zeeh$�J^[�WhY^_j[Yjkh[�Âhc�
Gensler helped us create a door that’s invisible to most 
eyes and a secret amongst the students, engaging them in 

The perfect cover: the Wicker Park Secret Agent Supply Co. looks like a bookstore, but it features a nearly invisible door to spirit young spies to the writing lab.

the spy theme. At the back of the store we have a welcome 
point with information about the space and opportunities 
in the community. When you enter the writing lab, it’s like 
you’re standing at the bottom of a funnel. There’s a seating 
area and a stage for readings, which acts as an active 
sharing space and a platform where students can share 
their stories and practice public speaking. Moving up 
toward the large side of the funnel-shaped room, we have 
dry-erase boards lining the entire back wall and a publi-
cation space with a binding machine and a copy machine. 
We wanted the space to manifest our mission and to tell a 
story in its own state. The store theme is present through-
out the writing lab, as are students’ voices. Student 
publications live on bookshelves shaped like Morse code 
and are used for inspiration. There are detailed murals of 
places all over the world: Paris, Marrakesh, our very own 
9^_YW]e$�J^[�ifWY[�_i�_dj[hWYj_l[¶m[�YWd�cel[�ekh�\kh-
niture around to best facilitate the day’s work. The space 
_i�Xh_]^j�WdZ�mWhc�Wi�m[bb1�=[dib[hºi�_dZkijho�YedjWYji�
donated high-quality lights that feel like sunlight. 

Who collaborated on creating this space?
Gensler was our biggest partner and created the master plan 
for everything. Our generous landlord, Lee Stansbury, took 
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Two spies practicing the skill of pretending not to notice one another. The store theme is present throughout the writing lab, as are students’ voices.

Here we see a young spy gathering intelligence.

Murals of cities such as Marrakesh and Chicago cover the walls of the room.

j^[�if[Y_ÂYi�e\�ekh�Z[i_]d�WdZ�Xk_bj�_j�ekj�Wj�de�Yeij$�8[oedZ�
ekh�WcWp_d]�ijWȁ"�W�j[Wc�e\�WhekdZ�[_]^jo�lebkdj[[hi�Yec[i�
and goes throughout the year. We’re lucky to have a number 
of individuals who follow and believe in our work.

How was the creation of this center funded?
We had a Kickstarter campaign focused on getting the 
store up and running. We launched a yearlong capital 
campaign with the goal of attracting donors and a fund-
hW_i_d]�]eWb�e\��(+&"&&&$�M[�^WZ�][d[hWb�eȁ[h_d]�\kdZi�
that came in to support the program. Individual donors 
and foundations reached out. Close to half, if not more, 
of the money that supported the capital campaign came 
from grants. Thirty percent of the total funding came from 
]hWdji1�iec[�m[h[�if[Y_ÂY�je�j^[�cel[�WdZ�Xk_bZ#ekj�WdZ�
the rest were focused on programming. Resource provid-
[hi�\eh�j^_d]i�b_a[�\khd_jkh[�YWd�e\j[d�eȁ[h�Z[[f�Z_iYekdji�
or extra stock. That’s how we ended up with a lot of the 
furniture and equipment in our space.

Adem�j^Wj�oekºh[�dej�]e_d]�je�][j�_j�h_]^j�j^[�Âhij�j_c[$�
IfWY[�_i�Ã[n_Xb[$�Ekh�\hedj�Z[ia�mWi�f[hcWd[djbo�Xebj[Z�
_dje�j^[�Ãeeh"�WdZ�W�o[Wh�W\j[h�fkjj_d]�_j�_d"�m[�Z[Y_Z[Z�_j�
d[[Z[Z�je�X[�_d�W�Z_ȁ[h[dj�ifej$�Oek�m_bb�Y^Wd][�WdZ�oekh�
space will change. Adaptability is essential. ●
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W*ORT  Lustenau, Austria



Established: 
2014

Designer: 
Walking Chair 
Design Studio

Area: 
1,076 sq. !.

Address:
Raiffeisenstraße 18
Lustenau, Austria

W*ORT  Lustenau, Austria



Lustenau, Austria’s W*ORT features the “You May” furniture piece that can be used in nearly limitless ways, as well as decorative mirrored paint splashes.

Children were consulted on both the design and the programming of the center.

Why W*ORT?
The name for the place partially informed the design. 
W*ORT simply means “word.” The star placed after the 
W is of particular importance for wordplay and represents 
j^[�feii_X_b_j_[i�j^_i�fbWY[�YWd�eȁ[h$�J^[�M�iocXeb_p[i�
the questions often asked by children: M^e5�>em5�M^Wj5�
M^o5�In German, all of these questions start with the letter 
W. ORT�c[Wdi�·ifWY[¸¶ie�j^_i�_i�W�ifWY[�\eh�Wbb�e\�j^[�
questions children are dying to ask. The interior architecture 
and design for the space were based on this wordplay. Our 
designers believe strongly that design follows content and 
that design encompasses ideas, wishes, and attitudes. 

A welcoming space for words.
Our primary aim was to create a space where adults can vol-
kdj[[h�j^[_h�j_c[�WdZ�i^Wh[�j^[_h�jWb[dji�m_j^�Y^_bZh[d¶W�
space where working together for the future of the youngest 
generation is at the core, a space where new ideas and 
creative projects are always developed and welcome, a 
space people talk about, are interested in, want to visit, and 
want to contribute to, an inviting space where those young 
WdZ�ebZ�YWd�c[[j¶W�ifWY[�m^[h[�[l[hoed[�\[[bi�m[bYec[$
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ORT�c[Wdi�·ifWY[̧ ¶ie�j^_i�_i�W�ifWY[�\eh�Wbb�e\�j^[�gk[ij_edi�Y^_bZh[d�Wh[�Zo_d]�je�Wia$�J^[�_dj[h_eh�WhY^_j[Yjkh[�WdZ�Z[i_]d�\eh�j^[�ifWY[�m[h[�XWi[Z�ed�j^_i�mehZfbWo$

W*ORT�i_cfbo�c[Wdi�·mehZ$̧ �J^[�M�iocXeb_p[i�j^[�gk[ij_edi�e\j[d�Wia[Z�Xo�Y^_bZh[d0�M^e5�>em5�M^Wj5�M^o5�?d�=[hcWd"�Wbb�e\�j^[i[�gk[ij_edi�ijWhj�m_j^�j^[�b[jj[h�M$
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Developing W*ORT: from inspiration to realization.
Our local mayor, Kurt Fischer, is a linguist, a lover of lan-
guage, and a former teacher. He came across Dave Eggers’s 
TED Talk and immediately understood the importance of 
supporting children in developing their language skills. He 
also loved the idea that citizens would be involved on a vol-
untary basis in helping and supporting the children along the 
way. So, he thought to himself: I want one of these centers in 
my town$�>[�i^Wh[Z�j^_i�_Z[W�m_j^�W�Yekfb[�e\�f[efb[�_d�eȅY[�
and soon got a small group of like-minded people together 
who traveled to London to visit the writing center Ministry 
of Stories. Inspired by a workshop at Ministry of Stories, 
the team decided that they had to act on this idea. They 
invited artists, teachers, politicians, architects, designers, 
and people on the administrative side of the council to help 
them think the concept through and get actively involved in 
developing a writing center in Lustenau. A small core group 
e\�WXekj�Âl[�f[efb[�iec[j_c[i�_dl_j[Z�ej^[hi�je�^[bf�Z[l[bef�
the idea further. From an early stage, it was clear that creat-
ing and formulating the idea for such a space was possible on 
a mostly voluntary basis. However, in order to develop the 
program and recruit volunteers and children, they realized 
that they needed to employ a manager. Children were also 
invited for a consultation to inform both the design and 
j^[�fhe]hWc�e\�j^[�fbWY[$�Ie"�je�ikccWh_p[¶W�cWd_WYWb�
mayor, inspired by Dave, managed to bring together lots of 
impassioned people to develop this space.

How did you create this writing center on a budget?
The core costs of the project were covered through local 
and regional government funding as well as through our 
own income. This project was initiated as a public-private 
partnership and was realized on a small budget. The initial 
fhe`[Yj�Yeiji¶[if[Y_Wbbo�c[[j_d]i�WXekj�j^[�_\"�^em"�WdZ�
m^[d�e\�j^[�eh]Wd_pWj_ed¶m[h[�ceijbo�Yel[h[Z�j^hek]^�
voluntary hours. A paid facilitator was brought in to move 
the process forward. From an early stage, it was clear that 
the local government would support the project through 
eȁ[h_d]�W�ifWY[�h[dj#\h[[$�7�Z_iki[Z�[cXhe_Z[ho�Xki_d[ii"�
which had been separated into three parts and used as a 
]WhW]["�m_d[�XWh"�WdZ�]_\j�i^ef"�mWi�_Z[dj_Â[Z�WdZ�h[dj[Z�
by the local government from the private owners. The local 
government then invested in the infrastructure and created a 
blank canvas. With the input of designers Fidel Peugeot and 
Karl Emilo Pircher, of Walking Chair Design Studio, the space 
was transformed through the installation of mirrored ceiling 
lights and wacky tables and chairs (which they created with 
their own hands and loaned to us for free). 

What is this space like inside?
Our space has a low ceiling and the windows are at children’s 
[o[�b[l[b$�J^_i�mWidºj�fbWdd[Z"�Xkj�_i�hWj^[h�W�d_Y[�i_Z[�[ȁ[Yj�
of renting an old building. Currently W*ORT is an analog 
fbWY[¶m[�meha�m_j^�f[dY_b�WdZ�fWf[h"�jof[mh_j[hi�WdZ�

Unusual furniture creates interesting peek holes and hiding places.

Students gain hands-on map-making experience in a workshop.

W*ORT houses a functional historic printing press once owned by the mayor.
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an old printing press owned by our mayor, which adds an 
interesting touch to this community and writing center. As 
part of our corporate identity, the designers created our own 
font and made wooden printing blocks in it, which children 
are able to use on the historic printing machine under the 
guidance of experienced printers. A special surrounding was 
designed for the printing press, which allows it to be hidden 
away and protected when not in use. This surrounding 
doubles as a seating area as well as a playhouse and climbing 
frame for the children. Using simple cubes which are 
normally used as seats, they build fortresses, castles, or other 
hiding spaces on top of this structure almost every day. 

The “You May” is a special bit of furniture that invites 
people of all ages to use it as they please. It’s being used as 
ekh�Y^_[\�[n[Ykj_l[ºi�Z[ia"�W�Yeȁ[[�jWXb["�WdZ�W�Yb_cX_d]�
frame, all in one. It provides seating with a table as well 
as areas to stand at the table and interesting peek holes 

and hiding places. Two vintage armchairs and a vintage 
telephone were donated to us by our landlords. They com-
plement the design already in place and add some charm 
to the clean white, black, and red design. We also have a 
red electric typewriter to match our corporate design and 
visitors have given us mechanical typewriters, which the 
children love. The designers held a workshop with children 
and the true inspiration behind our corporate identity came 
from the paint splashes the kids made during that session. 
We have mirrors on the ceiling in the shape of paint splash-
es and our logo is also based on this. As opposed to other 
826-inspired organizations, we developed the organization 
and interior design for the space before developing the 
ÂYj_edWb�ijeho�j^Wj�_d\ehci�j^[�fhe]hWc$�M[�Wh[�Ykhh[djbo�
working on the story behind W*ORT, the magical place that 
was unearthed by an explosion in a secret lab. This is a work 
_d�fhe]h[ii�� ●

>_ZZ[d�m_j^_d�j^_i�Yb_cX_d]�ijhkYjkh["�i[Wj_d]�Wh[W"�fbWo^eki["�WdZ�^_Z_d]�ifWY["�oekºbb�ÂdZ�j^[�fh_dj_d]�fh[ii�_d�_ji�eȁ�^ekhi$
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Writer’s Block  Las Vegas, NV



The  
Writer’s Block  Las Vegas, NV

Established: 
2019

Designer: 
Scott Seeley

Area: 
5,000 sq. !.

Address:
519 S. 6th St. Ste. 100  
Las Vegas, NV 



What is the Writer’s Block?
The Writer’s Block is not an 826 chapter, but we run 
most of the same free student programs. We serve as Las 
L[]Wiºi�edbo�_dZ[f[dZ[dj�Xeeaijeh[�WdZ�7hj_ÂY_Wb�8_hZ�
Sanctuary. Our classroom space is called Codex, and the 
storefront supports its programming. Scott Seeley, who 
co-founded 826NYC and worked on a number of the 826 
storefronts, moved to Las Vegas with the plan of opening 
W�Xki_d[ii�i_c_bWh�je�j^[�.(,�Y^Wfj[h$�7j�Âhij"�^[�Z_Zdºj�
^Wl[�W�if[Y_ÂY�j^[c[�_d�c_dZ$�>[�mWdj[Z�Ã[n_X_b_jo�m^[d�
it came to exploring products, posters, and signage with 
Mh_j[hºi�8beYa¶i_c_bWh�je�j^[�eh_]_dWb�CYIm[[d[oºi�ijeh["�
which had no singular theme. So, the concept for Writer’s 
Block was pretty organic, curating what came naturally. 

Writer’s Block is part of a new building in downtown Las Vegas.

J^[�Mh_j[hºi�8beYa�_i�Wbie�j^[�7hj_ÂY_Wb�8_hZ�IWdYjkWho"�ie�_j�cWZ[�i[di[�je�^Wl[�W�bWh][�X_hZYW][�_d�j^[�c_ZZb["�\eh�j^[�bWh][�Whj_ÂY_Wb�X_hZi�e\�j^[�mehbZ$
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The design process was almost completely intuitive. 
And because of the workshop-like nature of the space, 
we are still able to add to and change it continuously. It’s 
YedijWdjbo�_d�Ãkn"�m^_Y^�mWi�W�]eWb�\hec�j^[�][j#]e$�M[�
do have one thematic element that rose to the top: birds. 
M[�YWbb�ekhi[bl[i�Wd�7hj_ÂY_Wb�8_hZ�IWdYjkWho�WdZ"�Wi�ikY^"�
^eki[�^kdZh[Zi�e\�Whj_ÂY_Wb�X_hZi�e\�dkc[heki�if[Y_[i�_d�
the exposed rafters of the store. These birds can be adopted 
by our patrons for a reasonable cost. Each bird is one-of-a-
kind with a name and an “auto-birdography” that explains 
their likes, dislikes, and history. 

What inspired the space’s design?
The interior designs are largely inspired by an inventor’s 
workshop Scott worked at for a number of years, which was 
in an old barn in the middle of Connecticut. That combined 
with a mid-century modern theme (which is all over Las 
Vegas), as well as industrial architecture, namely the work 
of Mies Van der Rohe and of Mary Blair. Then we brought 
j^[�ekjZeehi�_dZeehi�m_j^�beji�e\�Whj_ÂY_Wb�]h[[d[ho0�jh[[i"�
Ãem[hi"�fbWdji"�[jY$�9^Whb[i�WdZ�HWo�;Wc[i�WdZ�j^[_h�ijkZ_e�
m[h[�W�X_]�_dÃk[dY["�fWhj_YkbWhbo�j^[_h�i^ehj�Âbci$�J^[h[ºi�
a mural that draws a lot of inspiration from Eyvind Earle. 
Charley Harper is another designer we looked to. Tonally, 
the old Reader’s Digests and The Time Life World Library 
books are big. Chris Molnar, a writer that worked on 
826NYC, moved out to Vegas to help us design the original 
location. Chris and Scott wrote and continue to write the 
lion’s share of the signage, product labels, and soon-to-be 
literary magazine. They decided to be as literal as possible 
when describing things, which in its own way ended up 
being kind of funny. This comes a bit from the tone of early 
[ZkYWj_edWb�Âbci�e\�j^[�'/+&i�je�j^[�'/-&i$�J^[�Mh_j[hºi�
Block’s look is raw and industrial in style, with exposed 
wood, cement, and metal. This was done intentionally 
because it’s less expensive, it’s more durable, and it looks 
good even when it’s a little dirty. Using materials purely 
as they were intended to be used works much better than 
trying to make a material act like something it’s not. 

Who created the Writer’s Block?
Scott had a hand in everything to do with the visual aspects 
of Writer’s Block and anything people might call a “theme” 
or “concept.” His husband, Drew Cohen, is the store’s book 
buyer and handles all of the day-to-day logistics of running 
that part of the business. Chris Molnar is now back in 
New York but remains a key player in setting the tone as 
a creative collaborator and sounding board. The student 
fhe]hWcc_d]�^Wi�dkc[heki�medZ[h\kb�ijWȁ�WdZ�lebkdj[[hi�
j[WY^_d]�mehai^efi�WdZ�^[bf_d]�m_j^�Â[bZ�jh_fi"�_d#iY^eebi"�
and the like. We have a close relationship with the Univer-
sity of Las Vegas’s writing program and the Black Mountain 
Institute, a writing fellowship program, which publishes 
The Believer. ●

The Writer’s Block includes a fully stocked bookstore.

The bookstore includes many cozy spots to encounter new stories.

A tile forest continues the avian theme.
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Scuola Holden’s 
Fronte del Borgo  Torino, Italy

Established: 
2012

Designers: 
Martina Bartazzini  
and Far Waste Studio

Area: 
710 sq. !.

Address:
Piazza Borgo Dora, 49
Torino, Italy 



J^[�fehj_Ye[Z�[djhWdY[�je�<hedj[�Z[b�8eh]e�eȁ[hi�\kd�X[\eh[�l_i_jehi�ij[f�_di_Z[$�

The wall at the center of the space serves as a bookcase full of old mercantile 
objects on one side and a functional instrument for the laboratories on the other.

What was your intent in creating Fronte del Borgo?
Since 1994, Scuola Holden, a storytelling and creative- 
writing school situated in Turin, in Northern Italy, has been 
devoted to a special mission: helping people realize that 
reading and writing stories is amazing. Still, up until June 
2016, kids weren’t really included in this inspiring vision. We 
wanted to inspire wonder, fascination, and curiosity in the 
same things we would have loved to have found as children: 
a reliable, locally based center that was part library, part 
classroom, part ideal book nook. The desire was to create a 
wonderful and colorful space that would be a place of ex-
change with the neighborhood. Fronte del Borgo had always 
been a meeting place available for whoever may need it, with 
M_#<_"�Yec\o�WhcY^W_hi"�W�cW_bXen�i[hl_Y["�WdZ�Yeȁ[[¶Wbb�
\eh�\h[[$�8kj�_j�^Wi�i_dY[�X[Yec[�ie�ckY^�ceh[��M_j^�j^[�
help of Merende Selvagge and our Holden alumni Domitilla 
Pirro and Francesco Gallo, who envisioned the whole Fronte 
del Borgo reboot project and built a wide array of courses 
that they help teach every day, we turned Fronte del Borgo 
into a place where kids discover the wonders of stories from 
within. This is a space where kids can immerse themselves 
in the beauty of stories and learn to tell their own, a space to 
daydream by interacting with objects strongly linked to the 
\WdjWio�mehbZ�e\�ÂYj_ed$

Where did you get ideas for this space?
We took a page from 826 Valencia’s Pirate Store. We weren’t 
j^_da_d]�e\�ed[�if[Y_ÂY�ÂYj_edWb�meha0�hWj^[h"�m[�Yedi_Z[h[Z�
lots of references, from Peter Pan to Pirates of the Caribbean, 
and then asked architect Martina Bertazzini and creative 
Z[i_]d�j[Wc�<Wh�MWij[�IjkZ_e¶=_eh]_e�9[ij["�HeX[hje�
LWhl[bbe"�WdZ�:Wl_Z[�9WhW\W¶je�^[bf�ki�c_n�j^[i[�l_ikWb�
references with more of a librarian-bliss, cabinet-of-wonders 
kind of feel. They ended up designing a galleon ship with a 
Xk_bj#_d�cW]_YWb�Xeea�mWbb"�WdZ�j^[d�WZZ[Z�W�Ão_d]�m^Wb[�Wi�
j^[�Y^[hho�ed�jef�

How do you make Fronte del Borgo work on a budget?
Fronte del Borgo’s biggest windfall was coming into this 
world under the auspices of Scuola Holden: that’s why we’re 
able to teach hundreds of free lessons annually. BMW is 
ed[�e\�ekh�ifediehi¶j^[o�m[h[�j^[�Âhij�[nj[hdWb�ifedieh�
to believe in this project. We also have a large network 
of volunteers, all Holden alumni or attending students, 
who donate their time tutoring kids and hosting summer 
programs. Sometimes they come just to talk with kids about 
their favorite achievements, their latest book, an exhibition 
they have worked on, or a project they are proud of. Thanks 
je�j^[_h�^[bf"�d[Whbo�Wbb�e\�j^[�WYj_l_j_[i�m[�eȁ[h�Wh[�\h[[$

How did you get involved with the International 
Alliance of Youth Writing Centers?
M[�Whh_l[Z�Wj�MehZ�Kf��7cij[hZWc�_d�(&'.��WdZ�eȅY_Wbbo�
joined the International Alliance of Youth Writing Centers) 
Xo�WYY_Z[dj"�je�X[�^ed[ij��Ekh�\W_ho�]eZ\Wj^[h�mWi�9^Whb[i�
Autheman, of Labo Des Histoires, in Paris, France. A couple 
of years ago, Charles happened to visit Scuola Holden 
WdZ�WYY_Z[djWbbo�mWba[Z�_dje�ekh�eȅY[$�>[�l[ho�gk_Yabo�
proceeded to connect us with Saskia Noordhuis and Merel 
Nip (of Noordje, in the Netherlands), and, well, the rest is 
^_ijeho$�Ekh�WZl_Y[�je�oek5�8hWdY^�ekj��D[jmeha��:edºj�h[bo�
on fortuitous visits from French dei ex machina, like Charles 
7kj^[cWd¶j^[o�i[bZec�[n_ij�� ●
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Nooks, crannies, treasures, a galleon ship, and, of course, countless books...

$$$�e^"�WdZ�W�ÃeWj_d]�m^Wb[$
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Noordje  Amsterdam, Netherlands

Established: 
2007

Designers: 
Mariska Mell, Nienke 
Bronk, Paola Paez, 
Jelle Post, and Saskia 
Noordhuis

Area: 
1,722 sq. !.

Address:
Zamenhofstraat 14B 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 



How did the store and writing center come together?
Noordje’s center was not complete until the Z-store was 
added. Two years after opening the writing center’s doors, 
j^[�ijeh[�mWi�ÂdWbbo�\kbbo�h[Wb_p[Z$�J^[�P#ijeh[�_i�W�fbWY[�
m^[h[�Y^_bZh[d�WdZ�l_i_jehi�YWd�ÂdZ�fheZkYji�X[bed]_d]�je�
the standard equipment for secret agents and superheroes. 
The space challenges children and young people to use 
fantasy and inspires them to write and be creative in other 
ways. Among the products sold are magnifying glasses, 
binoculars, and secret notebooks. With the sale of these 
products, visitors support the activities of Noordje. 

Where did the story behind your center come from?
The main inspiration for the Z-store was the building in 
which we are stationed and the story we created around it. A 
Y[djkho�W]e"�j^[�Xk_bZ_d]�mWi�W�Âh[�ijWj_ed�YWbb[Z�<_h[�IjWj_ed�
P1�j^Wjºi�m^o�m[�YWbb�_j�AWp[hd[�P��IjWj_ed�P�$�J^[�ijeho�
goes that the art and book collection of Grandfather Z (who 
_i�j^[�=hWdZ\Wj^[h�e\�DeehZ`[�WdZ�m^e�ki[Z�je�X[�W�Âh[cWd�
at the station) disappeared years after the station had been 
closed. Noordje found out that the attic where the collection 
used to be stored was empty and gathered all the children in 
the neighborhood to talk about their new mission: to solve 
the mystery and to write new stories and make new art for 

BeYWj[Z�_d�j^[�ebZ�<_h[�IjWj_ed�P"�DeehZ`[�_dYehfehWj[i�j^[�Xk_bZ_d]ºi�^_ijeho�_dje�j^[�AWp[hd[�P"�m^[h[�Ykijec[hi�YWd�ÂdZ�ikffb_[i�\eh�i[Yh[j�W][dji�WdZ�ikf[h^[he[i$

Design details of the Z-store stretch onto the ceiling.
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7h[�j^[o�if_[i�_d�Z_i]k_i[5�Ikf[h^[he�Wbj[h�[]ei5�<_h[Â]^j[hi�ed�W�Xh[Wa5�M[�cWo�d[l[h�adem$

7�l_XhWdj"�Âh[Â]^j[h#j^[c[Z�ckhWb�WbbkZ[i�je�j^[�^_ijeho�e\�j^[�ifWY[$

The perfect location for plotting espionage or saving the world. Or both. 

A young writer pens a manifesto or perhaps cracks a code.

9Wd�oek�ifej�j^[�P�^_ZZ[d�_d�j^_i�f_Yjkh[5
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Dark glasses: a staple for spies and superheroes alike.

Noordje has a rich backstory involving Grandfather Z, and the students who come to the center are pulled into the work of mystery-solving.

Tutor and students sift through various clues and mementos. 

A sketch of Noordje’s entryway.
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the collection. From that moment on, all children who visit 
Noordje’s writing center become Secret Agent Z.

Who was involved in creating this space?
For the creation of the Z-store, we collaborated with various 
organizations and individuals. A basic construction was set 
up with the help of architect Paola Paez, who, in exchange 
for workspace, designed the interior of the store and guided 
students from the Breitner Academy School of Arts in 
making furniture and a number of products for the store. 
Interior designer and volunteer Mariska Mell extended 
the meaning and concept of the Z-store to products and 
furnishings. Mariska, graphic designer Jelle Post, and 
interior designer Nienke Bronk also volunteer at Noordje 

and are responsible for the appearance of it all. They were 
a great team of creators who helped Noordje’s director, 
Saskia Noordhuis, translate and realize the concept of the 
Z-store. In the beginning, a lot of people didn’t understand 
the concept of a store or why we needed a store at all. The Z 
team really helped make it concrete, and now it’s insepara-
ble from the writing center. 

How did you finance Z Store?
Budget and time are always a struggle. Luckily, we were 
partially funded by the municipality and Stichting DOEN, a 
foundation in Amsterdam. We were also supported by Dutch 
Publisher Lebowski and Dave Eggers, who raised money 
with the sale of his drawings at a signing in Amsterdam. ●

All children who visit Noordje’s writing center become Secret Agent Z, whose mission is to write stories.

Architect Paola Paez designed the interior and guided students in making furniture and a number of products for the store. 

An example of Noordje’s unique signage.
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826DC  Washington, DC

Established: 
2010

Designer: 
Stoiber & 
Associates

Area: 
2,900 sq. !.

Address:
3333 14th St. NW M120  
Washington, DC 



Two magicians stand in Tivoli’s Astounding Magic Supply Co., ready to make magic happen at 826DC.

826DC is located inside a former theater, the Tivoli, built in 1924.

What was your goal in creating 826DC and Tivoli’s 
Astounding Magic Supply Co.?
We wanted to create a magical space that combined curios-
ity, wonder, and cleverness, that would transport visitors 
and stir imagination for all ages. The store lets people 
experience the 826 brand in an immersive way. In contrast 
with the previous 826DC store, the Museum of Unnatural 
History, we really wanted to create a space that was inviting 
rather than alienating, where the general public could learn 
about and get involved with 826DC. Tivoli’s Astounding 
Magic Supply became the perfect storefront for that.

How did you dream up the space’s design?
M[�jeea�W�bej�e\�_dif_hWj_ed�\hec�ekh�Âhij�ifWY["�j^[�
Museum of Unnatural History. We also attended a few 
magic shows and we spoke with the magician community 
in DC. We worked with a designer to develop key branding 
elements (color palette, fonts, etc.) and some of that was 
inspired by the playfulness of Wes Anderson movies mixed 
with the classic look of vaudeville-era magician posters. 
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The Great Book-Binding Studio, where students can self-publish their work, is tucked behind the magic shop.

7bb�fheY[[Zi�\hec�j^[�ijeh[�X[d[Âj�j^[�mh_j_d]�fhe]hWci�X[^_dZ�j^_i�Zeeh$Tivoli’s Astounding Magic Supply Co. carries tools for budding magicians.
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Tricks gone wrong and other ephemera line the shelves. Customers are invited to make student publications disappear ( for a small fee).

“For my next trick, I’ll need a volunteer from the audience...”A young illusionist performs the classic “saw a door in half ” trick.

storefront and a few times we also put out calls for dona-
j_edi�e\�if[Y_ÂY�^eki[^ebZ�_j[ci��b_a[�fbWo_d]�YWhZi��j^Wj�
we thought volunteers might have on hand. People enjoyed 
playing a part in the store’s success in small ways like that. 

What have you learned in the process of creating 
Tivoli’s Astounding Magic Supply Co.?
So much of what we learned over time is that we’re selling a 
concept that really relies on strong branding and the magic 
e\�_cW]_dWj_ed$�M^Wj�m[�b[Whd[Z�\hec�ekh�Âhij�beYWj_ed"�j^[�
Museum of Unnatural History, was that it was a little too 
[iej[h_Y$�<ebai�m[h[�b_a["�·MW_j¶j^_i�_idºj�W�h[Wb�cki[kc5�
Things are for sale here?” It did create wonder, but we 
needed to be a more straightforward store in this second 
iteration. 

An anecdote.
There was a great moment at the Museum of Unnatural 
History when the program manager at the time, Mike 
Scalise, was supposed to meet a maintenance person to 
look at our AC unit at some ungodly hour in the morning. 
Mike got a call and the guy was like, “I’m here. Where do I 
meet you?” It turns out the maintenance person went to the 
actual Museum of Natural History on the National Mall. ●

M[�mWdj[Z�je�X[�fh[jjo�_dj[dj_edWb�WXekj�j^[�Z_ȁ[h[dY[�
between “stage/parlor magic” and “wand magic,” leaning 
more toward Houdini than Harry Potter. Other sources of 
_dif_hWj_ed�_dYbkZ[�l_djW][�Y_hYki�feij[hi"�j^[�]eeÂd[ii�e\�
Doug Henning, and the building itself, which is an Italian 
Renaissance Revival movie theater built in 1924.

Who was included in the team that made this store?
We pulled together a group of volunteers that were involved 
with the Museum of Unnatural History’s origin and some 
newly involved volunteers who then collaborated with local 
artists. We had weekly planning meetings that eventually 
evolved into working meetings and stayed in touch via 
email. The group included some artists, some funny writers, 
and some enthusiastic supporters willing to craft products. 
Even if folks couldn’t make it to meetings in person, it 
helped if they could widen our network and connect us with 
YedjWYji�m^e�^WZ�j^[�ia_bbi�m[�d[[Z[Z�\eh�if[Y_ÂY�fhe`[Yji�
(woodworking, small construction projects, murals, etc).

How did you outfit the space on a budget?
In terms of furnishing the space, we weren’t above trawling 
Craigslist every day for shelving and trunk suitcases. It 
helped that we were able to repurpose parts of the existing 
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4

WHITE GLOVES

Designer and writer:  
826DC

A staple for any successful stage ma-
gician. Keep your magic wand clean 
with these sleek, professional gloves 
that are as white as a rabbit’s fur. Now 
in a comfortable poly-cotton blend.

3

THUMB TIP

Manufactured by:  
Michel & Greco Magic Props

This realistic removable thumb tip 
can aid in any illusions requiring faux 
Âd][h#Z_ic[cX[hc[dj$�I^eYa�oekh�
audience with stage-tested, entirely 
safe amputation. Pair with fake blood 
for showstopping, lifelike results.

1

STAGE FRIGHT 
ANTIDOTE

Designer and writer:  
826DC

Our brand-new line of Performance 
Enhancers will take your magic to the 
next level. Whether it be distraction 
supplements for your audience or a 
little extra showmanship power for 
yourself, beware: snacking on these 
may result in dropped jaws.

2

TIVOLI’S  
JUGGLING BALLS

Designer and writer:  
826DC

Every magician knows that distraction 
is the key to deception. These colored 
balls serve as the perfect diversion for 
sneaky sleights of hand and are a fun 
plan B in the case of failed hocus-
pocus.
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826 MSP



Established: 
2009

Designer: 
Gensler

Area: 
2,200 sq. !.

Address:
1915 E. 22nd St.  
Minneapolis, MN 

 Minneapolis, MN



What does 826 MSP offer? 
Our center is housed in a complex 
right off of a busy street in a location 
with a high population of low-income 
families. We share the building with 
a few different businesses. Our space 
consists of a small office space, our 
h[jW_b�ijeh[¶�j^[�C_Z#9edj_d[dj�
EY[Wde]hWf^_Y�?dij_jkj[¶WdZ�
our writing lab. The store sells 
apparel related to the ocean theme, 
in addition to student publications. 
Our writing lab has a few different 
programs. We have field trips focused 
on storytelling and bookmaking, 
after-school literacy tutoring, cre-
ative-writing activities, and evening 
workshops on all sorts of topics.

How does your space engage the 
students who come through it? 
We wanted the space to be as engaging 
as possible. We have a big sea-turtle 
rug that students climb on and sit on 
and do their homework on. We have 
a small door between the store and 
tutoring space that students (and 
only students) can use. We have a big 
outdoor mural of sea creatures, books 
(which are student publication titles 
from across 826), and the phrase 
“once Upon a Time” repeated in vari-
ous languages. That’s fun for students 
or even people from the neighborhood 
to come up and say, “Oh, I recognize 
my language.” They connect to the 
center that way. Inclusivity is really 
_cfehjWdj�je�ekh�Y[dj[h¶m[�Wbie�^Wl[�
a small quiet room with prayer space 
in it because we work with a lot of 
Muslim students and parents.

How did you stick to a budget 
while creating this writing 
center? 
A local contractor helped us with the 
build-out. The architecture firm Gens-
ler was instrumental in our design 
process and in making our dreams 
practical. They helped with securing 
donations for building materials and 
furniture. We’re a nonprofit with a 
small budget and there were times 
when the plan was spending the Oekd]�Wkj^ehi�i^Wh[�_Z[Wi�je�YebbWXehWj_l[bo�mh_j[�W�ijeho�Zkh_d]�W�Â[bZ�jh_f$

826 MSP has a big sea-turtle rug that students climb on and sit on and do their homework on.

C_Z#9edj_d[dj�EY[Wde]hWf^_Y�?dij_jkj[�ekjÂji�eY[Wde]hWf^[hi�m^e�ÂdZ�j^[ci[bl[i�_d�j^[�Kff[h�C_Zm[ij$
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Students sit on a giant turtle rug. Note the porthole to the storefront.

money. One thing that helps a lot with cutting costs is to DIY 
big ideas. For example, the cabinetry in our programming 
space: we knew we wanted it to be a blue gradient like the 
different levels of the sea and that it should be mounted to 
the walls, but getting custom cabinetry like that is incredibly 
expensive. So, we went to IKEA and painted and mounted all 
of it ourselves. We also have a porthole window in the space 
that students love. The original quote for the porthole said it 
was going to cost us thousands, but with the help of Amazon 
we were able to DIY it for under a hundred dollars. 

What has been the result of implementing the 826 
model in this community? 
From our beginning ten years ago, we were inspired by 
826 National. We were originally branded as Rock Star 
Supply Co. but we moved from our original location five 
years back and decided to rebrand for the new space. We 
thought: “wouldn’t it be funny if there was an ocean lab in 
landlocked Minnesota?” We gathered info from students 
and staff, and took considerations of our community into 
account. How do we make this fun and wacky, but how do 
we also remain true to our community? The response from 
our community has been really positive. Many families 
followed us to our new location after our move and told 
us that the new space really took our organization to the 
next level. For students who come into our center for the 
first time, we give that signature 826 sense of wonder. 
A_Zi�mWba�_d�WdZ�iWo"�·MW_j¶j^_i�Ze[idºj�h[c_dZ�c[�e\�
a school.” It throws off their idea of what an educational 
space should be like and opens their minds up to creativity 
and to enjoying learning. ● 

J^[�Ãeeh�fbWd"�\hec�j^[�WhY^_j[Yjkh[�Âhc�=[dib[h"�i^emi�j^[�ijeh[�ifWY[�_d�h[bWj_ed�je�j^[�jkjeh_d]�ifWY[$
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The Mooooon
by Abdullahi 

Grade 7 • Minneapolis, MN
Originally published by 826 MSP
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I am a moon because I am big

and popular. I have no company any time

but Earth talks to me. Humans come by

talk to me and play with me

I am fun

and dark

I get mad

and I beat the sun.

I am the moon

everyone wants to 

see me move.
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Austin 
Bat Cave Austin, TX

Established: 
2007

Designer: 
Warby 
Parker

Area: 
450 sq. !.

Bus Designers: 
Soma Small 
Spaces and 
Lewis Carnegie

Bus Area: 
119 sq. !.

Address:
1317 S. Congress Ave. 
Austin, TX 



How did Austin Bat Cave get into the space at 
Warby Parker?
Austin Bat Cave and Warby Parker have long been buddies, 
dating back to Warby Parker’s Class Trip in 2012, where 
they drove across the country in a bus-turned-library. 
M^[d�j^[o�bWkdY^[Z�j^[_h�Âhij�Xh_Ya#WdZ#cehjWh�beYWj_ed�
in Austin, they reached out to us and asked if we would 
like to join them in residence. The idea was that the space 
in the back would be reserved for the Bat Cave, where we 
YekbZ�^ebZ�mh_j_d]�mehai^efi�\eh�a_Zi�Wi�m[bb�Wi�m[[abo�ijWȁ�
meetings. Warby Parker’s Creative Director, Matt Singer, 
and Senior Brand Manager Ruby Noren collaborated with 
Austin Bat Cave’s team on the design of the classroom. They 
provided custom frames to display Austin Bat Cave’s anthol-
ogies over the years and furnished the space with desks and 
chairs for our workshop. We rearrange the tables and chairs 
\eh�XeWhZ�c[[j_d]i�WdZ�i[j�j^[�heec�kf�Z_ȁ[h[djbo�m^[d�
we host summer camps for kids. We added some of our own 
Ãekh_i^[i"�_dYbkZ_d]�W�f[dY_b�Z_if[di[h�j^Wj�jWa[i�gkWhj[hi�
and pops out a pencil with a quote from a Bat Cave student.

What kinds of programs do you offer?
We typically host weekend workshops and a half a dozen 
summer camps at our space. This year we partnered with 

Speak Piece to host a series of slam poetry and speech-
writing workshops for high school students with the goal 
of engaging and activating young people to write on topics 
surrounding local and national issues and testifying at city 
hall in front of the legislature. We have also hosted free 
weeklong summer writing camps including Post-Apoc-
alyptic, Magical Realism, Podcast Writing, Dungeons & 
Dragons, Mystery & Thriller, and more.

In 2018, we launched adult writing classes as a way to 
subsidize and support the free writing programs for kids. 
9bWii[i�Wh[�ed[#�eh�jme#ZWo�mehai^efi�\eh�Â\j[[d�ijkZ[dji�
and taught by published authors. In October, Karen Russell 
jWk]^j�W�cWij[h�YbWii�_d�ÂYj_ed�ed�c[jWcehf^ei[i$�IjkZ[dji�
responded to prompts and wrote short pieces during the 
class, which we collected and Karen edited into a small 
chapbook that we published.

How has the Austin community reacted to what 
you’re offering?
Austin Bat Cave is a creative community in that we are a 
resource not only for our young writers but also for the 
adults in our city. We support the artists in Austin by 
providing training in education, opportunities for publica-
j_ed"�fbWj\ehci�je�j[bb�j^[_h�ijeh_[i"�WdZ�W�\kbÂbb_d]�mWo�je�

(Previous) Austin is home to the largest urban bat colony in the world, inspiring the theme of Austin Bat Cave. (Above) The Bat Mobile is a classroom that travels.

Established: 
2007

Designer: 
Warby 
Parker

Area: 
450 sq. !.

Bus Designers: 
Soma Small 
Spaces and 
Lewis Carnegie

Bus Area: 
119 sq. !.

Address:
1317 S. Congress Ave. 
Austin, TX 
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The inside of the bus was gutted to create the imaginative space it now houses.

give back to students through our engaging and creative 
programming. Most people say that they love coming back 
to Austin Bat Cave because we will do whatever it takes to 
make something happen. Sometimes that means putting 
together a rock opera at an elementary school or bringing 
in musicians like Thor Harris and Amanda Palmer to help 
us put together an album of songs written by kids. Because 
of the way we nourish and support the creative community 
in Austin and connect them to our young writers, we’re a 
fefkbWh�]hekf�_d�j^_i�Y_jo��Ekh�:?O�Wjj_jkZ[�WdZ�Ze]][Z�
determination remind folks of an original Austin energy. 

How do you bring in funding to support your programs?
Find creative ways to generate revenue by leveraging your 
connections. Austin Bat Cave is fortunate in that we are 
connected by proximity to two amazing MFA programs 
(University of Texas at Austin’s Michener Center and Texas 
State University). We boast a lot of friendships with and 
relationships to many of the talented local writers, so we 
turned that into the adult writing classes to generate a fair 
bit of revenue. And we always have new writers visiting 
jemd��J^Wj�Yh[Wj_l[�ki[�e\�ifWY[¶ie�bed]�Wi�_j�h[cW_di�jhk[�
je�oekh�eh]Wd_pWj_edºi�_Z[dj_jo"�c_ii_ed"�WdZ�lWbk[i¶^[bfi�
hW_i[�oekh�fheÂb[�_d�j^[�Yecckd_jo�WdZ�Xh_d]i�_d�d[m�
people to the organization.

The ABC Bat Mobile: transporting students with 
language.
The rising cost of living in Austin is pushing low-income 
families away from the urban core and away from access 
to cultural arts programming such as the Austin Bat Cave. 
M[�h[Wbbo�mWdj�ekh�b[Whd_d]�ifWY[�je�h[Ã[Yj�j^[�d[[Zi�e\�
the community it serves. We went to schools to talk with 
families and get their input. What did they want out of our 
programming? How could we best serve their needs? We 
realized that what we needed to do was take the classroom 
to the students and families. The Bat Mobile lifts the two 
primary barriers to access for families that we serve: 
transportation and cost. It serves as a moveable classroom 
WdZ�_i�ekjÂjj[Z�m_j^�W�Xeea#cWa_d]�ijWj_ed"�W�b_XhWho"�W�
study nook, internet access, Chromebooks, desks, and a 
seating area. We want students to feel not only inspired, 
but also transported. When students step into our mobile 
classroom, we want them to feel like they’re stepping into a 
dreamscape. On the outside, it looks like a bus, but we want 
from the moment they step inside for their expectations to 
X[�jejWbbo�Ã_ff[Z$�B[ii�W�YbWiiheec�WdZ�ceh[�W�Zh[WciYWf["�
ekh�Xki�YedjW_di�_dÂd_j[�feii_X_b_j_[i�WdZ�_dif_hWj_ed�\eh�
writing. There are secret compartments. Grass covers one 
of the walls. Bookshelves run the length of the bus, and 
students can plop down on a beanbag and read an amazing 
ijeho$�J^[o�Zedºj�^Wl[�je�b[Wl[�j^[_h�d[_]^Xeh^eeZ�je�ÂdZ�
iec[j^_d]�cW]_YWb1�_j�b_l[i�ed�j^[_h�iY^eeb�YWcfki$�?j�Yec[i�
to them because they’re worth the magic. 

Marilyse Figueroa, our mobile program manager, was 
inspired by Michel Gondry’s movie The Science of Sleep and 
his use of recycled materials to create little worlds on the 
bus (cellophane oceans, cotton-ball clouds, etc). We were 
also inspired by the 826 model of providing a whimsical 
entrance to our writing classroom as a way of getting kids 
excited about the possibilities of our tutoring center. Our 
wonderful design company, Lewis Carnegie, designed the 
exterior wrap of the bus. It was really important that we 
work with people who were familiar with working in and 
maximizing small spaces. Soma Small Spaces is a husband-
and-wife team that transforms Airstreams and RVs into 
living spaces. We reached out to them to help us build out 
and design the interior. We don’t envision the Bat Mobile 
as a stationary space, so we expect regular maintenance. 
To minimize these costs, however, the bus has monthlong 
h[i_Z[dY_[i�Wj�Z_ȁ[h[dj�iY^eebi$�J^_i�mWo"�m[�YWd�Yh[Wj[�
meaningful long-term relationships with students and keep 
the mileage to a minimum. We partnered with the Mex-
ic-Arte Museum, whose mission is to enrich and educate 
the community through the presentation and promotion 
of traditional and contemporary Mexican and Latinx art 
and culture. One of our core beliefs is that our community’s 
strength comes from collaboration. Partnerships are 
crucial, not only in the planning and design but also in the 
implementation of this idea. ●
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Fighting Words Dublin, Ireland



Fighting Words Dublin, Ireland

Established: 
2008

Designer: 
Gra!on 
Architects

Area: 
2,346 sq. !.

Address:
12-16 Russell St.
Dublin 1, Ireland 



(Previous) Students being ushered into the creative learning zone of Fighting Words. (Top left) The bright and cheery writing space includes tables with letters for 
b[]i$��Jef�h_]^j��A_Zi�WYj_l[bo�[d]W][�m_j^�jkjehi�_d�j^[�Âhij�ij[fi�e\�ijWhj_d]�W�d[m�ijeho$��C_ZZb[��IjkZ[dji�lej[�ed�jef_Yi"�m_j^�j^[�effehjkd_jo�je�ki[�j^[_h�le_Y[i�_d�
multiple ways at workshops. (Lower left) A bookcase magically pulls away from the wall to reveal a hidden passage to the writer’s room. (Lower right) A roomful of 
excited students participate in a collaborative workshop.
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What was the vision for Fighting Words?
We wanted to create a bright, welcoming atmosphere that 
was full of color and light to spark imaginations and inspire 
creativity. Our aim was to create a space where children and 
young people felt free to try something new, with magical 
touches (both big and small) that make the center feel 
special and separate from the everyday.

What inspired this center?
We were inspired by a number of things: a reaction to our 
ikhhekdZ_d]i¶Yh[Wj_d]�iec[j^_d]�\h[i^�WdZ�Xh_]^j�WdZ�
unexpected in an older city neighborhood. We were inspired 
Xo�j^[�Yebehi�e\�j^[�Xeeai�ed�ekh�i^[bl[i¶Xeeai�\hec�Wbb�
genres and for all ages. We were inspired by the light that 
ÃeeZi�j^[�XWYa�mWbb�e\�j^[�Y[dj[h¶j^[�b_]^j�_d�?h[bWdZ�_i�
particularly magical. Our back wall is essentially a glass wall 
of full-length windows and doors to our patio area to let in 
the light. It changes every day with every season.

Who designed and built the space?
The initial design of the center was by Grafton Architects, 
Wd�WmWhZ#m_dd_d]�Âhc�XWi[Z�_d�:kXb_d$�=hW\jed�fhel_Z[Z�
their design services at a discounted rate. They designed 
our magic doors (the big and small revolving bookcases 
which link reception to the main room), our magic wall 
(with shelves and doors in the shape of the letters F and 
W), and tables in the shapes of all of the letters of the 
alphabet. This initial design has been expanded over the 
years by our volunteer tutor team, who designed our patio 
garden and painted both our front door and back patio 
wall. Other services were provided for free or at cost. Some 
people donated plants and pots for the patio, others helped 
m_j^�fW_dj_d]¶<_]^j_d]�MehZi�ikffb_[Z�j^[�fW_dj�WdZ�j^[�
painters donated their time. What we have learned is that 
with about four hundred people registered in our database, 
either someone we know can provide what we need to 
maintain the center at a low cost or for free, or they know 
someone else who can. Fighting Words is a place that is 
deeply valued by our volunteer team, so everyone is always 
^Wffo�je�^[bf$�J^[�el[hWbb�[ȁ[Yj�e\�j^[�YebbWXehWj_l[�Z[i_]d�
is commented on almost daily by the young people and 
teachers who visit our center. ●
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916 Ink Sacramento, CA

Established: 
2011

Designers: 
Kerri Warner, Katie 
McCleary, and Angela 
Tannehill

Area: 
2,985 sq. !.

Address:
3301 37th Ave 
Room 15
Sacramento, CA 



By bringing the outside indoors and using whimsical décor to create a wondrous space, imaginations are sparked and curiosity is ignited.

The ever-vigilant Mistah Complaina holds court from a high corner. 

What does 916 Ink do to serve Sacramento’s 
community of young writers?
The Imaginarium is a creative writing palace that transports 
Sacramento youth into creativity. The design of the room 
balances the need to take youth out of their everyday envi-
ronment with the need for young writers to simultaneously 
see themselves within the space. By bringing the outside 
indoors and using whimsical décor to create a wondrous space, 
imaginations are sparked and curiosity is ignited. Pictures of 
youth authors are displayed on the walls alongside inspiration-
al quotes to draw in young writers, allowing them to feel that 
they belong. The enlarged resin images of well-known authors 
like Sandra Cisneros and Jaqueline Woodson on the outside of 
j^[�Xk_bZ_d]�i^em�eȁ�lWh_eki�Ykbjkh[i�WdZ�b_j[hWho�][dh[i$�J^_i�
display of representation is an important factor in welcoming 
youth into the space. Inside, our prompt wall serves the dual 
purposes of fantasy and relatability. Tangible prompts kept in 
interesting jars, tins, and suitcases are used to kindle inspi-
ration during writing workshops. The prompt wall is meant 
for a writer to easily grab an object, something either familiar 
or foreign, and use it to guide their writing process. The 
accessibility of the prompts is as important as the accessibility 
of the location, which was purposely set in South Sacramento 
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to be central to the low-income families 
916 Ink aims to serve.

How does the Imaginarium’s 
structure reflect its purpose?
The layout of the Imaginarium 
was designed to unfold the 916 
Ink method of writing as you 
walk through it. You begin where 
imagination is sparked and writing 
X[]_di"�Wj�W�bWh][�XeeaYWi[�Âbb[Z�
with our library of various objects, 
images, and books used for writing 
prompts. Next, a display of framed 
f^hWi[i�i^emi�eȁ�fei_j_l[�\[[ZXWYa�
and establishes the guidelines that 
are expected during the sharing 
portion of the workshop. A display 
of vintage typewriters surrounding a 
iYkbfjkh[�e\�ekh�ÂYj_edWb�fkXb_i^[h"�
Mistah Complaina, represents the 
revision stage, while a spread of over 
one hundred anthologies concludes 
j^[�jekh"�`kij�Wi�fkXb_i^_d]�_i�j^[�ÂdWb�
stage of a 916 Ink workshop.

How did you create this literary-
steampunk wonderland and the 
story behind it?
Inspiration came from a mix of ideas 
generated by Sacramento artists Kerri 
Warner and Angela Tannehill and 
some Pinterest boards shared by 916 
Ink’s former executive director, Katie 
McCleary. We knew that we needed 
one main artist and one creative 
designer whose collaboration would 
translate into the design. Since our 
graphic designer, Angela Tannehill, 
is also a collagist and visual artist, she 
was brought in for consultation about 
our branding and style. Tannehill 
instantly vibed with our lead artist, 
Kerri Warner, which aided in bringing 
the waterfall of ideas to life. A mix of 
steampunk and literature was decided 
upon as a theme to send youth down 
the rabbit hole of whimsy and words. 
Paper trees stacked on top of piles of 
Xeeai"�Ãkȁo�YbekZi�_d�W�i[h[d[�b_]^j#
blue sky, and other green spaces on the 
mWbb�m[h[�_dj[dZ[Z�je�b_]^j[d�j^[�[ȁ[Yj�
of the steampunk and other hard-edge 
Z�Yeh$�J^[�_Z[W�\eh�ekh�ÂYj_edWb�

publisher Mistah Complaina was 
inspired by 826 Valencia’s Mr. Blue, a 
voice that lives in their attic and serves 
Wi�j^[�[Z_jeh�\eh�j^[_h�Â[bZ�jh_f�p_d[�
production. For Mistah Complaina, 
however, we wanted to give him his 
own life, form, and personality for our 
own editorial intentions.

Was it difficult to make the 
Imaginarium work financially?
The Imaginarium came to life after 
we applied for the Inspire Giving 
grant through the Sacramento Metro 
Chamber of Commerce (SMCC), where 
we landed in the top three. In our 
presentation, we requested their help 
and were awarded $10,000. We were 
provided a team of small-business 
owners and various community mem-
bers who wanted to pitch in. Over the 
course of a year, we used the money to 
remodel the space. About $93,000 of 
in-kind services and donations were 
also received to complete the project. 
However, time and money ran out be-
fore the project had been completed, so 
we applied for another grant available 
from SMCC geared for arts facilities. 
This granted us another $20,000 to 
Yecfb[j[bo�Âd_i^�j^[�Ãeeh_d]"�WZZ�j^[�
sculptural paper trees, develop the 
Writer’s Garden, and acquire a wireless 
projector for all classroom and events 
needs. Our advice: don’t give up on 
iWo_d]"�·O;I"�j^_i�_i�]e_d]�je�meha�¸�
el[h�WdZ�el[h�W]W_d$�?jºi�Z_ȅYkbj�je�

pitch a nineteen-hundred-square-foot 
shut-down school building that hasn’t 
been used for seven years and expect 
others to see your vision. But if you 
believe in it, they will too.

Inspiration through art and 
nature.
While various other local artists 
took on small projects, like putting 
together a wall of origami books 
and assisting with small painting 
projects, Kerri Warner continued to 
be the leading force in bringing our 
Imaginarium to life. She served as 
lead of the external creative elements 
for the space as well, including the 
exterior enlarged resin images of 
authors and the Writer’s Garden, an 
outdoor extension to the Imaginarium. 
This outdoor space allows writers to 
become further inspired by the fresh 
vegetables growing in the garden, 
the cool breeze, and the vintage 
typewriters that serve as décor, among 
other artistic elements. Warner’s 
contributions to the garden include an 
oversized mixed-media bee sculpture, 
a wooden footbridge, and an impres-
sive mixed-media mosaic depicting 
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland ’s 
M^_j[�HWXX_j�Zh_\j_d]�eȁ�_dje�^_i�
rabbit hole. This captivating piece of 
art is made up of a collection of tiles, 
gems, buttons, and vintage teacups, 
and serves as an attractive centerpiece 
to the Writer’s Garden. ●

916 Ink’s writing-prompt wall serves the dual purposes of fantasy and relatability.
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(Top left) Décor inspiration came from a mix of ideas generated by local 
Sacramento artists Kerri Warner and Angela Tannehill. (Bottom right) 
Books have been transformed into art objects of inspiration. (Bottom left) 
C[jWb�X_hZYW][i�el[h^[WZ�^eki[�c[jWf^eh_YWb�_Z[Wi"�mW_j_d]�je�jWa[�Ã_]^j$
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Tulsa Library  
Intergalactic Spaceport & Emporium Tulsa, OK



Tulsa Library  
Intergalactic Spaceport & Emporium Tulsa, OK

Established: 
2012

Designer: 
Tulsa Library 
public relations 
team

Area: 
1,600 sq. !.

Address:
400 Civic Center  
Tulsa, OK 



What is the objective of your educational space?
Tulsa City County Library wanted a creative writing center 
that included a retail space designed to inspire creativity 
in students. The Intergalactic Spaceport & Emporium 
(ISE) is a learning center dedicated to supporting students 
ages six to eighteen with their creative and expository 
writing skills. We also aim to help teachers inspire their 
students to write with unusual products selected to inspire 
out-of-the-box thinking. The most important aspect of the 
ISE is to encourage and develop creativity in young people 
through one-to-one homework sessions and group writing 
workshops. ISE programs are challenging and enjoyable 
and ultimately strengthen each student’s power to express 
_Z[Wi�[ȁ[Yj_l[bo"�Yh[Wj_l[bo"�WdZ�YedÂZ[djbo$�

How did you go about bringing outer space down 
to Earth?
The interesting thing about outer space is that we have 
photos and, of course, astronauts have gone, but the average 
person will never get to visit. One of the things we really 
wanted to do was to use every inch of our space: the walls, the 
Y[_b_d]i"�j^[�Ãeehi"�ie�j^Wj�m^[h[l[h�j^[�ijkZ[dj�beea[Z"�j^[o�
would be sparked by creativity. The Intergalactic Spaceport 
& Emporium name itself naturally lends itself to inspiring 
what the rest of the room would look like. We wanted to 
create the feeling of being in a spaceship, so we designed 
around that and got creative with the interpretation of what 
space would look like. And because the writing center was 
designed imaginatively, it naturally evokes imagination from 
those who participate in the program.

Where did the notion of a cosmic theme come from?
We initially did not have a theme. We partnered with the 
Junior League of Tulsa and asked them to pitch us a few ideas 

based on the 826 model. We actually sent a few people from 
j^[�@kd_eh�B[W]k[�je�Wd�.(,�fhe]hWc1�iec[�m[dj�je�IWd�
Francisco and one went to New York, and one woman knew 
about 826 before she participated in this project with us. So, 
they pitched us a few ideas based on the whimsical model and 
the spaceport caught our interest. There was one concept 
Y[dj[h[Z�WhekdZ�Ã_]^j�WdZ�W_hfbWd[i�WdZ�m[�j^ek]^j�j^Wj�mWi�
a_dZ�e\�hekj_d[¶j^[h[�mWidºj�Wdoj^_d]�if[Y_Wb�WXekj�j^Wj$�8kj�
W�ifWY[fehj5�Oek�medºj�ÂdZ�j^Wj�Wdo�ej^[h�fbWY[$�M[�j^ek]^j�
that was unique enough to capture the attention of both the 
kids and their parents. We also knew that part of what 826 
features is a storefront, and with the space theme there were 
lots of options for us to bring in that retail component. 

Who designed and built this space?
Everything was done in-house for the space, everything you 
see. Our public relations team of six people served as our 
design team. We put together some concepts and showed 
them to the library’s leadership and the Junior League of 
Tulsa and then we actually went about creating the space. We 
_d_j_Wbbo�m[h[�]e_d]�je�^Wl[�Wd�eȁ#i_j[�Y[dj[h"�Xkj�m[�h[Wb_p[Z�
that we couldn’t duplicate the number of people that come to 
ekh�b_XhWho�Wj�Wd�eȁ#i_j[�beYWj_ed$�J^[�X[ij�j^_d]�\eh�ki�je�Ze�
mWi�je�ki[�j^[�b_XhWhoºi�dWjkhWb�\eej�jhWȅY�WdZ�je�cWa[�j^[�
ISE a feature point in the library. After ordering materials, 
the whole process was done in about a week’s time. The 
entire public relations team spent a whole week in that space, 
putting it together and installing everything. It was done 
over the holidays when a lot of people weren’t in the building, 
so we had the space mostly to ourselves. We painted on a 
Friday so it had time to dry over the weekend and then the 
following Monday we started installing everything. 

Ie"�\eh�[nWcfb["�j^[�]_Wdj�ckhWb�ed�j^[�mWbb¶m[�
ordered that and then we installed it, which was actually 

Canned Gravity is the store’s most popular item.
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ckY^�ceh[�Z_ȅYkbj�j^Wd�oek�c_]^j�
think. We had two people on a ladder, 
ed[�f[hied�ed�j^[�Ãeeh"�WdZ�ed[�
person with a squeegee getting rid of 
the bubbles. The stars that hang from 
the ceiling were individually cut by 
a plastics company that the library 
has worked with before. They cut out 
j^ei[�ijWhi�\eh�ki¶ceh[�j^Wd�j^h[[�
^kdZh[Z�e\�j^[c¶WdZ�m[�m[dj�ekj�
in the parking lot, spray-painted 
j^[c"�ijhkd]�[WY^�ed[�m_j^�Âi^_d]�
line, attached adhesive, and hung 
them. One person stood on a ladder 
and there was a chain of people 

fWii_d]�j^[�ijWhi�Wbed]¶ijh_d]�j^[�
line, attach the star, hang the star. 
Then one person at the bottom would 
point out any areas that needed more 
stars. We individually did all of the 
pieces in the space and it was really a 
team-building exercise for us.

How did you avoid astronomical 
costs?
Doing everything in-house was 
instrumental to keeping costs down. 
We have an incredible team here and 
access to a lot of inventory. We also 
have a printing press here, too, so we 

were able to use that. For things like 
the vinyl and the mural, we shopped 
WhekdZ�j^[�Â[bZ�\eh�]eeZ�fh_Y[i�WdZ�
then saved money by installing them 
ourselves. We used a vendor that we 
were already familiar with to make 
the stars. It was really the in-house 
design and manual labor that helped 
us stick to a budget. It was a really 
good decision for us to build the space 
on-site in the library as well. People 
who didn’t know about the space 
would just stumble onto the fact that 
we have this writing center available.

What has been the public’s 
reaction to your writing center?
F[efb[�bel[�_j��M[�][j�ie�cWdo�
compliments. Mainly, visitors just 
think it’s a beautiful space and it 
sparks imagination. It’s meant to be 
a creative writing area and it lends 
itself to that naturally. The parents 
Wh[�]hWj[\kb1�_jºi�Z_ȅYkbj�je�ÂdZ�W�
space like we have. Similar to what 
826 has all around the country, we 
provide homework help at no cost 
here at the library. Parents would 
typically have to pay a tutor for the 
services they get here and we’re just 
Wi�[ȁ[Yj_l[$�J^[o�h[Wbbo�Wh[�]hWj[\kb�
to have a place to come that is as 
exciting a space as ours and is also a 
free service to them.

What items could an aspiring 
astronaut purchase from your 
store?
The point of the retail part is to get the 
students excited about the space and 
to inspire curiosity and creativity. The 
Canned Gravity is a favorite because 
who would think you could actually 
purchase something intangible? But it’s 
something you will need if you go into 
outer space. The canned gravity was 
designed in-house by the PR team, and 
if we sold nothing else, it would just be 
the gravity. We have other space-like 
things like marbles, T-shirts, NASA 
posters, and socks with a galaxy print 
of the planets on them. We also have 
puzzles, games, a miniature wind-up 
robot, and, of course, books. ●

The writing center is one small step from the rest of the library. 

The Intergalactic Spaceport & Emporium provides Tulsa with a one-stop shop for your space-faring needs.
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826michigan: 
Detroit Detroit, MI

Established: 
2016

Designers: 
Tobey Albright,  
Mollie Edgar, and  
Amy Sumerton

Area: 
1,500 sq. !.

Address:
1351 Winder St.
Detroit, MI 



What’s the history of 826michigan? 
In our original Ann Arbor store, in 2005, we were located 
in the basement of an industrial complex, and we had the 
Cedij[h�Kd_ed"�BeYWb�.(,"�m^_Y^�i[[c[Z�Âjj_d]�\eh�ekh�
location. The space was labyrinthine, with lots of hallways 
WdZ�icWbb�heeci$�M[�fW_dj[Z�j^[c�Wbb�Z_ȁ[h[djbo¶j[Wb�WdZ�
light blue stripes in the lab, pink polka dots on the ceiling of 
the copy room. We had a really cool typographical mural on 
the main hallway. We also had the Inspiration Room, where 
students could go if they didn’t know what to write about. 
It was painted lime green and we glued old toys and record 
Yel[hi�WdZ�Wbb�cWdd[h�e\�ej^[h�m[_hZ�ijkȁ�Wbb�el[h�j^[�mWbbi$�
J^[h[�mWi�W�\ehc�oek�YekbZ�Âbb�ekj�_\�oek�mWdj[Z�je�ikXc_j�Wd�
_j[c�\eh�j^[�mWbb$�?j�mWi�W�^k][�^_j"�Xkj�el[h�j_c[¶[if[Y_Wbbo�
_\�j^[�Zeeh�mWi�Ybei[Z�\eh�jee�bed]¶_j�ic[bb[Z�j[hh_Xb[$

In 2007, we moved to downtown Ann Arbor and decided 
the monsters were on strike because they didn’t want to 
move, and so there was a robot takeover. The initial idea for 
the new location was a robot apothecary. We thought the 
idea of an old-timey robot shop was inherently funny, and it 
matched the area of town we were in, and some businesses 
that had previously been in the space. Furthermore, all of 
our furniture from the original location was mismatched 
ijkȁ�m[�]ej�Wj�h[iWb[�i^efi"�ie�j^[�W[ij^[j_Y�iehj�e\�meha[Z$

A commanding staircase leads from the store to the writing lab.

The center occupies a former slaughterhouse, but now regularly welcomes vegans. 

The Detroit Robot Factory features a book vending machine. When a lever is pulled, student publications drop down a slide, over a large wheel, and onto the cash register.

Established: 
2016

Designers: 
Tobey Albright,  
Mollie Edgar, and  
Amy Sumerton

Area: 
1,500 sq. !.

Address:
1351 Winder St.
Detroit, MI 
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The Detroit Robot Factory sells student publications as well as whatever supplies a robot may need in order to work at its highest capacity. 

The centerpiece was an old glass-and-wood display case 
\hec�j^[�'/(&i�m^_Y^�Z[Âd_j[bo�\[bj�b_a[�_j�X[bed][Z�_d�Wd�
old-time department store or druggist. It had a terrifying, 
vintage electrical setup with bulbs to illuminate the goods in 
j^[�YWi[$�Oek�YWd�_cW]_d[�_j�Âbb[Z�m_j^�mWjY^[i�eh�j_dYjkh[i�
or other turn-of-the-century fare, which is why we enjoyed 
displaying cans of WD-40 and Pennzoil in it. The display 
case was heavy and cumbersome. It ultimately took up 
too much of our limited space and we got rid of it to make 
heec�WdZ�je�X[jj[h�Âj�j^[�ceh[�ijh[Wcb_d[Z�W[ij^[j_Y�m[�
developed.

In 2016, we opened a second location in Detroit’s Eastern 
Market. The store was small, but with very high ceilings. 
We opted for a sort of futuristic, 2001 vibe (funny putting 
those two things next to each other, but it’s an aesthetic 
\eh�ikh[��¶Yb[Wd"�m^_j["�j[Y^debe]_YWbbo�WZlWdY[Z��Wbie�
funny, because we’re not really that tech-savvy). We have a 
huge book vending machine created by Detroit artist Juan 
Martinez, and large touch screens. Overall, we looked for 
inspiration from apothecaries, art museums, 2001, movie 
theaters, and other 826 stores. The look and feel of both 
stores has changed several times over the last few years. ●

An animal-themed robo-bike, constructed by artist Juan Martinez. 
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Student writing is regularly celebrated at book readings.  

A reading is a great place to get your book signed by the student-authors.  Book releases are enthusiastic, joyous, and frequent. 

These students get from school to 826michigan via bison-bike. 

7�fWh[dj�i[[i�^[h�ZWk]^j[hºi�mh_j_d]�_d�W�Xeea�\eh�j^[�Âhij�j_c[$

The staircase leads to the tutoring center, past the book-delivery waterwheel.
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A Note from 
an 

826michigan 
Parent
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My eleven-year-old daughter Lucie and I were in one of our 
favorite local restaurants. They happened to have a copy 
of Where is it Coming From? [a book of stories written by 
826michigan students] in their waiting area. Lucie noticed 
that one young couple took it with them to their table and 
were reading and laughing—clearly enjoying the stories. 
I suggested to Lucie that she go and introduce herself. To 
my shock, she actually did. They had a great exchange and 
Lucie showed them the story she had helped write, “The 
Wondrous Man.”

A while later, our waiter came by and dropped off a note 
from the couple, who’d le&. In the note, they expressed how 
much they enjoyed the book and were honored to meet one 
of the authors and to hear about the school. And they’d paid 
for our meal!

It was a lovely exchange and made Lucie feel very special 
for being part of something that brings others so much joy.

Love,
Julia
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826michigan: 
Ann Arbor 
& Ypsilanti   Ann Arbor & Ypsilanti, MI



Established: 
2005

Designers: 
Mollie Edgar,  
C. Jason DePasquale,  
and Amy Sumerton

Area: 
1,700 sq. !.

Address:
115 E. Liberty St. 
Ann Arbor, MI 
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Ann Arbor’s Robot Supply & Repair has a collection of zany robot-related products, from robot cough syrup to additional torque. 

Come here if you know (or are) a robot who needs gear grease or extra horsepower.

What were your creative team and budget like?
?j�Y^Wd][Z�ie�ckY^�el[h�j_c[��?d�j^[�[Whbo�ZWoi�e\�j^[�i[YedZ�
7dd�7hXeh�WdZ�j^[�Âhij�:[jhe_j�beYWj_ed"�m[�^WZ�W�icWbb�ijeh[�
team of creative types and designers around. At various 
times Jason DePasquale, Mollie Edgar, Oliver Uberti, and a 
cast of many, many others were deeply involved. For most 
of 826michigan’s history the primary creative (and every 
other) force behind the stores in Ann Arbor and Detroit was 
Program Director Amy Sumerton, who somehow managed to 
keep tutoring and in-school programs churning along while 
directing the creation and operation of two retail stores. 

Because we never had as much money as we wished for 
these endeavors, Amy performed her own kind of alchemy, 
taking everyone’s creative ideas and her own and making 
j^[c�Yec[�je�b_\[�ed�b_c_j[Z�\kdZi$��J^[�Âhij�heXej�i^ef�mWi�
ef[d[Z�\eh�kdZ[h�Âl[�j^ekiWdZ�ZebbWhi"�_dYbkZ_d]�\khd_i^_d]i�
WdZ�fheZkYji��

How do you want visitors to experience your stores?
J^[�ijkZ[dji�Yec[�Âhij"�WdZ�ed[�e\�j^[�ijeh[iº�fh_cWho�
goals is helping students feel at ease and feel excited 
about being there. When students enter the Detroit store, 
they look up to the very high ceiling and the glass walls 
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The shop services models like this 1932 Electro-Tech-Lectronic.IjkZ[dji�h[WYj�Wi�j^[o�i[[�j^[�Xeea�j^[oºh[�fkXb_i^[Z�_d�\eh�j^[�Âhij�j_c[$

7hj_ij#Z[i_]d[Z�heXeji�Âbb�j^[�ijeh[\hedj$

A humanoid sales representative and his mechanical shift supervisor.

Ann Arbor’s only authorized seller of Better Bot products.

Bots repaired while you wait. 
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HeXeji�WdZ�ijkZ[dj�mh_j_d]�Âbb�j^[�ifWY[$� These complicated-looking machines help the process of robot repair.

J^[�mh_j_d]�bWX�eȁ[hi�fb[djo�e\�ifWY[�je�h[WZ"�mh_j["�eh�h[fW_h�W�heXej$�

A curtain divides the store space from the tutoring space.
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Countless cardboard boxes and industrial tubes have been repurposed as robot costumes over the years.

of the writing lab upstairs. Early on in our renovation of 
an 1880s produce warehouse in Detroit’s Eastern Market 
neighborhood, we made a decision to follow our architect’s 
XebZ�fbWd�je�Ykj�Wd�[dehceki�^eb[�_d�j^[�Âhij#Ãeeh�Y[_b_d]$�
This gives visitors an immediate sense of the scope of the 
ifWY[�WdZ�_ji�h[Wb�fkhfei[¶ijkZ[dj�mh_j_d]¶kfijW_hi$�M[�
believe it’s important for a young writer to not just be told 
that their words and ideas are important, but also to feel 
that message by entering a bold, grand space and feeling 
welcome there.

In Ann Arbor, it’s always been the same. There’s a lot 
e\�\eej�jhWȅY�ed�j^Wj�XbeYa�e\�B_X[hjo�Ijh[[j�WdZ�f[efb[�
walk by constantly. Passersby are very likely to stride down 
the sidewalk and then stop about halfway past the next 
storefront and come back. “What is this place, really?” 
they ask. In a town with a lot of visitors, the store has never 
stopped catching people every day in the perfect moment of 
Ykh_ei_jo�WdZ�ef[dd[ii¶m^_Y^�_i"�e\�Yekhi["�^em�m[�^ef[�
our students will enter the space as well.

The second most common question we receive is usually 
delivered by a harried person who has little to no interest 

in our spiel and wants a quick answer to “Do you repair 
roombas?” We don’t, in fact, repair robot vacuum cleaners, 
but we’ve learned there’s a real market for that in Ann Arbor, 
at least.

What do visitors do in your space?
In Detroit, they can approach the book vending machine and 
receive a student-written publication. It’s massive, and it 
gives a sense of gravitas to the very important act of buying a 
book written by young people. 

?d�7dd�7hXeh"�j^[h[ºi�W�Âl[#\eej#jWbb�heXej�iYkbfjkh["�
built by Elaine Reed, which cycles through the photos of 
Zep[di�e\�j^_hZ#]hWZ[�ijkZ[dji�m^e�Wjj[dZ[Z�W�Â[bZ�jh_f�Wj�
826michigan. Every few minutes, the robot repeats pi to 
about twenty digits. Volunteer in the store long enough and 
you will memorize that number and cease to hear it. But for 
Âhij#j_c[�l_i_jehi"�_jºi�W�b_jjb[�`Whh_d]�WdZ�W�d_Y[�i[]k[�_dje�
our mission. Anyone can stop the repeating pi by making 
a donation of cash or coins into the robot, at which point it 
delivers an electronic burp and, if you’re lucky, the theme 
from The Price is Right. ●
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4

ALIGNMENT

Designer: Oliver Uberti
Writers: Oliver Uberti, Amy 
Sumerton, and C. Jason DePasquale

Frequent maintenance is paramount 
to a machine’s performance. Restor-
ing your robot’s wheels and bearings 
to their ideal relative positions 
[dikh[i�WYYkhWj["�[ȅY_[dj�cej_ed�WdZ�
streamlined task execution. Purchase 
our Alignment to assure top bot 
functionality.  

3

HORSEPOWER

Designer: Oliver Uberti
Writers: Oliver Uberti, Amy 
Sumerton, and C. Jason DePasquale

The ultimate bot operates with 
strength and speed, and the key 
to both of those qualities is high 
horsepower. Feed your machine 
with our custom horsepower blend 
for improved qualities and peak 
performance. 

2

ALL-PURPOSE OIL

Designer: Oliver Uberti
Writers: Oliver Uberti, Amy 
Sumerton, and C. Jason DePasquale

Nothing feels better than a well-
oiled machine. This all-purpose oil is 
f[h\[Yj�\eh�j^[�h[iekhY[\kb�heXej¶
_dj[hdWb�YecXkij_ed�m_bb�X[�Âh_d]�ed�
all cylinders with just a small amount 
of this high-quality lubricant. 

1

JOINT LUBRICANT

Designer: Oliver Uberti
Writers: Oliver Uberti, Amy 
Sumerton, and C. Jason DePasquale

Igk[Wai�WdZ�`[hao�cej_ed�X[]ed[��
Our joint lubricant is the best on the 
market for smooth locomotion and 
will leave any robot running like the 
latest model. 

1

2

3

4
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7

TORQUE

Designer: Oliver Uberti
Writers: Oliver Uberti, Amy 
Sumerton, and C. Jason DePasquale

Designed for precise movement, add-
ing torque to your machine ensures 
accurate on-a-dime twists and turns. 
Additive torque is a necessity for bots 
working in tight spaces on tasks that 
require absolute exactitude.

6

GEAR GREASE 

Designer: Oliver Uberti
Writers: Oliver Uberti, Amy 
Sumerton, and C. Jason DePasquale

Fluid lubricant designed to grease up 
a robot’s intricate inner workings. 
Locomotive gears control an android’s 
[dj_h[�[n_ij[dY[¶m_bb�cW_djW_d�Wdo�
bot’s most important features by as-
suring quality performance of its basic 
components.

8

ACCELERATION

Designer: Oliver Uberti
Writers: Oliver Uberti, Amy 
Sumerton, and C. Jason DePasquale

One hundred percent inorganic fast 
food for robots. This canned accelera-
tion will have your bot running at top 
speed for jobs that require expedi-
ency. Available in acidic, basic, and 
XWbWdY[Z�ÃWlehi�\eh�[l[d�j^[�f_Ya_[ij�
cyborg. 

5

INERTIA

Designer: Oliver Uberti
Writers: Oliver Uberti, Amy 
Sumerton, and C. Jason DePasquale

The perfect staying power to keep 
your resting bot at rest or your 
working bot at work. Our Inertia is 
W�jef_YWb�Wffb_YWdj�Â[bZ#j[ij[Z�\eh�
WXiebkj[�WZ^[h[dY[�je�D[mjedºi�Âhij�
law of motion.

5
6

8
7
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Read and Write 
Kalamazoo  Kalamazoo, MI

Established: 
2012

Designers: 
Peter Brakeman, 
Anne Hensley, 
Chafe Hensley,  
and Emmy Kastner

Area: 
1,545 sq. !.

Address:
802 S. Westnedge Ave. 
Kalamazoo, MI 



What were your goals in creating Read and Write 
Kalamazoo? 
We wanted to create a space that would pique interest, 
inspire curiosity, inform collaboration, and that could 
break down the barriers so many students have that keep 
them from writing. We were talking about what features 
our space would have before we really started to work 
through how we were going to make this writing center 
happen logistically. Every conversation was punctuated 
with, “... and we’ll have a secret bookshelf door between 
the storefront and writing center.” We started small as an 
organization, living a nomadic existence moving around 
in borrowed spaces: our small neighborhood association, 
libraries, and a temporary home in a shared creative 
ifWY[$�J^hek]^ekj�j^ei[�Âhij�i_n�o[Whi"�j^[�Yh[Wj_l[�ifWY[�
and forever home we dreamt of was our guiding star, and 
we were always working toward that vision. RAWK was 
\ekdZ[Z�ed�\ekh�f_bbWhi¶`eo"�Yh[Wj_l_jo"�[gk_jo"�WdZ�WYY[ii$�
M[�mWdj[Z�ekh�fhe]hWcc_d]�WdZ�ifWY[�je�h[Ã[Yj�j^Wj�m_j^�
every detail. We envisioned people swarming into the store, 
Z[if[hWj[�je�Â]kh[�ekj�m^Wj�m[�m[h[�Wbb�WXekj�WdZ�^em�j^[o�
could get involved. 

Students eager to rawk, roll, and/or some combination of the two.

RAWK’s storefront sells goods relating to rocks, rock and roll, and writing.

Established: 
2012

Designers: 
Peter Brakeman, 
Anne Hensley, 
Chafe Hensley,  
and Emmy Kastner

Area: 
1,545 sq. !.

Address:
802 S. Westnedge Ave. 
Kalamazoo, MI 
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Students break down the lyrics of “Like a Rolling Stone” from both a geological and a musical standpoint.

What were the formative years of RAWK like? 
Anne Hensley and Emmy Kastner co-founded RAWK, 
and for a very long time it was just the two of them 
writing grants, marketing, designing and implementing 
programming, and recruiting volunteers to help. It would’ve 
been wonderful to have launched RAWK fully formed with 
fhe]hWci"�ijWȁ"�WdZ�W�Yeeb�^ec[�\hec�j^[�l[ho�X[]_dd_d]"�
but our growth was sustainable and strategic as we acquired 
and developed organizational resources. We formed a 
board of advisors, then our founding board of directors, 
j^[d�ekh�icWbb�fWhj#j_c[�ijWȁ"�Wbb�j^[�m^_b[�ibembo�]hem_d]�
a volunteer base. Every new person brought a wide array 
of new skills to the table. Throughout these early years we 
were able to mine creative ideas and inspiration from our 
students, our volunteers, and our programs. Our path was 
kd_gk["�WdZ�_j�mWi�Xo�Ze_d]�j^[�meha�WdZ�Z[Âd_d]�ekhi[bl[i�
as an organization that we discovered who we wanted to be. 

We knew that we weren’t always going to be running the 
organization, so laying a strong foundation of aesthetics 
from design on through to programming was essential. We 
set big goals to accomplish before we handed over the reins: 
\h[[�fhe]hWcc_d]"�W�ijWȁ"�WdZ�W�^ec[�e\�ekh�emd$

From the beginning, Anne and Emmy, along with 
Chafe Hensley and Peter Brakeman, were the creative 

How did you decide on the theme and décor of  
the space?
M[�mWdj[Z�ekh�dWc[�je�h[Ã[Yj�m^Wj�m[�Ze$�EdY[�m[�bWdZ[Z�
on it and started calling ourselves RAWK, some kind of rock 
theme seemed most appropriate. We went for it, embracing 
all things that rock. Since our name is RAWK, we thought it 
Âjj_d]�je�_dYehfehWj[�j^[c[i�e\�cki_Y��_$[$"�H7MA�d�Hebb�"�
and rocks, of course. This led to the intentional mouthful that 
_i�j^[�dWc[�e\�ekh�ijeh[\hedj¶j^[�=[ebe]_YWb�WdZ�Cki_Yebe]-
ical Survey Co. Imagine a musical hall of fame colliding into a 
geological survey headquarters and you’ll see our storefront 
and writing center. There’s a real natural-history-museum-
meets-music- hall-of-fame-gift-shop-meets-geological-
survey-headquarters vibe throughout the store and in the 
writing center. Having lived near 826 Valencia and, later, 
attended the 101 seminar at 826NYC, we were inspired by 
the many ways visitors and students were encouraged to 
interact with their respective spaces. We acquired an organ 
WdZ�ej^[h�_dijhkc[dji�j^Wj�b_l[�Wbb�el[h�j^[�ijeh[$�M[�Âbb[Z�
drawers with rocks and minerals and magnifying glasses. We 
tapped local artists to create fake concert posters to decorate 
the space with. Even our wallpaper, a collage of old sheet 
music and geological photos, encourages folks to spend extra 
time exploring the details. 
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… which led to its storefront, the Geological and Musicological Survey Co.

RAWK’s acronym inspired its theme: rock and roll and geology…

team building the foundation of the organization’s creative 
vision. While laying that groundwork, the design of 
[l[hoj^_d]�mWi�ie�_cfehjWdj"�\hec�ekh�be]e�je�Ão[hi"�
handouts, and student publications. We always had our 
eyes on the perfect location in our neighborhood that 
Y^[Ya[Z�Wbb�j^[�Xen[i¶mWba_d]�Z_ijWdY[�je�iY^eebi"�d[Wh�
W�Xki�ijef"�^_]^�\eej�jhWȅY"�WdZ�X[Wkj_\kb�ijeh[\hedj�
windows. We’d planned a staggered succession, and it was 
after Anne stepped down that our dream space became 
WlW_bWXb[$�;cco"�ekh�fWhj#j_c[�ijWȁ"�WdZ�ekh�XeWhZ�e\�
directors started piecing together a plan, really tapping 
into our community to make it happen. From then on it 
became of bit of a maniacal mastermind situation where 
;cco�meha[Z�Wi�W�Yh[Wj_l[�jehdWZe"�]hem_d]�ekh�ijWȁ�WdZ�
Â]kh_d]�ekj�^em�je�hW_i[�j^[�ced[o�\eh�j^[�Xk_bZ#ekj$�EdY[�
we had the nest egg from a grant Anne wrote before she 
left, Emmy started designing merchandise, working with 
the contractor to design the space from scratch, seeking 
out décor, and ensuring the full creative vision we’d dreamt 
e\�YekbZ�Yec[�je�b_\[$�J^[�ijWȁ�WdZ�XeWhZ�e\�Z_h[Yjehi�
were actively building the space and raising funds. We 
enlisted local artists to do things like design our windows 
and wallpaper, and volunteers to build shelves and put 
\khd_jkh[�je][j^[h$�Kbj_cWj[bo"�_j�mWi�W�j[Wc�[ȁehj$�●

A little bad weather can’t keep a good geologist/rock-and-roller down.
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Young  
Authors 
Greenhouse Louisville, KY

Established: 
2017

Designer: 
Jonathan Brannon, Lucas 
Sweeten of Fresh Start 
Builders, Bullhorn Creative, 
Meghan Glasper Design, 
Studio Threesixty, and 
board members

Area: 
1,100 sq. !.

Address:
2509 Portland Ave.
Louisville, KY 



What effect did you want this space to have on 
its visitors?
We wanted to create an experience that both surprises 
and delights everyone who walks in. Our store, 
j^[�Effei_j[�I^ef"�_i�emd[Z�Xo�ÂYj_edWb�jm_di�m^e�
inherited the store but disagree about everything. So, 
they split the store down the middle and have their 
l[ho�_dZ_l_ZkWb"�l[ho�Z_ȁ[h[dj�ijeh[i0�j^[�I[W�Cedij[h�
Research Supply Store and the Airship Emporium. 

We were inspired by Wes Anderson’s aesthetics 
with a steampunk vibe. But the fun thing is that we, 
like our students, used writing and imagination to 
inspire us. We wrote character bios for the twins 
WdZ�j^[d�_cW]_d[Z�W�ifWY[�j^Wj�h[Ã[Yj[Z�j^[_h�
f[hiedWb_j_[i¶b[\j�XhW_d�li$�h_]^j�XhW_d"�\WYj�li$�
ÂYj_ed"�h[Wb_ij�li$�Zh[Wc[h"�eh]Wd_p[Z�li$�^Wf^WpWhZ$�
Visitors will feel the sparring and playful tension 
between the twins and the allure to participate in 
the story and ultimately choose a side. After all, isn’t 
everyone looking for sea monster research supplies or 
furnishings to make their airship a home?

A bright, open, serene tutoring space, full of warm wood and vibrant colors. 

(Opposite) A young author ready to bloom at the Greenhouse. (Above) The tutoring space is brand-new and ripe with potential. 
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Architectural sketches by Jonathan Brannon.



An actual hot-air-balloon basket resides in the Opposite Shop.

Students get musical in a workshop with the help of musicians Tyrone Cotton and Jim James.

Happily, there’s an antidote to the canned-gravity products on previous pages.

Who worked on bringing this space to life?
Our creative team was put together organically 
WdZ�_i�[l[h#Y^Wd]_d]$�M[�ijWhj[Z�m_j^�ekh�ijWȁ�
(which was only two at the time), a couple 
of board members, and one of our dedicated 
volunteers with an eye for design. We probably 
all seemed slightly maniacal because we’d sit in 
Yeȁ[[�i^efi�WdZ�jWba�WXekj�i[W�cedij[hi�WdZ�
airships and how our twins could play tricks on 
each other. We talked to artists, builders, and 
\h_[dZi�WXekj�m^Wj�m[�^WZ�_d�c_dZ¶h[Wbbo"�
anyone who would listen. Creating the team and 
working toward our goal was its own kind of 
exploration and discovery, and sometimes it felt 
like we were the twins, pushing and tugging at 
_Z[Wi$�M[�m[h[�h[Wbbo�bkYao�je�ÂdZ�<h[i^�IjWhj�
Builders and Bullhorn Creative, who embraced 
the zaniness of the project and were always game 
\eh�ekh�bWij#c_dkj[�b_]^jXkbX�cec[dji�

Do you have any advice for keeping costs low?
We had no idea what to budget, considering the 
YWj[]eh_[i�e\�meha�_dlebl[Z�_d�ef[d_d]�ekh�ifWY[��
We tried to break it down into manageable pieces. 
Here’s how we cut costs along the way:

Beea�\eh�WȁehZWXb[�Z�Yeh�efj_edi�\hec�
online retailers, at estate sales, at dollar stores, 
WdZ�Wj�Ã[W�cWha[ji$�M[�meha[Z�Ybei[bo�m_j^�W�
volunteer who stages for movies and homes for 
sale. She understood the vibe we wanted, which 
was absolutely crucial, and would keep an eye 
out for our center while hunting items for work. 
Some of the interactive elements of our space 
were created by volunteers who understood our 
vision and who had helpful skills in carpentry, 
engineering, or artistry. One volunteer had her 
own interior design company and was instru-
mental in bringing our space together.

Going-out-of-business sales have low-cost 
\khd_jkh[�WdZ�[gk_fc[dj¶Xkj�jho�je�X[�i[b[Yj_l[$�

For merchandise, look for local T-shirt 
printers or companies that can print designs onto 
wholesale items.

Have donation bins at events for the organi-
pWj_ed¶m[�m[h[�WXb[�je�][j�`ekhdWbi"�f[di"�WdZ�
other small writing supplies this way.

Make an appeal on social media for local 
Z[i_]d�YecfWd_[i�je�eȁ[h�fhe�Xede�^[bf�cWa_d]�
labels, or learn how to use Canva.com.

Find local artists on Instagram that you like 
and ask them if they’d be interested joining an 
art consultation committee for your center. And 
if they feel like they’re a part of your community 
j^[oºh[�ceh[�b_a[bo�je�eȁ[h�fhe�Xede�^[bf$� ●
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Chapter 510 &  
the Dept. of  
Make Believe Oakland, CA

Established: 
2015

Designers: 
Justin Carder and 
Tavia Stewart

Area: 
2,144 sq. !.

Address:
2301 Telegraph Ave.
Oakland, CA 



THE PHOTOS ARE LABELED 
BY PHOTOGRAPHER AND 
WE ASK THAT IF YOU USE 
THEM, TO GIVE CREDIT TO 
THEM. ALSO, THE DESIGN 
IN OUR STORE WAS ALL 
BY JUSTIN CARDER, SO DO 
CREDIT HIM AS WELL. 

What’s the story behind the Dept. of Make Believe?
We wanted to create a magical portal through which 
our students and community could pass as they entered 
our writing center. The theme: a magical bureaucracy. 
The origin story: it was once a really boring bureaucracy 
�8kh[WkYhWYo�7µP0�·CWa_d]�j^[�8eh_d]�Ceh[�8eh_d]�i_dY[�
2013”) until the workers revolted and marched for “more 
magic” and then struck a compromise with the city of 
Oakland to become a magical bureaucracy, thus changing 
their name to the Dept. of Make Believe and the meaning of 
the word paperwork to publishing books written by youth 
through Chapter 510. We wanted to inspire people to come 
_d"�\[[b�Âhij�_cc[hi[Z�_d�j^[�Xkh[WkYhWYo"�j^[d�i[[�j^[�
magic, smile, and say (as they do 99.9 percent of the time), 
“What is this place?” Most of all, we wanted to create a 
space where everyone, no matter where you were from or 
^em�oek�_Z[dj_Â[Z"�m^[j^[h�jme�eh�d_d[jo#�d_d["�YekbZ�X[�
welcomed in, licensed to dream, validated, and seen as the 
creative and brave humans they are.

How do you build a magical bureaucracy?
We started with the basics of your everyday bureau: bor-
_d]�eȅY[�\khd_jkh["�Âb_d]�YWX_d[ji�e\�Wbb�i^Wf[i�WdZ�i_p[i"�

(Opposite) Students take the stage in the writing center. (Above) Painting inspires writing, and vice versa.

An intriguing name and a welcoming sign invite the community into the space. 

Established: 
2015

Designers: 
Justin Carder and 
Tavia Stewart

Area: 
2,144 sq. !.

Address:
2301 Telegraph Ave.
Oakland, CA 
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The center was inspired by the city’s history of resistance and pure magic.

“Paperwork” means publishing books at the Department of Make Believe.

The aesthetic is “dreams of a bureaucrat who has fallen asleep at their desk.” 

a complex bureau directory, a number-taking system, 
forms in triplicate. Layered on top of and underneath 
the boring left over from the previous era is the magic. 
<khd_jkh[�Âbb[Z�m_j^�iWdZ�WdZ�Â]kh_d[i�je�fbWo�m_j^"�
f[hc_ji�je�cWa[�X[b_[l[�Âbb[Z�ekj�WdZ�Âb[Z�ed�j^[�Y[_b_d]"�
magical bureaus, weird products to help you dream, and, 
of course, books written by our students and by authors 
our kids know and love. 

What sources inspired Chapter 510’s magic?
Inspiration came from many places, including magical 
h[Wb_ic�_d�Xeeai�WdZ�Âbc$�7XikhZ_ic"�<bknki"�:WZW"�WdZ�
the sincere art of Susan O’Malley were also inspirations, as 
well as Harry Potter, which nails the magical bureaucracy. 
But Oakland, of course, was the biggest inspiration. We 
mWdj[Z�je�Xh_d]�_d�j^[�cW]_Y�e\�ekh�ÃW]i^_f�cW]_YWb�

storybook theme park, Fairyland, and our city’s history 
and culture of being anti-establishment, resistant, and 
pure magic. 

Who helped create this store and tutoring center?
The idea was originally hatched by the two co-founders, 
Janet Heller and Tavia Stewart, in 2014. Like the big bang, 
it’s hard to know the exact moment when we landed on 
the Dept. of Make Believe, but we were in the midst of our 
Âhij�9^Wfj[h�+'&�\kdZhW_i_d]�YWcfW_]d"�m^_Y^�mWi�·CWa[�
Believe with Us.” Soon after, the idea for the DMB was born, 
and we brought in the amazing local bookstore owner Justin 
Carder (one of the original creators of 826 Valencia’s Pirate 
Store) to help us with our original design and product line. 
Justin also helped us organize a design party where we 
invited one hundred people from our community to ideate 
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9^Wfj[h�+'&�iYeh[Z�_ji�'/.&i�Z[iai"�Âb_d]�YWX_d[ji"�f^ed[i"�WdZ�jof[mh_j[hi�\hec�W�Z[\kdYj�C[hY[Z[i�Z[Wb[hi^_f"�Xh_d]_d]�j^_i�cW]_YWb�Xkh[WkYhWYo�je�b_\[$

with us for a night. Students, parents, teachers, designers, 
absurdists, and artists of all kinds worked in small groups 
to come up with all the things a magical bureaucracy may 
need. From that list we picked our favorite ideas and 
bWkdY^[Z�ekh�Âhij�fheZkYj�b_d[�WdZ�i[j�e\�_dj[hWYj_l[i$�J^_i�
list still exists with ideas we hope to add in the future, like 
a set of pneumatic tubes to send wishes and donations into, 
W�f^ed[�_dijWbbWj_ed�m^[h[�oek�YWbb�_dje�Z_ȁ[h[dj�Xkh[Wki�je�
hear student poetry, and more. 

What was your budget for creating this space?
J^[�eh_]_dWb�ijeh[�Yeij�ki�jm[djo�j^ekiWdZ�ZebbWhi��Dej�
knowing much about building a retail store, we think this 
is shoestring budget. All of our furniture was donated by 
a Mercedes dealership upon being bought out. We scored 
Wbb�ekh�ebZ�Z[iai"�Âb_d]�YWX_d[ji"�f^ed[i�\hec�j^[�º.&i"�
typewriters, and one surreal-looking cactus. Though we 
had all our clothes and posters professionally printed, 
all the other products we made in-house. Justin Carder 
donated endless hours of design work. We leased a printer 
\hec�W�beYWb�eȅY[#[gk_fc[dj�YecfWdo"�Xek]^j�W�YWi[�eh�
two of glue sticks, and went to town. We ordered most of 

our jars, tubes, and other packaging from Uline, and had 
many volunteers assemble our products before the launch. 
In sum: donated furniture + Uline catalogues + glue sticks + 
a leased printer + a twenty-thousand-dollar small-business 
beWd�3�W�ijeh[�bWkdY^��Kdb[ii�oek�Wh[�_d�W�^_]^µ\eej�jhWȅY�
d[_]^Xeh^eeZ"�a[[f�oekh�[ȁehji�_d�b_d[�m_j^�oekh�_dYec["�
and your expectations around money in check. The upkeep 
of a retail store is no joke, and selling concept items and 
shirts does not make it rain Earned Income. But what 
it does do, and does for us, is create wonder in each kid 
m^e�[dj[hi�9^Wfj[h�+'&�\eh�W�mehai^ef�eh�Â[bZ�jh_f"�WdZ�
wonder in those who enter once a month when we are open 
for Oakland’s monthly First Fridays festival. Though we 
haven’t hit our original sales goals, more than 80 percent of 
our volunteers have come through this portal in one way or 
another, and it’s been a wonderful springboard for the vision 
of our entire writing center. It’s a way to open the door to 
your community, welcome them in, and show them who you 
are, what you value, and how they can get involved. Most 
dedfheÂji�[n_ij�edbo�_d�eȅY[�Xk_bZ_d]i�WdZ�ed�m[Xi_j[i$�
Having an open door is an amazing way to connect with 
your community and have them feel included in yours. ●
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4

INSPIRATION

Designer: Justin Carder

For use in trying to:

•  Build a better mousetrap
•  Reinvent the wheel
���8k_bZ$$$�W�ceki[jhWf$$$�ed�m^[[bi�
���O[i��Ceki[jhWf�ed�m^[[bi�
���O[i��O[i��O[i�
•  Someone write that down

3

WISH EXTENSION 
UNITS

Designer: Justin Carder

Fill up these patent-pending wish 
extension units for maximum wishes 
next time you go through a tunnel. 

Warning: Wishing for more wishes is 
almost always a risky move. Use with 
caution.

2

MEMORY ENHANCER

Designer: Justin Carder

Each package contains one length of 
string. When you need to remem-
ber some important thing, think 
really hard about that thing and, while 
you’re thinking about it, tie this string 
WhekdZ�oekh�Âd][h$�M^[d[l[h�oek�
look at the string, you’ll remember 
whatever it is you wanted to remem-
X[h�_d�j^[�Âhij�fbWY[$�FheXWXbo$�?j�
works most of the time.

1

MAKE YOUR  
OWN FOIL HAT

Designer: Justin Carder

This hat is what your skull needs to 
keep out unwanted communications 
from ghosts, secret CIA radio stations 
tuned right at you, subliminal sugges-
tions from in-laws, talking bushes, 
dogs, and more. Contains one piece 
of high-quality aluminum foil. Wrap 
it around your skull for maximum 
j^ek]^j�h[j[dj_ed%Z[Ã[Yj_ed�WdZ�cWn-
imum style.

3

21

4
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7

6

8

5

8

DEHYDRATED 
COURAGE

Designer: Justin Carder

In case of crisis, just add water for 
instant courage. Best of luck to you.

7

FORT ROOF

Designer: Justin Carder

Things you can do in this fort: you can 
read books, or watch movies, or make 
secret plans. You can hide out, space 
out, scheme, plot, connive, revive, 
take some you time, spend some time 
with your cat, meditate, nap, whisper, 
stage whisper, and more.

5

PORTABLE  
SERENITY

Designer: Justin Carder

Open up our portable serenity for 
enough sounds for a sounder sleep.

Note: Portable serenity contains fewer 
serene sounds than the regular-sized 
version.

6

PROCRASTINATION

Designer: Justin Carder

Got a big deadline and no inspiration? 
?j�_i�Yb[Whbo�j_c[�je�Yb[Wd�j^[�^eki[��
And organize all those old photos and 
the sock drawer, of course, and there’s 
all those emails, and shows to catch up 
on, and...
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826 New 
Orleans   New Orleans, LA

Established: 
2010

Designer: 
Charles Jones 
of ONE to ONE 
Design

Area: 
4,400 sq. !.

Address:
1750 St. Bernard Ave. 
New Orleans, LA 



How did the 826 New Orleans youth writing center 
come to be?
We were originally a classroom project. We wanted to get 
students excited about writing and to widen the standard 
approach to teaching. We recognized the importance of 
making creative spaces for young people and joined an art 
Yebb[Yj_l[�YWbb[Z�7dj[ddW"�m^_Y^�^WZ�W�jme#Ãeeh�beYWj_ed�ed�
CW_d�7l[dk[�m_j^�W�]Wbb[ho�ed�j^[�jef�Ãeeh�WdZ�ifWY[�\eh�
ekh�mh_j_d]�Y[dj[h�ed�j^[�cW_d�Ãeeh$�M[�ijWhj[Z�fhe]hWc-
ming in that space. For students it wasn’t home or school, 
but a safe space to create. We implemented a big book 
component in lesson plans and focused on bringing in writ-
[hi$�Je�ekh�X[d[Âj"�j^[h[�mWi�W�]Wbb[ho�YhWmb�[l[ho�i[YedZ�
IWjkhZWo�j^Wj�Xhek]^j�_d�W�bej�e\�\eej�jhWȅY�WdZ�[nfei[Z�
the community to the students’ work. The drawback of that 
location was that we didn’t have a storefront. Our front door 
opened directly into the writing center with no transitory 
store space, which we wanted to include. We decided to 
move, rebrand, and join the 826 network. We wanted the 
X[d[Âj�e\�ekh�ijkZ[dji�X[_d]�Wcfb_Â[Z�Wbed]i_Z[�ej^[h�
826 students across the country. So much of our success 
is due to our learning from other 826 chapters and being 
able to share within the network. It’s a great community of 
support, which is essential in making a place like this. 

What is your current location like?
When we decided to move, we spent a year developing a 

The Haunting Supply Co. sells apparel and goods for ghoulish creatures.

Established: 
2010

Designer: 
Charles Jones 
of ONE to ONE 
Design

Area: 
4,400 sq. !.

Address:
1750 St. Bernard Ave. 
New Orleans, LA 

Haunted architectural rendering by Charles Jones of ONE to ONE Design.
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KdÂd_i^[Z�8ki_d[ii�dej[fWZi0�je#Ze�b_iji�\eh�j^[�W\j[hb_\[$

Building partnerships with community was integral to creating the space.

7d�Whj_i_dWb�Xh_Ya�WdY^eh�Z[i_]d[Z�je�ij[WZo�Âj\kbb�ib[[f[hi$

826 New Orleans is within walking distance for hundreds of students.

space in Central City that had been abandoned, but it fell 
through. Then we found a space in the Seventh Ward, a 
really historic neighborhood where New Orleans culture and 
W�bej�e\�7c[h_YWd�Ykbjkh[�Yec[i�\hec$�?j�mWi�`kij�W�Â[bZ�Wj�
Âhij"�m^[h[�W�bem#_dYec[�^eki_d]�Z[l[befc[dj�mWi�i[j�je�
X[�Xk_bj$�J^[�fbWdi�_dYbkZ[Z�\ehjo#Âl[�^kdZh[Z�igkWh[�\[[j�
for retail. We decided to jump on that opportunity and we 
worked with an architect to optimize the space for our pur-
poses. We asked the developers for a wide staircase leading 
up to the entry to be welcoming to the community. We also 
got approval for a full mural around the building, which 
isn’t there yet but will be three stories tall. This location has 
meha[Z�ekj�medZ[h\kbbo�\eh�W�bej�e\�h[Wiedi1�ed[�_dlWbkWXb[�
feature is that we’re really accessible to students. We’re 
central to the city and within a two-mile radius of fourteen 
public schools. The interior of the space is engaging from 
the moment students walk into the Haunting Supply Co. 
To enter our writing center, there’s a swinging barn door 
that we’ll eventually convert to a hidden bookcase door. 
We have two classrooms with chalkboard walls throughout 
and beautiful paper tree sculptures. The writing lab has a 
Yepo�\[[b_d]�WdZ�_i�Âbb[Z�m_j^�ZhWcWj_Y�WhY^_j[YjkhWb�f_[Y[i�
like our stage, bookcases, and interesting seating areas. 
There’s a great dancing ghost mural that stretches from 
the publishing room into the store that reads “the spirit of 
publishing.”

Where did the idea for the New Orleans Haunting 
Supply Co. come from?
At our old space, we held a lot of workshops with students 
to make decisions about the center’s future. We wanted to 
h[fh[i[dj�ekh�ijkZ[dji�Wi�X[ij�m[�YekbZ1�j^[o�m[h[�_dlebl[Z�
in the decision to join 826 and they were involved in decid-
ing on a theme for our storefront. We showed them pictures 
of 826 chapters to give them an idea and they brainstormed 
concepts to base the store on. We wanted to be relevant to 
New Orleans, so we kicked around the ideas of Mardi Gras, 
voodoo, and music, but ghosts resonated with the kids the 
most, both for storytelling possibilities and the idea of a 
“spirit” of writing. Our store’s products come largely from 
ijkZ[dj�mehai^efi�Wi�m[bb$�9ehfeh[Wb�:kij�_i�W�\Wleh_j[¶_j�
lets ghosts interact with the physical realm. 

Who was involved in designing and building 826 New 
Orleans?
Design workshops with students and teachers gave us the 
most important input about what to do with our space. 
The architects at ONE to ONE Design were incredible 
people who did way more than we could have ever possibly 
dreamed, and our contractor, Perrier Esquerré, was amaz-
ing. We had the fortune of working with real estate agent 
and visionary urban developer Alexandra Stroud, who 
worked pro bono and helped us understand the process and 
landscape of creating a space like this. 
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The theme of ghosts strongly resonated with kids during brainstorming, for the storytelling possibilities, the idea of a “spirit” of writing, and its relevance to New Orleans.

To enter the writing center, there’s a barn door that will become a hidden bookcase door. 7�^kcWd�WdZ�i[l[hWb�]^eiji�i^em�eȁ�]eeZi�\hec�j^[�>Wkdj_d]�Ikffbo�9e$�

\kdZ_d]�m[�^ef[Z�je¶_j�mWi�]eeZ�je�^Wl[�W�XWYakf�fbWd�
in place so we weren’t scrambling at the last minute. 
One strategy that has been helpful to us is spacing out 
expensive projects. Tackle all of the bare-bones essentials 
_d�j^[�Âhij�cedj^�eh�ie"�j^[d�i[[�m^[h[�ced[o�YWd�X[�
WbbeYWj[Z�\eh�ceh[�WcX_j_eki�fhe`[Yji$�7j�Âhij"�m[�m[h[�
fbWdd_d]�ed�b[Wl_d]�mWbbi�eȁ�e\�j^[�i[YedZ�YbWiiheec�_d�
our writing lab because our budget was getting thin, but 
a donor came in and supported us to put in walls and even 
soundproof the room. ●

How did you create this center without breaking 
the bank?
All of our people did things for half-rate or at really low 
rates. We had a design collective who made all of the 
haunting supplies and built strong partnerships with 
artists who were jazzed about what we were creating. We 
were overambitious with our overall budget and a little 
too optimistic about money in general, but we adapted 
when we needed to. Our architects and designers helped 
us to make a plan B in case we couldn’t pull together the 
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Just Buffalo 
Literary Center Buffalo, NY

Established: 
1975

Mural Designer: 
Julian Montague

Area: 
2,500 sq. !.

Address:
468 Washington St. 
2nd floor  
Buffalo, NY



Students leave one workshop with a series of handmade zines.A volunteer leads a comic-book workshop.

What is the physical space of the writing center like?
The Just Buffalo Writing Center is located in downtown Buf-
falo in a big, open room with four large windows. It is filled 
with an astonishing amount of natural light. It’s an inviting, 
energetic space that offers opportunities in serious play. 
There are typewriters that act as generative tools, but also as 
collaborative literary art installations. We invite anyone who 
enters to interact with them. These percussive machines of 
joy allow the young writers to slow down and perhaps realize 
the beauty and messiness that is writing. 

What kind of programming does Just Buffalo 
organize?
The Writing Center is mainly aimed at working with 
twelve- to eighteen-year-olds, but we also offer adult writ-
ing workshops in everything from songwriting to memoir 
to fiction. We do a lot of in-school writing programs 
throughout all of Western New York. We are in the process 
of renovating our space to offer dual programming to cater 

One thing the in-center students really enjoy are the made-to-order poems. Order a poem, and a young writer will compose one.
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B_j[hWho�[l[dji�Wbbem�@kij�8kȁWbe�je�ijWo�WYj_l[bo�[d]W][Z�m_j^�j^[�Yecckd_jo$

A Möbius-strip typewriter scroll extends to the ceiling.

J^_i�ckhWb�mWi�Z[i_]d[Z�Xo�@kb_Wd�CedjW]k[�WdZ�_dijWbb[Z�Xo�OWc[i�Ceȁ[jj$

to a younger elementary audience, as well as more writing 
opportunities for educators and the larger community. 
Beyond our educational programming, we also organize a 
number of literary events to engage and inspire the Western 
New York community. Our flagship series is BABEL, which 
invites four of the world’s most important authors to 
Buffalo. We also have a poetry series called Studio, and the 
Silo City Reading Series, which is a multidisciplinary poetry 
series that takes place during the summer months inside a 
95-year-old, 130-foot-tall grain silo. 

How does the center stay afloat?
A large percentage of our funding comes from grants and 
foundations. Both the county and city support us and we re-
ceive many generous donations. We have a grant writer and 
ekh�[n[Ykj_l[�Z_h[Yjeh�m^e�_i�Wd�WXiebkj[�cWij[hc_dZ¶i^[�
has such a positive energy and is a go-getter in the best of 
ways. Also, the Writing Center wouldn’t exist without the 
community of teaching artists and writers.

Do you have any advice for others who want to create 
a similar space?
9h[Wj[�_j��?jºi�d[[Z[Z$�J^[h[�Wh[�dej�[dek]^�e\�j^[i[�
creative spaces in the world. So often, parents who come 
through will say, “If only this was around when I was a 
a_Z�¸�Dej�[dek]^�Yecckd_j_[i�^Wl[�W�ifWY[�j^Wj�fhel_Z[i�
opportunities in creative arts and fosters young voices in 
a serious manner. So my advice is to start a creative space 
WdZ�m_j^�beji�e\�bel[�WdZ�meha1�W�Yecckd_jo�m_bb�]hem�ekj�
of it that may one day change the world. ●
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La Grande 
Fabbrica 
delle Parole  Milan, Italy

Established: 
2009

Designers: 
Leonardo 
Rasulo and 
Francesca 
Frediani

Area: 
1,044 sq. !.

Address:
Alzaia Naviglio Pavese 
1620143 Milan, Italy 



What were your goals in creating this space?
Writing is a headspace, and we want children to know 
that it’s a beautiful space to inhabit. That was the 
starting point for us in building our tutoring center. 
We wanted children to feel comfortable in it, free to 
sit down their own way, to move from their table and 
ÂdZ�j^[�f[h\[Yj�fbWY[�je�i_j$�M[�mWdj[Z�j^[c�je�adem�
\hec�j^[_h�Âhij�ij[f�_d�ekh�Y[dj[h�j^Wj�j^[o�YekbZ�\[[b�
free from judgement to create in their own individual 
way. Our hope is that the space students experience 
at La Grande Fabbrica delle Parole could become an 
internal space, something that they bring out of our 
center and that takes shape within them, a space they 
can inhabit in their own way every time they open a 
notebook and write. 

How have you funded and decorated this space?
In making this a reality, we had a lot of dreams and 
not much money, especially at the beginning, so we 
couldn’t call any interior designers or architects. 
We opened our center in 2009, having fallen in love 
with 826, and there was no program like that in 

Design elements are the result of workshops with children, like the paper cities that came out of a workshop on Invisible Cities by the Italian writer Italo Calvino.

The hot-air balloon from the center’s logo (pictured above) can be recreated using 
three hula hoops, two coat hangers, one picnic basket, and stretchy fabric.
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Italy. It was a new adventure, but we had a lot of dreams, 
a lot of volunteers, a lot of creativity, and some paper. 
We started creating fun and unexpected elements to be 
disseminated in the space: pieces of cardboard becoming 
clouds for words hanging from the ceiling, red and yellow 
pieces of paper becoming wings with stories written on 
them, a very long plotter roll becoming the support for 
mh_j_d]�·j^[�_dÂd_j[�ijeho$̧ �Iec[�e\�j^[c�Yec[�\hec�
Art Attack, a special morning that we organize once a 
year that has become a tradition for our project. We start 
m_j^�Yeȁ[[�WdZ�Yhe_iiWdji"�m[�fkj�ed�iec[�cki_Y"�m[�bWo�
fWf[h"�iY_iiehi"�]bk["�WdZ�fW_dj_d]�cWj[h_Wbi�ed�j^[�Ãeeh"�
and away we go, having fun together and creating new 
decorations for our center. Some other design elements 
are the result of our workshops with children, like the 
fantastic paper cities that came out of a workshop on 
Invisible Cities by the Italian writer Italo Calvino. Even 
when we procured a larger budget, we decided that this 
way of creating the space was exactly “us” and showed 
how creativity can transform a piece of paper into a world. 
That is exactly what writing does, too. Most elements of 
the space change with time, but there is one thing that 
has stuck around since 2009: the hot-air balloon made by 
Mariella, our senior volunteer, which bears our logo and 
can be recreated easily with the following ingredients: 
three hula hoops, two metal coat hangers, one small 
picnic basket, and the textile usually used to cover plants 
on the terrace when winter comes and you don’t want 
their roots to freeze. 

Another element that we will never change is our 
mascot: a large red plastic snail made by Cracking Art, 
a collective of artists quite famous here in Italy, which 
children love to climb on and ride. This is the snail’s story: 
ekh�Y[dj[h�_i�ed�j^[�Âhij�Ãeeh�e\�W�Y_l_Y�ifWY[�emd[Z�Xo�
the Municipality of Milan, and there are frequent artist 
exhibitions there. One day, we were sorting out our center 
and we saw people transporting enormous colored snails 
in our courtyard. People seemed to be pretty angry at the 
snails, too, as they were not so easy to move. This proces-
sion of huge colored snails with frustrated people carrying 
them for the exhibition was such a surreal experience that 
we decided that La Grande Fabbrica delle Parole couldn’t 
live without one of those snails. So, we spoke with one of 
the artists involved (“What’s your name?” we asked him. 
“Athom,” he answered, which was also pretty surreal). 
He said he had one snail in his basement that he didn’t use 
and that he could give it to us. Since then, our snail has 
become a real part of the activities. Recently, I convinced 
a boy who needed the attention of his classmates to read 
a story sitting on the top of the snail. The magic snail is 
also consulted by children in case of loss of inspiration. So, 
m^_b[�ekh�icWbb�XkZ][j�i[[c[Z�Wj�Âhij�je�X[�Wd�eXijWYb["�
it has become the reason that we learned how to make 
things magical. ● J^[�idW_b�cWiYej"�cWZ[�Xo�9hWYa_d]�7hj�9ebb[Yj_l["�_i�W�Ânjkh[�_d�j^[�ifWY[$
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Porto delle 
Storie Florence, Italy

Established: 
2014

Designer: 
Porto delle 
Storie staff

Area: 
1,614 sq. !.

Address:
Via Giuseppe Giusti, 50013  
Campi Bisenzio
Florence, Italy 



What was your goal in creating this space?
Porto delle Storie was still an empty space when we said, 
·M[�^Wl[�je�cWa[�_j�W�]eh][eki�fbWY[��?j�YWdºj�X[�W�Y^_bZh[dºi�
fbWY[1�j[[di�YWdºj�ijWdZ�Y^_bZh[dºi�ijkȁ$�J^[o�mekbZ�hkd�
away.” We said it over and over again. Porto delle Storie’s 
Âhij�_Z[dj_jo�_i�je�X[�W�j[[dºi�fbWY[�m^[h[�[l[hoXeZo�YWd�\[[b�
at home, even the ones who hate writing and would rather 
`kcf�eȁ�e\�W�Xk_bZ_d]�j^Wd�f[d�W�ijeho$�M[�^Wl[�Yh_ifi"�_Y[�
cream, and sodas so they can sit around and chat, doing 
dej^_d]"�Wi�?jWb_Wd�j[[di�bel[�je�Ze��?ji�i[YedZ�_Z[dj_jo�_i�je�
be a creative space, a workshop where everybody is free to 
create, writing tales or doing homework without fearing 
failure in their studies. Everybody should feel free to stand 
up and read their stories, hang drawings on the wall, or make 
videos with their mobile phones. That’s why we have books, 
tables, dictionaries, and a huge blackboard.

Then we said, “Let’s have a ship full of books and 
stories written by famous writers and by the students. Let’s 
build a huge ship, as wide as the whole wall. Let’s make it 
beautiful using secondhand materials, so that it won’t look 
jee�fei^�eh�Y^_bZ_i^$̧ �?j�jkhd[Z�ekj�je�X[�W�]h[Wj�_Z[W�

Davide, a thirteen-year-old boy who’s mad about 
skateboarding, wrote, “Porto delle Storie is beautiful. I like 

�Effei_j[��IjkZ[dj�meha�Âbbi�j^[�i^[bl[i�WdZ�Yb_cXi�j^[�mWbbi$��7Xel[��IjkZ[dji�WdZ�jkjehi�meha�WdZ�ieY_Wb_p[�_d�W�l_XhWdj�ifWY[�Yecfb[j[�m_j^�W�YW\�$

Porto delle Storie puts aside childish silliness to make way for teenage absurdity. 
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it because it really looks like a children’s place 
where you can set your fantasy free without 
\[[b_d]�ijkf_Z�eh�Y^_bZ_i^�¸

What influenced the center’s theme 
and design?
We didn’t refer to any proper narrative world 
for direct inspiration. We often refer to 
stories that teenagers (and we grown-ups) 
are very fond of, like Harry Potter, Marvel 
Comics, Star Wars, and others, but we 
wanted Porto delle Storie to be an imagina-
j_l[�d[m�mehbZ$�?j�^WZ�je�X[�W�mehbZ�Z_ȁ[h[dj�
from schools and libraries, which are realities 
we are familiar with and cooperate with. We 
wanted to be a place where teens are free to 
choose the world which inspires them. When 
students enter our center, we want them to 
feel the same excitement the astronauts of 
Apollo 11 felt when they got to the moon.

How many hands did you have building 
this space?
We enlist everybody we can: writers, teachers, 
photographers, an architect from Pinterest, 
a yogini, neighbors, etc. We called people we 
hadn’t spoken to in years and we used social 
media for outreach. In the summer of 2014, 
we were a group of ten who started thinking 
and began creating, cutting wood, making 
furniture, and painting walls. Everything was 
made by volunteers.

Where did the finances for this project 
come from?
The café was built with the money we won in 
a contest in which we presented our project 
about a “writing school hidden in a café.” A 
private foundation paid for it, so we didn’t 
have the chance to decide much (otherwise 
we would have put an Apollo 11 reproduction 
or a dinosaur in the garden). We had the 
chance to get a free, fully  equipped café and 
a_jY^[d¶dej�XWZ�Wj�Wbb��M[�Xek]^j�Wbb�j^[�
furniture for the workshop side (tables, 
chairs, shelves) in secondhand shops. We 
built the big white ship using secondhand 
pallets and a retired painter’s ladder, which 
was one of the most important donations we 
]ej1�_jºi�ekh�cW_d�cWij"�ikffehj_d]�j^[�iW_bi�
and showing us the right direction. And if 
things go wrong with Porto delle Storie, we 
YWd�ef[d�W�fW_dj_d]�Âhc�m_j^�j^[�fW_dj[hºi�
ladder. ●
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J^[�Fehje�Z[bb[�Ijeh_[�i_ji�m_j^_d�W�Yeȁ[[�i^ef�_d�j^[�Y[dj[h�e\�jemd"�m^_Y^�cWa[i�j^[�ifWY[�W�^kX�\eh�j^[�Yecckd_jo$
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Little Green Pig
A Pop-Up Tutoring Center East Sussex, England



Established: 
2012

Designer: 
Sherlock 
Studio

Area (The Tooth 
and Claw Store):  
376 sq. !.

Area 
(BrightSTAR):  
861 sq. !.

Little Green Pig
A Pop-Up Tutoring Center East Sussex, England



Cardboard boxes and farmyard straw bales suddenly transform a one-month pop-up shop into an unconventional tutoring space.
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Both hypoallergenic and highly flammable!

Unexpected discoveries in the space can lead to unexpected writing. (The hay fever is exactly as expected.) 

A student explores the unexpected wonders of the Tooth & Claw store.

What’s the philosophy  
behind your writing programs?
We enable children and young people 
in our city and beyond to experiment 
with writing in all its forms and 
to share their work with a wide 
audience. We prioritize working with 
children and young people who live 
or go to school in areas of highest 
deprivation, or who face challenging 
circumstances. From anthologies to 
ieWf�ef[hWi"�hWZ_e�i^emi�je�Âbci"�
our projects challenge perceptions 
of what writing can be and deliver 
serious outcomes: improved self- 
YedÂZ[dY["�b_j[hWYo"�WdZ�Yecckd_-
cation skills. In collaboration with 
volunteers, writers, artists, schools, 
families, and partner organizations, 
we respond to children’s needs and 
ideas to provide fun, innovative, 
and excellent learning experiences. 
Creativity and fun are at the heart of 
what we do.

Why did you choose to  
develop pop-up style  
learning environments?
Unlike many of our incredible sister 
organizations across the world, we 
decided not to open a center as we 
are keen to work across the county 
in which we are based. Most of our 
projects have taken place outside 
classrooms at after-school clubs and 
in interesting locations including 
Whj�]Wbb[h_[i�WdZ�W�\ehc[h�ÃeWj_d]�
Chinese restaurant. However, we also 
wanted to create an extra-special 
experience for children in schools: an 
out-of-classroom learning opportu-
d_jo�m^_Y^�\[[bi�Yecfb[j[bo�Z_ȁ[h[dj�
from everyday school life and which 
they will always remember. This led 
us to develop our pop-up model which 
has now run in two primary schools. 
Popping up is a little chaotic, quite 
exhausting, and very intense. It’s 
also some of the best work we have 
ever done and seeing the faces of the 
children who visited the spaces makes 
it more than worthwhile: it makes the 
whole thing magical.

Your gut biome will rise again!
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A team of astronauts prepares to operate mission control in this pop-up workshop.

What was the process of developing the first pop-up?
We went to the school we wanted to work in, located in one of 
j^[�Wh[Wi�e\�^_]^[ij�Z[fh_lWj_ed�_d�j^[�KA"�WdZ�eȁ[h[Z�j^[�ijk-
Z[dji�j^h[[�Z_ȁ[h[dj�efj_edi�\eh�j^[_h�fef#kf�j^[c[$�J^[�ed[�
that received the most votes was a Victorian pet supply store 
for mythical creatures. We delivered our brief to the fantastic 
design team at Sherlock Studio who came up with brilliant 
ideas for transforming a disused classroom in the school, all on 
a tight budget (money which we had raised from local funders 
if[Y_ÂYWbbo�\eh�j^_i�fhe`[Yj¶WhekdZ�j[d�j^ekiWdZ�ZebbWhi�
in total). A local author wrote us a lovely backstory about a 
pet-shop owner living in nineteenth- century Brighton called 
Martha Tooth, and the Tooth and Claw Store was born.

The moment you enter the Tooth and Claw Store (if you 
know the special password), you are greeted by the heady 
iY[dj�e\�^Wo�XWb[i�WdZ�j^[�iekdZ�e\�kd_Z[dj_ÂWXb[�]hembi�
and grunts all around you. The walls are lined with boxes of 
ijhWd][�j^_d]i�je�jekY^"�ic[bb"�WdZ�i^Wa[1�kd_Yehd�i^Wcfee"�
f^e[d_n�jh[Wji"�WdZ�ZeZe�\[Wj^[h�Yh[WcµÂbb[Z�Xejjb[i�WdZ�
jars. The Tooth and Claw Store has been locked up for 150 
years and now it’s the students’ turn to write the next chapter 
in its story. We worked with all 270 children in the school, all 
of whom were invited for a two-hour workshop in the space. 
We had a professional illustrator at each workshop bringing 
the young writers’ ideas to life through beautiful pictures. 
All sessions were supported by our dedicated volunteer story 
mentors (who were all in character with job titles like Dragon 
JhW_d[h�WdZ�=h_ȅd�=heec[h��WdZ�j^[�\[[ZXWYa�m[�h[Y[_l[Z�

from children, teachers, and volunteers was amazing.

What about the second pop-up?
Working with the same designers, we developed Bright-
STAR: Brighton Space Training and Research Academy. 
This time, we were given double the amount of space and 
raised a bit more money toward materials. A big change this 
time was that we got the teachers involved from the very 
X[]_dd_d]"�_djheZkY_d]�j^[c�je�j^[�ifWY[�Âhij�ie�j^Wj�j^[o�
could build it into their teaching. 

Again, we created a backstory and each child was given 
a mission. We also increased the interactivity in the room 
by including things like a star-simulator chamber, audio 
recordings of real space exploration, and a physical zone 
where they could jump around. We worked with every child 
in the school, including the three- and four-year-olds from 
the nursery, and invited other schools to visit too.

What was the goal for the designs of Tooth and Claw 
and BrightSTAR?
M[�iek]^j�je�Yh[Wj[�j^[�ceij�X[b_[lWXb[�ÂYj_edWb�ifWY[i�j^Wj�
we could, to the very best of our ability, budget, and given 
time frame. Pretty much everyone at Sherlock Studio had 
input in this project, as we believe in the “many minds” 
philosophy. We’ve all been children at some point, so we 
YWd�Wbb�Yedjh_Xkj[�W�lWb_Z�ef_d_ed�je�j^[�Z[i_]d�fheY[ii��M[�
aimed to make these learning environments experiential 
and immersive, yet ensure that they still left enough to the 
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A young mission specialist makes a startling breakthrough in our understanding of orbital mechanics.

A young learner receives his badge to join the BrightSTAR mission.

Usually, one must be in at least a doctoral program to work with such technical equipment. 

imagination. Each space had to look 
professional but feel comfortable. 
In both spaces, we considered how 
the design delivers on each of the 
Âl[�i[di[i$�F[efb[�Wh[�_dÃk[dY[Z�Xo�
Z_ȁ[h[dj�i[di[i"�ie�_jºi�_cfehjWdj�j^[�
design plays on them all to maximize 
the concept’s reach. For our Tooth and 
Claw Store, we took inspiration from 
the Harry Potter series, the Lord of 
the Rings series, and pet stores. For 
BrightSTAR, we looked to real space 
ijWj_edi�\eh�Z[i_]d�_Z[Wi�
 
How did you create these  
spaces on a budget?
With great imagination and by being 
XhWl[��FhWYj_YWbbo"�m[�m[h[�^[Wl_bo�
reliant on ordering from online retail-
ers. We dove into our own sheds and 
kitchen cupboards as well as people’s 
recycling boxes for products that we 
could repurpose. We also made the 
most of local companies’ generosity. 
For example, we asked for and were 
given some beauty-product pots from 
a natural cosmetics store (which are 
used at Tooth and Claw) and a huge 
polystyrene ball (which we repurposed 
as an asteroid for BrightSTAR) from a 
local set-design company.

Any advice for someone who may 
want to create a similar space?
Don’t try to do too much for the given 
time frame and budget. It can be 
Z_ȅYkbj"�]_l[d�j_c[�\hWc[i"�Xkj�Wi�
much as possible, check the robust-
ness and longevity of materials you are 
proposing to use before you actually 
use them. Treat everything you see as 
a potential building material or prop. 
Any object can become something 
m_j^�`kij�W�b_jjb[�_cW]_dWj_ed��M^[d�
building, ensure the design is crystal 
clear and that any volunteers are clear 
on how to implement the design. 
What’s clear to a designer might not 
be clear to a volunteer who isn’t from 
a design background. An anecdotal 
tip: farmyard straw bales plus children 
[gkWbi�c[ii��M[�h[Wbbo�\[bj�\eh�j^[�
school cleaners who had to deal with 
j^[�Yedi[gk[dY[i�e\�ekh�Z[i_]d�� ●
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Story Planet Toronto, Canada



Established: 
2011

Designer: 
Van Der King  
Design Group, Inc.

Area: 
1,000 sq. !.

Address:
269 Gerrard St. E.
Toronto, ON, Canada 

Toronto, Canada



What kind of setting were you going for with this 
space? 
We wanted a beautiful, inviting, noninstitutional feel at Story 
Planet. We wanted our center to be imaginative but not overly 
decorated so there would be room to breathe creatively in it. 
Our inspiration actually came from our name, Story Planet.  

How did you create a space that inspires participants 
while also being safe and inclusive?
We have a diverse array of folks who come through our 
Zeehi$�M[�Wbie�mWdj[Z�j^[�ifWY[�je�X[�fbWo\kb¶m[ºh[�
actually adding more pieces to the entrance and the store 
space to give it the feel of an unusual planet inhabited by an 
Wb_[d�Ãem[h�j^Wj�^[bfi�je�i[[Z�WdZ�]hem�ijeh_[i$�

How many minds did you have working on design?
M[�^WZ�Wd�_d_j_Wb�Z[i_]d[h�^[bf�je�fbWd�j^[�Ãeehi�WdZ�mWbbi�

J^[�[djhWdY[�je�Ijeho�FbWd[jºi�eh_]_dWb�beYWj_ed�h[i[cXb[i�W�fehjWb�je�Wdej^[h�mehbZ$�7bmWoi�[lebl_d]"�Ijeho�FbWd[jºi�d[m�ijeh[�^Wi�Wd�ekj[h#ifWY[�Ãeh_Ykbkh[�j^[c[$

WdZ�j^[d�jme�if[Y_ÂY�Whj_iji�meha_d]�ed�j^[�icWbb[h�Z[i_]d�
elements. Our space is still evolving. A small group of 
Ye#meha[hi�m^e�Wh[�Whj_iji�_i�X[ij¶m[�\ekdZ"�m^[d�j^[h[�
are too many people, the vision gets diluted. I think one 
of the essential things to focus on is that the space needs a 
coherent, communicable vision that only one or maybe two 
people design. Once that’s in place, others can help execute 
and build on the design without muddling it.

How did you fund this space?
M[�]ej�W�]hWdj"�W�Z_iYekdj�\eh�ekh�Ãeeh_d]��m^_Y^�mWi�W�
cW`eh�fWhj�e\�j^[�Z[i_]d�YWdlWi¶ed[�e\�j^[�\kdd_[ij�j^_d]i�
_i�j^Wj�ekh�Ãeeh�^Wi�X[Yec[�W�X_]�fWhj�e\�m^Wj�f[efb[�bel[�
and are attracted to, and as a result, we constantly have 
a_Zi�WdZ�WZkbji�bo_d]�WdZ�ib[[f_d]�ed�_j��"�WdZ�ekh�Z[i_]d[h�
donated her time. We pay our artists for their work, too, 
m^_Y^�_i�Wd�_cfehjWdj�fWhj�e\�ekh�f^_beief^o�� ●
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Ijeho�FbWd[j�_i�^ec[�je�W�coij[h_eki�Wb_[d�Ãem[h�m^ei[�i[[Zi�]hem�_dje�ijeh_[i$�J^[�oekd]�XejWd_iji�WXel[�Wh[�l_jWb�je�j^[�fheY[ii$�

7�ifWY[�ie�m[bYec_d]�j^Wj�[l[d�j^[�Ãeeh�_i�X[bel[Z$� Students and facilitators collaborate on an otherworldly tale. 
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4

EDIBLE EMOTIONS

Designer: Joel Derksen 
Writer: Leilah Ambrose

Delicious, edible emotions for all 
human occasions. 

3

URANIAN PAPER

Designer: Joel Derksen 
Writer: Leilah Ambrose

Soft as a molecular cloud, but strong 
enough to withstand the winds of 
Uranus. 

1

SNACK-SIZED 
SUPERNOVAS

Designer: Joel Derksen 
Writer: Leilah Ambrose

The universe’s loss is your 
mouth’s gain. 

2

EARTH MOUTH 
VARIETY PACK

Designer: Joel Derksen 
Writer: Leilah Ambrose

Your warp core may fail. Your 
smile will not. 

4

2
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important thing of all. If you think 
you will open and do X, Y, and Z, and 
in that order, you will be mistaken. 
Oek�c_]^j�ÂdZ�j^Wj�j[WY^[hi�Zedºj�
actually need X, students won’t sign 
up for Y, and Z is already being done 
Xo�Wdej^[h�beYWb�dedfheÂj$�8[�h[WZo�
to go back to the drawing board, with 
help from the stakeholders.

Remember that if you tell a local 
teacher that you have ten volunteers 
ready to be of service, they will 
WXiebkj[bo�ÂdZ�W�mWo�je�cWa[�j^ei[�
tutors useful. That’s the beauty of 
]e_d]�_d�m_j^�ef[dd[ii�WdZ�Ã[n_X_b_jo$�
But if you decide, before talking to 
teachers, that you and your team are 
j^[h[�\eh�ed[�_dÃ[n_Xb[�fkhfei[¶
teaching haiku to eight-year-olds, 
\eh�[nWcfb[¶oek�m_bb�]h[Wjbo�b_c_j�
buy-in and impact. 

So be ready to shape your services 
around the genuine articulated needs 
of the schools you will serve.

2. 
HOW TO AVOID 
DUPLICATING 
SERVICES

This is such a crucial thing. If you are 
starting in a large city, there is a chance 
that an organization already exists to 
do the thing you’re hoping to do.

Before you begin, do your research. 
Find out who’s doing what, and on 
what scale. Then, one of the following 
scenarios will emerge:

There are no similar 
organizations.
Obviously this is ideal. You jump in 
WdZ�Âbb�j^Wj�le_Z$ 

There is a vaguely  
similar organization.
Very often you will discover that 
there is an organization related to 
youth literacy in your city or town. 
8kj�kikWbbo�_j�m_bb�X[�Z_ȁ[h[dj�_d�
i_]d_ÂYWdj�mWoi$�F[h^Wfi�j^[h[ºi�W�

How To Make a 
Place Like This: 
A Guide

The next step is to start talking 
to local teachers and parents. You 
c_]^j�ÂdZ�j^Wj�j^[�d[[Zi�e\�j^[�beYWb�
iY^eebi�Z_ȁ[h"�ib_]^jbo�eh�i_]d_ÂYWdjbo"�
from the needs you assumed existed. 
Oek�c_]^j�ÂdZ"�\eh�[nWcfb["�j^Wj�
teachers are yearning for more help 
with reading, and are desperate for 
an army of volunteers just to sit and 
read with students (this happened 
with 826DC, for example). You might 
Wbie�ÂdZ�j^Wj�W�beYWb�iY^eeb�Wbh[WZo�
has an after-school tutoring program, 
but that it really needs volunteers. 
It could be that you combine forces, 
and bring your volunteers to their 
existing program. 

With feedback from teachers and 
parents, you’ll be far better able to 
make an immediate impact and get 
immediate buy-in from local schools 
and families. The nice byproduct of all 
this is that you can start quicker. You 
don’t have to dream up a full curricu-
bkc$�Oek�YWd�Âj�oekh�fhe]hWc�_dje�j^[�
grand design of a local school. You can 
(and should) be in service to the larger 
project of public education.

This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t 
design brand-new projects on your 
emd$�Oek�i^ekbZ��8kj�Ze_d]�ie�
in conversation with the existing 
network of teachers, parents, and 
students is key. 

7dZ�ijWo_d]�Ã[n_Xb[�_i�j^[�ceij�

1.
HOW TO LISTEN 
FIRST TO THE 
NEEDS OF 
STUDENTS, 
TEACHERS, AND 
PARENTS

It’s so important that you begin your 
fhe`[Yj�m_j^�Yecfb[j[�Ã[n_X_b_jo�
and openness. Whatever you think 
your project will be and what it will 
Ze¶j^_i�m_bb�Y^Wd][$�?j�m_bb�[lebl[$�
Ie�ijWo�Ã[n_Xb[�WdZ�Zedºj�el[h#fbWd�
or over-assume. All will change and 
change again.

The main things you have going for 
you are enthusiasm, volunteers, and 
the willingness to help in the grand 
project of educating young people in 
the power of the written word. 

But you are working with local 
schools, teachers, parents, and their 
children. And they have needs that 
you will not know until you ask. 

Let’s assume you have a group 
of dedicated people ready to open a 
writing center. You have even found 
a space for your center. You dream 
up a thousand ideas, perhaps taking 
inspiration from existing writing 
centers around the world.
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group that sends poets into schools. 
Perhaps there’s a bookmaking 
program for young people.

The key thing to do, right away, 
is to connect with these groups and 
assure them that what you’re doing is 
Z_ȁ[h[dj�WdZ�_i�dedYecf[j_j_l[�WdZ�
that you want to be friends. The non-
fheÂj�mehbZ�YWd�X[�W�X_j�Yecf[j_j_l[�
X[YWki[�e\j[d�dedfheÂji�Wh[��eh�j^[o�
perceive themselves to be) competing 
for limited resources.

Be sure you connect, make 
friends, and plan cooperation or 
even partnerships (foundations very 
often love to support partnerships 
X[jm[[d�dedfheÂji�$�J^_i�YWdºj�X[�
overemphasized. You really don’t want 
a longstanding organization thinking 
you are encroaching blithely on their 
territory. Go in with respect for those 
who have come before, and have an 
open conversation about how you will 
Âj�_dje�j^[�dedfheÂj�bWdZiYWf[$

There is a very  
similar organization.
This is tough. It could be that there’s 
an organization that is pretty similar. 
CWoX[�j^[o�eȁ[h�jkjeh_d]�W\j[h�
school, and they even send tutors into 
schools. Whatever the overlap, at this 
point, you have three choices:

 ⦁ You can shift your focus/limit your 
services so you don’t duplicate 
i[hl_Y[i¶j^Wj�_i"�ia_f�j^[�
after-school tutoring and con-
centrate on publishing projects. 
Articulating this focus to the 
existing organization is important 
so that they know you are not 
duplicating (if that is a problem). 

 ⦁ You can combine forces. Maybe 
the existing organization would 
love an injection of new energy 
and volunteers. 

 ⦁ There might be room for both 
of you. Chances are that you’re 
in a city. And if a city has a few 
hundred thousand students, there 
is room for not just two literacy 

organizations, but a thousand of 
them. So as long as you connect 
and communicate with the existing 
organizations, you can move 
forward, knowing that teachers 
and students need all the help they 
can get. 

3.
HOW TO 
SAY YES TO 
PARTNERSHIPS 
AND PROGRAMS

When you’re starting out, it’s help-
\kb¶WdZ�cWoX[�[l[d�d[Y[iiWho¶je�
be open to saying yes. When facing 
the city you’re serving, you must have 
a radically open posture. Other orga-
nizations, teachers, and parents will 
come to you with ideas and proposals. 
Being open to these ideas is crucial. 
Have conversations. Keep the doors 
open. Keep your head nodding. Any 
new organization becomes, for many 
people in your community, a blank 
canvas, a repository of their hopes. 
Ie�Wȅhc_d]�j^[i[�]eeZ�\[[b_d]i�_i�ie�
important.

It doesn’t mean that every 
proposal will come to fruition. Many 
won’t. But remember that you are 
d[m"�WdZ�oek�i^ekbZ�X[�Ã[n_Xb["�WdZ�
fWhjd[hi^_fi�YWd¶WdZ�l[ho�e\j[d�
Ze¶h[ikbj�_d�W�ZekXb_d]�e\�_cfWYj"�
and bring you in contact with other 
f[efb["�iY^eebi"�eh�dedfheÂji�j^Wj�
you otherwise might not know. 

There are many woeful tales of 
d[m�dedfheÂji�j^Wj�cel[�_dje�W�Y_jo�
and are too busy or too distracted 
to meet with and listen to other 
organizations. This never ends well. 
Word gets around that this new 
eh]Wd_pWj_ed�_i�Wbee\"�_i�ijkȁo"�_i�
closed-minded. Remember that the 
dedfheÂj�mehbZ�_d�Wdo�Y_jo�_i�icWbb"�
and word travels fast if your attitude 
is unfriendly. So be open. Partner-
i^_fi�c_]^j�l[ho�m[bb�X[�W�i_]d_ÂYWdj�
part of the work you do.

Some examples:
 ⦁ A local Girls and Boys Club serves 

one hundred students after school 
every day, but they don’t have 
enough tutors. You and the Club 
agree to partner on after-school 
tutoring. You send tutors to 
their space and serve their kids. 
;l[hoed[�X[d[Âji$ 

 ⦁ A nearby shelter for families 
experiencing homelessness, or fam-
ilies in temporary housing, comes 
to you. The kids living in the shelter 
have no enrichment opportunities. 
Together you design a program 
where a team of tutors visits the 
shelter every week, providing 
homework help and also fun and 
even therapeutic writing projects. 

 ⦁ A local adult literacy project 
approaches you. They say that 
the adults who come to their 
evening classes often bring their 
children, but that they don’t have 
services for these kids. Together 
you design a program where your 
tutors come to the evening classes, 
and bring the kids to an adjoining 
room where you work on their 
homework and on enrichment 
fhe`[Yji$�;l[hoed[�X[d[Âji¶
while the adults learn, the 
ijkZ[dji�Âd_i^�j^[_h�^ec[meha"�
and the family can go home having 
received two services at one site.

So remember openness. Remem-
X[h�Ã[n_X_b_jo$�FWhjd[hi^_fi�YWd�X[�j^[�
lifeblood of what you do.

4.
HOW TO 
CULTIVATE 
DONOR AND 
SUPPORTER 
RELATIONSHIPS

Every person who interacts with your 
organization has the potential to be 
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part of your network of supporters, 
friends, and donors. Start early in as-
ikc_d]�j^Wj�[l[ho�ijWȁ�c[cX[h"�dej�
just your development or fundraising 
people, will take this approach. A 
customer in your store may have a 
family foundation whose support 
would be transformative. An intern 
cWo�X[Yec[�W�cW`eh�Zedeh�_d�Âl[�
years, and parents and families can 
sometimes bring enormous support 
through community connections, 
local resources, donations, and more.

With that in mind, every person 
should be treated with warmth and 
authenticity. If nothing else, this 
approach will help your students, 
lebkdj[[hi"�WdZ�ijWȁ�kdZ[hijWdZ�oekh�
organization as one of inclusivity and 
kindness, a place where all feel they 
belong and are honored. This thinking 
can be infused into all you do, from 
social media posts, to how your store 
ijWȁ�_i�jhW_d[Z�je�]h[[j�j^[�fkXb_Y"�je�
^em�oekh�fhe]hWc�ijWȁ�h[fbo�je�[cW_bi$�

At the heart of this relationship- 
based approach to operating an 
organization is the idea that the work 
you’re doing is community-centered 
and thus only succeeds if community 
members are meaningfully part of it. 
If you have no connection or relation-
i^_f�m_j^�j^[�fhe]hWc�eȅY[h"�Âh_d]�
eȁ�Wd�_cf[hiedWb�]hWdj�fhefeiWb�^Wi�
a small chance of being funded. Even 
if your grant requests and fundraising 
letters are well-written and your pro-
]hWci�Wh[�_cfWYj\kb"�j^[i[�[ȁehji�m_bb�
quickly fall short if you’re not starting 
from a place of real relationships with 
people. After all, people are the ones 
who decide to give, whether it’s a 
Â\jo#ZebbWh�f[hiedWb�Y^[Ya�eh�W�Â\jo�
thousand dollar foundation grant. 

As an organization is starting, it’s 
very easy to mistakenly see gifts as 
transactions, or as a means to an end. 
To really embrace the relationship- 
based approach to cultivating donors, 
it’s essential to look away from the 
sterile spreadsheets which track 
your prospects and turn toward the 
individual people who will be your 
allies in your work.

So handwrite a note to a donor who 
^Wi�cWZ[�W�Z_ȁ[h[dY[$�H[c[cX[h�
what inspires them about your work 
and update them when you have 
something new they’d enjoy. Send a 
book, an invitation, a hello. Focus on 
them: why they have made a change 
for your work, and what their future 
gifts could do. Honor preferences 
they’ve told you about their interests 
or disinterests in parts of your work. 
Accept that an authentic and thought-
ful “no” is much more likely to become 
a gift next year than a transactional 
“yes.” Include donors and potential 
donors in appropriate and meaningful 
mWoi¶Wi�oek�mekbZ�Wdoed[�oek�
respect and care about. Ask what 
they think. Respond honestly and 
examine where your program and 
their interests intersect. People with 
whom you have these kinds of positive 
relationships will make gifts at their 
own level of ability and will be eager 
to introduce you to more people who 
can be supportive. Most importantly, 
they’ll return again and again because 
their interactions with your organiza-
tion are meaningful and real.

5.
HOW TO 
CREATE AN 
APPROPRIATELY 
WEIRD THEME 
FOR YOUR 
CENTER

Many of the writing centers around 
the world have themes. This started 
with the pirate-themed center at 
826 Valencia and has given rise to 
everything from a Bigfoot Research 
Institute in Boston to several alien 
supermarkets in Stockholm. Some-
times these themes involve whim-
sical storefronts, and sometimes 
they’re simply a general theme that 
informs the work of that center.

In any case, if you’re considering 

W�j^[c["�m[�eȁ[h�^[h[m_j^�iec[�
guidelines and suggestions:

Go with aspirational.
In most cases, you’ll be serving 
students of every age, so your theme 
can’t be geared only to the smallest 
kids. Think of something a mid-
Zb[#iY^eeb[h�m_bb�ij_bb�ÂdZ�_dj[h[ij_d]"�
and go with that. The smaller kids 
will follow. But it doesn’t work the 
other way around. A middle-schooler 
won’t go to a center with a toddler- 
aged theme.

Avoid corny at all costs.
It might be tempting to think of a 
“kid” theme, something that you 
assume kids will like. For example, 
circuses. This comes up from time to 
time: why not a circus theme? The 
catch is, very few kids actually like 
Y_hYki[i¶dej�i_dY[�j^[�'/+&i"�Wdo-
mWo¶WdZ�j^[�j^[c[�mekbZ�^Wl[�X[[d�
considered corny even then. So think 
of something truly unusual, truly odd. 

Use your sense of humor.
The theme, and everything associated 
with it, should be funny. Kids appreci-
ate humor. Kids are inherently funny 
and appreciate the absurd. So respect 
their intelligence. Make the adults 
laugh, and the kids will laugh, too.

It doesn’t have to make sense.
It’s better if it doesn’t. Don’t think 
that your theme has to relate to your 
city or town. If your town is famous 
for potato farming, your theme 
should not involve potato farming. 
The theme should be as far away 
from potatoes as possible. It should 
transport the students to another 
world, not simply echo the things 
they see every day.

Get help from your  
strangest friends.
If you are more of an organizer and 
less of a joke writer, get help from 
the joke writers. Get help from the 
weirdest people you know. This is 
a huge part of your center and its 
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appeal to both students and volun-
teers, so it’s not something to be done 
by a committee, or done by someone 
who is not weird. Find a weird person 
and ask for their help.

Do not play it safe.
There have been times when themes 
have been decided by committee. 
These outcomes have been terrible. 
You must trust the weird. Come up 
with a truly weird and memorable 
theme and stick with it. Don’t play 
it safe. Don’t water it down. No one 
wants a watered-down anything. 
Think memorable, distinct, risky, and 
creative. Do not think safe, expected, 
acceptable, and committee-approved. 
?\�oekh�XeWhZ�WdZ�ijWȁ�Wh[�dej�Z_l_Z[Z�
on the theme, you are playing it safe.

Explore it with  
fierce commitment.
Once you’ve decided on a theme, 
delve in like a PhD student. If your 
storefront is a place where beluga 
m^Wb[i�YWd�Xko�XWdZWddWi¶]h[Wj�
j^[c["�Xo�j^[�mWo¶j^[d�oek�
should have treatises about the 
right bandannas for beluga whales, 
and strong opinions about belugas 
and bandannas. Everything you 
Ze�i^ekbZ�Ãem�\hec�W�h_Z_Ykbeki�
commitment to your bizarre theme. 
That’s where humor comes from, 
and it will make your site, and the 
experience for visitors, memorable. 
Anything less than that will seem 
XbWdZ$�7]W_d"�ÂdZ�oekh�m[_hZ�\h_[dZi�
and let them loose.

6.
HOW TO CREATE 
PRODUCTS 
FOR YOUR 
STOREFRONT

Many of the centers in this network 
have storefronts, and these 
storefronts often feature specialized 
products related to their store themes. 

For example, the Ministry of Stories 
in London features a monster supply 
store that sells an array of wonderful 
and weird products. One is a can that 
advertises itself as a vague sense of 
unease. There is a box of caramels that 
has been relabeled to indicate that the 
caramels are actually boogers.

These products are useful in many 
ways. First, the centers with store-
\hedji�e\j[d�X[d[Âj�ÂdWdY_Wbbo�\hec�
the sales of these products. Second, 
if the storefronts are full of funny 
and odd products, then strangers 
coming into the stores might stay a 
X_j"�][j�iec[�[dj[hjW_dc[dj"�WdZ�ÂdZ�
themselves donating, volunteering, 
or telling friends about that great 
store that sells caramels relabeled as 
boogers. Third, and perhaps most 
importantly, the products are fun for 
the students to see and play with and 
be inspired by.

When a student comes into a store 
and sees all these insane handmade 
products, and all the wit and creativity 
that went into them, they are inspired. 
And it sparks their own creativity. 
There’s nothing more inspiring for a 
young person than being around an 
inspired adult. That is so important.

Herewith some hints and guide-
lines for creating products:

Some products will sell, 
others are more for display.
At the Pirate Store in San Francisco, 
there are peglegs for sale. These are 
real, handcrafted peglegs. They are 
beautifully made. They don’t sell 
very often. But that’s okay. They are 
largely for show, to help create the 
atmosphere that this is a real pirate 
supply store. The things that sell are 
T-shirts, books, and small items. 
That’s okay, too. You need both kinds 
of products.

Anyone can make a 
product in an hour.
Go get a blank jar. It’s glass and has a 
cork top and costs two dollars. If you 
have a store for gnomes and elves, 
what would a jar like that be used for? 

A fairy containment vessel? Okay. Now 
ask your graphic-designer pal to make 
a label. Print the label on adhesive 
fWf[h"�f[[b�_j�eȁ"�WdZ�fkj�_j�ed�j^[�`Wh$�
You have a product. You have, in one 
hour, transformed an empty jar into a 
Fairy Containment Vessel, which now 
retails for twelve dollars.

You will need so many products.
Je�Âbb�[l[d�W�ed[#j^ekiWdZ#igkWh[#
foot space, you will need a stunning 
amount of products. Go to your local 
grocery store. Count how many 
products are on any shelf. Fifty? 
A hundred? Yikes. It takes a lot of 
_dl[djeho�je�Âbb�oekh�i^[bl[i$�Ie�][j�
going, and don’t get too precious. 

Let your volunteers be part of it.
You need all the help you can get. 
There’s nothing more fun than having 
a product-making workshop with 
volunteers (and even students). Get 
W�XkdY^�e\�hWm�cWj[h_Wbi�je][j^[h¶
`Whi"�YWdi"�hWdZec�eX`[Yji¶WdZ�
imagine what all these things could 
be. Your volunteers are always 
looking for ways to be creative, and 
this is about as good as it gets.

Not every product has to 
be brilliant and forever.
You might make a product that’s only 
kind of funny or sort of clever. That’s 
okay. That’s part of it. You have so, so, 
ie�ckY^�ifWY[�je�Âbb$�Oek�d[[Z�[l[ho�
_Z[W�oek�YWd�][j$�CWa[�Âl[�e\�j^Wj�iehj#
of good product and put ’em on the 
shelf. You can rotate them out later.

Not all products will be handmade.
There are products that involve you 
and your team relabeling existing 
objects. And then there are those 
products where you print your logo, 
or other messages and images, onto 
shirts, mugs, pens, and other things. 
There are hundreds of companies that 
do this work. There’s likely one within 
an hour of wherever you are. Anything 
you want to print your logo onto, they 
can do it, and the prices are startlingly 
WȁehZWXb[$�J^[i[�j^_d]i�m_bb�b_a[bo�
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become your best sellers because, by 
and large, they are actually useful.

Keep it fresh.
Visitors will come to your storefront 
again and again. When they have 
friends in town to visit, they will 
bring them to your storefront. 
But you have to reward them for 
revisiting. Change things up. Add 
new products. New signs. Rearrange 
things. Add new interactive features. 
There’s nothing sadder than an 
[j[hdWbbo�ijWj_Y�ijeh[\hedj��;l[hoed[�
wants their attention and their 
loyalty rewarded. Keep it new.

7.
HOW TO DESIGN 
AND DECORATE 
A WRITING 
CENTER

H[c[cX[h"�Âhij�e\�Wbb"�j^Wj�oekºh[�
creating a new space. Something 
Z_ȁ[h[dj$�Oekºh[�dej�jho_d]�je�
re-create what’s been done elsewhere 
a thousand times. Throw away the 
educational wholesale catalogues. 
Throw away every playbook and 
presumption. Any so-called educa-
tional piece of furniture should be 
treated with suspicion. You are trying 
to zag when they are zigging.

Every time you use an expected 
form, material, object, color, or even 
wall covering, you’re getting away 
from your purpose, which is to create 
Wi�Z_ȁ[h[dj�Wd�[nf[h_[dY[�Wi�oek�YWd�
for the students. The physical space 
should be so diametrically opposed to 
whatever institutional atmosphere the 
students are used to that upon walking 
inside, they immediately sense a 
radical shift. They are awakened. 

If the schools in your area use 
cinder blocks, laminate desks, and 
industrial carpeting, you should 
consider using materials that 
stand in contrast to those materi-
Wbi¶j^_da�e\�meeZi"�h_Y^�\WXh_Yi"�

unusual metals. Think about how 
you can make the atmosphere warm, 
welcoming, and calm.

Calm is a key thing. Most 
students spend their days under 
Ãkeh[iY[dj�b_]^j_d]�_d�heeci�Xk_bj�
with cinder blocks. These are not 
necessarily calming materials. But 
you need a calm atmosphere where 
students can concentrate, can be 
heard, and can feel at home. Con-
sider woods, consider warm colors. 
Consider couches. Consider area 
hk]i$�9edi_Z[h�mWbbfWf[h�WdZ�Ãeeh�
lamps and chandeliers. For every 
decision, think of making your space 
l[ho�Z_ȁ[h[dj�\hec�Wdoj^_d]�Yb_d_YWb"�
industrial, cold, or uninviting. 

Think of living rooms. Think of old 
libraries and castles and rooms that 
have warmth and mystery. Or look at a 
space like the Story Factory, that looks 
like the inside of a whale. Whether you 
go for a warm, hearth-like feeling or an 
otherworldly space, you’re striving to 
create a place where students want to 
be, and where they can feel calm.

Of course you want to engage 
interior designers, architects, and 
artists. These are professionals who 
know how to think through every 
part of a learning environment. 
You can and should participate in 
j^_i�fheY[ii"�e\�Yekhi["�Xkj�ÂdZ_d]�
professional designers to help create 
your space will save you from a 
hundred potential mistakes, and will 
ensure a more thought-through and 
durable space.

The added advantage of working 
with a professional interior designer 
is that very often these folks will 
have connections with purveyors 
e\�\khd_jkh["�b_]^j_d]"�Ãeeh_d]"�WdZ�
everything else you might need. Many 
of the 826 centers in the U.S. worked 
m_j^�Wd�_dj[hdWj_edWb�Âhc�dWc[Z�
Gensler, and the designers at Gensler 
were, many times, able to connect 
us with their suppliers, and thus get 
the 826 centers helpful discounts on 
furniture and more. 

Ceij�Z[i_]d�Âhci�YWd�jWa[�W�jWn�
mh_j[#eȁ�\eh�j^[�_d#a_dZ�ZedWj_ed�e\�

j^[_h�j_c[$�Iec[�Âhci�m_bb�Wbh[WZo�
have a set number of hours per year 
they are committed to donating. If 
oekºh[�Z[Wb_d]�m_j^�W�icWbb[h�Âhc"�
or even an individual designer, your 
center might become a showcase 
project for them. If you are a good 
client, and give them freedom and 
encouragement, they might design a 
gorgeous space that they can use in 
j^[_h�emd�fehj\eb_e$�J^_i�X[d[Âji�Xej^�
of you: you receive free or discounted 
expertise from them and the designer 
gets a wonderful showpiece for their 
vision fully executed.

That said, the build-out of your 
space will be a work in progress for 
years, if not forever. It need not be 
perfect before you open. It will change. 
It will become denser as you add 
features and furniture, and as your 
ijWȁ�WdZ�Yb_[dj[b[�]hem$�:edºj�b[j�j^[�
perfect be the enemy of the good.

8.
HOW TO PUT 
ON A STUDENT 
READING AND 
SIGNING

Let’s say you have a new publication 
and want to celebrate it with a 
h[WZ_d]$�>khhW^��J^[h[�_i�dej^_d]�
better than seeing students stand 
up and read their work in front of an 
audience. This is a major part of the 
meha�m[�Ze¶fhel_Z_d]�j^[�ijkZ[dji�
an authentic outside audience. But 
here are some key dos and don’ts 
we’ve learned over the years:

A little goes a long way.
Early on, we would allow a student 
to read a four-page story aloud to 
the audience. This could take up to 
Â\j[[d�c_dkj[i$�7dZ�Y^WdY[i�Wh["�
no one wants that. The student is 
nervous and doesn’t want to be in 
front of the microphone that long. 
And the audience really doesn’t need 
to hear the entire story. What both 
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parties want is a taste of the student’s 
work. To hear their voice, to see them 
up there courageously sharing their 
writing. A minute is a loooong time in 
that environment.

Choose a shorter piece or poem.
One-page poems are wonderful in 
this situation. A student gets up, 
h[WZi�j^[�fe[c"�Âd_i^[i"�WdZ�[l[ho-
one applauds. When reading longer 
than that, trouble is imminent. If the 
student is reading prose, even one 
paragraph is often enough to get the 
idea across. Help the student choose 
a representative paragraph that 
^_]^b_]^ji�j^[_h�meha�_d�Wd�[ȁ[Yj_l[�
mWo$�CWoX[�[l[d�Yecfh[ii�Z_ȁ[h[dj�
parts of the same essay to create a 
shorter “best of ” version of their 
longer story.

No pressure.
If a student doesn’t want to read 
aloud, they shouldn’t be made to. You 
are providing voluntary enrichment 
for the students, so there’s no need 
to nudge them into a place where 
they’re not comfortable.

All willing are welcome.
Any students that want to read, 
though, should be encouraged to. This 
is where making each reading short 
_i�^[bf\kb$�Oek�YWd�Âj�ceh[�ijkZ[dji"�
and more voices, into your program. 
Everyone who wants to get up at the 
microphone should get a chance.

It’s not just about the reading.
?Z[Wbbo�oek�^Wl[�W�Y^Whc_d]�[cY[[¶
Wd�WZkbj�eh�W�ijkZ[dj¶m^e�YWd�
move the event along. And who can 
ask questions of the student-reader 
before they read their piece. That’s 
just as interesting, in some cases, as 
the written work itself. Conversations 
are fun for the audience and keep the 
event from becoming an unvaried 
succession of readings.

Thirty minutes is the sweet spot.
If your program goes over thirty 
minutes, it’s probably getting too 

long. There are small kids there, 
babies, grandparents, volunteers. 
Everyone is busy and it’s after dinner 
and people need to get home. So 
try to start and end the program in 
thirty minutes. Then there’s food and 
beverages and everyone can congrat-
ulate the students and start heading 
^ec[$�B[Wl[�º[c�mWdj_d]�ceh[¶oek�
don’t want to create a too-long event 
that leaves people exhausted.

The student signing is 
absolutely crucial.
One of the greatest things we can 
do is have student authors sign the 
books they’re in. It is so wonderful 
it will knock you down. After the 
reading, set up a table or two where 
audience members can visit with the 
young authors and get their books 
signed. The kids love it, the parents 
love it, everyone loves it. And it 
honors the students in a profound 
and unparalleled way.

9.
HOW TO GET 
A RENT-FREE 
SPACE

Ceij�dedfheÂji"�[if[Y_Wbbo�j^ei[�
with storefront spaces, will tell you 
that rent can be a burdensome part of 
the yearly budget. Very often it’s just 
unavoidable and you have to bite the 
Xkbb[j�WdZ�fWo�h[dj¶iec[j_c[i�Wj�
market rates.

But below are some ways that 
various centers around the world 
have gotten around, or at least 
reduced, rent.

Space in schools.
Many writing centers have begun 
in schools. That is, a given school 
might set aside a space in which you 
and your team can operate a writers’ 
room. There are two distinct advan-
tages to this model. First, the rent is 
free. Second, you’re able to serve all 

j^[�ijkZ[dji�_d�W�]_l[d�iY^eeb¶[i-
pecially those students who might 
not come to a separate writing center 
located outside their school. Forging 
a partnership with a local school, 
wherein they see the value in having 
a roomful of volunteers within their 
building, can be a fantastic way to 
begin. You might later get a second, 
standalone space, but working within 
a school can be a wonderful way to do 
the work you’re hoping to do, and on a 
shoestring budget.

Space in new developments.
?d�cWdo�Y_j_[i"�\eh#fheÂj�Z[l[bef[hi�
wishing to build new housing have 
to agree to set aside some of their 
street-level space for community- 
X[d[Âj�eh]Wd_pWj_edi$�J^[�d[m�.(,�
Valencia space in Mission Bay is such 
a place. A developer has built a new 
WfWhjc[dj�Xk_bZ_d]¶m^_Y^�m_bb�Wbie�
house dozens of families who formerly 
[nf[h_[dY[Z�^ec[b[iid[ii¶WdZ�Wi�
part of this new construction, they 
set aside part of the street-level retail 
ifWY[�\eh�.(,�LWb[dY_W1�.(,�^Wi�W�bed]�
lease and the rent is free. We had to 
do the build-out, but much of that 
expense was defrayed by charitable 
contracting companies, electricians, 
engineers, and architects. If you meet 
and keep current with real-estate 
experts in your city and local 
government, you might hear about 
W�i_jkWj_ed�m^[h[�dedfheÂji�YWd�
X[d[Âj�\hec�j^_i�a_dZ�e\�i[j#Wi_Z[�
arrangement.

Libraries.
This works well for everyone. Many 
working families send their children to 
the local library branch after school. 
They tell their children to walk from 
school to the library, and that they 
will be picked up from the library 
W\j[h�j^[�fWh[dji�Âd_i^�meha$�J^_i�
creates an issue for many libraries, 
in that they have dozens of kids and 
dej�[dek]^�ijWȁ�je�ikf[hl_i[�Wbb�e\�
them. The Williamsburg branch 
of the Brooklyn Public Library had 
such a situation back in the early 
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2000s. Dozens of kids would come 
after school and would occupy all the 
computers, playing video games and 
being not-so-quiet middle-schoolers. 
The librarians asked 826NYC if they 
could help. A partnership was forged. 
The Williamsburg branch gave 
826NYC a room in the basement of the 
building, which 826NYC converted 
into a beautiful superhero-themed 
jkjeh_d]�ifWY[$�7bj^ek]^�Wj�Âhij�j^[�
middle-schoolers still preferred to 
play video games, slowly they came to 
appreciate the advantages of getting 
all their homework done by 5 p.m., 
as opposed to procrastinating until 9 
p.m. So the tutoring room got full and 
remains full and thriving to this day. 
Check with your local library. They 
might have space for you, whether 
it’s a room or a few tables. As with 
working inside schools, these are 
wonderful partnerships. And you get 
to work with some of the world’s best 
humans: librarians.

Eccentric owner-developers.
Every city has eccentric developers 
who want their buildings to have the 
right, or even odd, mix of tenants. 
Maybe they’re community-minded. 
Maybe they have just that right 
amount of weirdness where they want 
a strangely themed storefront as part 
of their property. But this has worked 
\eh�cWdo�dedfheÂji�_d�j^[�fWij$�
Instead of renting to Domino’s or an 
enterprise that might go belly-up in 
a year, the landlord might prefer to 
give a long-term lease at a favorable 
hWj[�je�W�dedfheÂj�j^Wj�m_bb�X[�j^[h[�
for the long haul.

Whatever you do, don’t assume 
that paying market-rate rent is a 
necessity. Look around. Talk to as 
many realtors and property owners as 
you possibly can. Someone will likely 
have an idea for you. And whatever 
you do, don’t sign a lease that will 
cripple your ability to operate. Be 
realistic about your fundraising 
capabilities, and how much you’ll be 
obligated to raise every month just to 
cover rent. 

10.
HOW TO OPEN 
A WRITERS’ 
ROOM IN A LOCAL 
SCHOOL

As stated elsewhere, you don’t have 
to have your own standalone space 
on a busy street. Opening a writers’ 
room in an existing school is a 
wonderful way to start, or expand, 
your services.

J^[�Âhij�mh_j[hiº�heec�j^Wj�.(,�
Valencia opened was at Everett 
Middle School, about ten blocks from 
826 Valencia’s main site. After a few 
years working together on various 
projects, the partnership was strong. 
Soon enough an idea emerged: 
what if Everett provided 826 with a 
dedicated room in the school? That 
way tutors could be on campus and 
serve every student at Everett, and 
the school would have a special place 
dedicated to writing.

The school had a room connected 
to the school’s library. It was being 
used for storage. So the school and 
826 volunteers cleared out the room 
and renovated it. They added Persian 
rugs, couches, padded chairs, and 
even chandeliers. By the time they 
were done, the room was extremely 
comfortable, warm, and welcoming. 
And a little weird, too.

With teachers, 826 designed a 
number of programs to utilize the 
room and the tutors who regularly 
ijWȁ[Z�_j$�;l[ho�j[WY^[h�_d�j^[�
school was able to use the room and 
its volunteers. Some teachers simply 
wanted to split their class in half oc-
casionally, sending half the students 
to the writers’ room for writing 
enrichment (and giving the teacher 
the chance to work more closely 
with a smaller group). Another 
teacher wanted to start a school 
newspaper, which soon happened (it 
was called the Straight-Up News). 
There are so many ways to use the 

mh_j[hiº�heeci�WdZ�j^[_h�jkjehi1�
teachers will dream up a thousand 
projects and plans.

The beautiful thing about a 
writers’ room in a school is that 
this way, you can work with every 
student on campus. When you have 
your own site in another part of 
town, you’re working with students 
who have chosen to be there (or 
whose parents have chosen for them 
to be there). They have in some 
YWi[i�cWZ[�W�fhedekdY[Z�[ȁehj�
to get there. But there are always 
ijkZ[dji¶ie�cWdo�e\�j^[c¶m^e�
won’t or can’t come to your space 
after school. These students, all 
students, can be reached if you have 
a constant presence on campus.

And the second beautiful thing is 
that with a writers’ room, you don’t 
have to pay rent. The school gets a 
room full of dedicated volunteers, and 
your organization gets a rent-free 
space. A perfect trade.

Some other info and guidelines:
 ⦁ Typically, a writers’ room takes 
ed[�ijWȁ�c[cX[h�je�cW_djW_d$�
J^_i�ijWȁ�c[cX[h�m_bb�YeehZ_dWj[�
the volunteers there, and interface 
with the teachers and administra-
tors at the school. 

 ⦁ These writers’ rooms ideally 
beea�WdZ�\[[b�l[ho�Z_ȁ[h[dj�\hec�
the rest of the school. They 
should provide a transformative 
experience. They should make the 
students feel like real writers who 
have entered a special place for 
serious authors.

11.
HOW TO MAKE A 
FINANCIAL PLAN

CWa_d]�W�XkZ][j�\eh�W�dedfheÂj"�
especially a new one, should be 
really simple. You won’t know all 
the details to start, and that’s why a 
quick sketch is the right way to go. 
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Ask yourself how much it will cost 
to accomplish your plans for one 
year. This is not the time to hope for 
a miracle or to underestimate. Be 
reasonable about what you’ll have to 
if[dZ�ed�oekh�ijWȁ"�oekh�ifWY["�WdZ�
your programs, and come up with an 
expense number. An example:

EXPENSES

Executive director: 
$50,000 (full-time, all year)

Program staff: 
$20,000 (full-time, beginning half-
way through the year)

Payroll, taxes, and insurance: 
$10,000

Rent and utilities: 
$24,000

Books and other printing: 
$7,000

Graphic design and copy editing:
$3,000

Supplies, postage, etc.: 
$6,000

Total: 
$120,000

This certainly doesn’t mean 
you must spend $120,000, but it’s 
a guideline for how you’ll proceed 
through the year. It’s also common 
for organizations to make such a plan 
and then, four months later, change 
it drastically in one direction or 
another. That’s okay. But it’s better to 
start from somewhere.

Once you know what you’ll need, 
start lining up how you’ll get there. 
Just like above, this is not the time to 
count on a hope you have that a mas-
sive grant will come your way. It might 
but you’ll be in huge trouble if you 
start out by counting on that. Let’s say 
your four-person board has already 

Yecc_jj[Z�je�]_l_d]�Âl[�j^ekiWdZ�
dollars each. You can write a twenty- 
thousand-dollar line item in your 
revenue budget in anticipation. Check 
with them. See if one of them might be 
able and willing to give twice that. See 
if anyone is going to back out. You will 
always have these adjustments. Maybe 
in addition to the board you have other 
plans or promises to raise $80,000 but 
nothing more. If you’re still coming 
up with less than $120,000, you will 
want to somehow reconcile that, by 
cutting your expenses somehow or 
marking some funds as TBD as you 
make more plans. Remember that 
funding partners always want to see 
a zero-based budget that shows a 
thoughtful approach and not much 
risk. An example:

REVENUE

Board giving: 
$20,000

Pledged ABC Foundation grant:
$50,000

Pledged XYZ Foundation grant:
$20,000

Grants TBD: 
$10,000

Crowdfunding campaign: 
$20,000

Total:
$120,000

You can start the year with a 
rough sketch like this and soon add 
columns to show where you’re falling 
short and where you’re ahead of your 
plans. Your actuals can adjust all 
year long. This budget should stay 
static. As you become established, 
these documents will become much 
ceh[�ief^_ij_YWj[Z�WdZ�if[Y_ÂY"�Xkj�
all you need to start is a broad look 
at how much you’ll need and where 
you’ll get it.

12.
HOW TO HANDLE 
UNWANTED 
DONATIONS OF 
DECADES-OLD 
COMPUTERS

This has happened to just about 
everyone. You open your center, or 
announce that you’re opening, and 
j^[�d[nj�ZWo"�iec[ed[�Zhefi�eȁ�[_]^j�
Commodore 64s from the early 1980s.

You can’t use them, of course. But 
being kind to these donors is crucial. 
The donors are trying to help. They’ve 
seen those computers in their base-
ment for years and when they read 
about your writing center, a light bulb 
]e[i�eȁ$�J^[o�][j�j^[�9ecceZeh[�,*i�
in the car and they drive down to your 
location and think it’s all a great idea.

Handling this in as kind a way as 
possible is key. Maybe you just take 
the computers, knowing you will have 
to give them to your local electronics 
recycling center. Maybe you gently 
direct this kind donor to said recy-
cling center. But whatever you do, 
remember that this donor is trying 
to help, and think of any way you can 
to express your gratitude, even if you 
can’t receive their Commodore 64s 
(actually a decent machine in its time).

This goes for any unwanted 
ZedWj_edi�e\�f^oi_YWb�eX`[Yji¶_d-
Wffhefh_Wj[�Xeeai"�ebZ�Âb[�YWX_d[ji"�
_bb#Âjj_d]�\khd_jkh[$�?\�oek�Zedºj�
want these things, ideally you can 
discourage someone from bringing 
these things to your center. But if you 
YWdºj�^[WZ�j^[c�eȁ�Wj�j^[�fWii"�j^_da�
of ways you can handle the situation 
without making this warm-hearted 
would-be donor feel bad about what 
was a gesture of real kindness.

For many more HOW TO guides, 
please visit, www.youthwriting.org/
how-to-1.
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the world around them. The second Congress took place 
in San Juan, Puerto Rico in August 2019 and included 120 
Z[b[]Wj[i�WdZ�Âl[�ZWoi�e\�fhe]hWcc_d]"�YebbWXehWj_ed"�WdZ�
activism. This gathering is a unique and powerful education 
opportunity to foster not only instances of mentorship 
X[jm[[d�WZkbj�b[WZ[hi�_d�j^[�Â[bZi�e\�`ekhdWb_ic"�WYj_l_ic"�
and media, but also a space for peer-to-peer learning and 
collaboration. 

Visit internationalcongressofyouthvoices.com for more 
information.

The International Congress of Youth Voices unites and 
Wcfb_Â[i�j^[�_Z[Wi�WdZ�[d[h]o�e\�oekd]�f[efb[�WhekdZ�
the world. The Congress’s landmark inaugural meeting 
in August 2018 in San Francisco convened one hundred 
extraordinary young people with leading activists and au-
thors and resulted in a youth-written manifesto, published 
by The Guardian and read by its global audience. 

In the year leading up to the second Congress in 2019, a 
community of young people was formed based on the energy 
and drive of the delegates to look toward their future and 

The International 
Congress of Youth Voices
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you want to make sure you got the dialogue right for kids 
that age. Maybe you want to make sure you describe third 
grade correctly. Maybe you want to make sure your story, 
which you think is funny, is actually funny. Our student 
editors will step up and provide you with the answers.

They enjoy being part of the editorial process, and they 
get invaluable experience. They develop profoundly as 
student editors, as writers, and they get the thrill of being 
acknowledged by professional editors. 

Visit youngeditorsproject.org to get involved.

The Young Editors Project gives young readers the chance 
to give actual feedback to the very authors who write for 
them. If you are a writer for young people, or an editor or 
publisher working in this space, we will work with you to 
match your book with a committee of young readers from 
The International Alliance of Youth Writing Centers.

For example, if you have written or are publishing a 
chapter book for readers nine to twelve years old, we will 
ÂdZ�W�]hekf�e\�h[WZ[hi�\hec�j^Wj�W][�]hekf$�J^[o�m_bb�fhe-
vide notes on the book, at whatever level you wish. Maybe 

Young Editors Project
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FkXb_i^_d]�ijkZ[dj�meha¶WdZ�fkXb_i^_d]�_j�_d�^_]^#gkWb_jo�
\ehcWji¶_i�Y[djhWb�je�j^[�c_ii_edi�e\�j^[�Y[dj[hi�_d�j^[�
International Alliance of Youth Writing Centers. These 
books, magazines, chapbooks, and zines are all designed 
and printed with great care, such that they look and feel just 
like professional publications. This is the best way to honor 
the student writing within. We believe that student writing 
deserves this kind of dignity and permanence, for if a book 
is well made, it’s more likely to be read widely, to be kept in 
perpetuity, to be cherished and passed down to future genera-
tions. All the centers approach their publication programs 
individually, but all with a dedication to bookcraft and beauty.

Student 
Publications
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CHAPTER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LOCATION

1. 100 Story Building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Melbourne, Australia
2. 826 Boston: Greater Boston Bigfoot Research Institute . . . . Boston, MA

3. 826CHI: Wicker Park Secret Agent Supply Co. . . . . . . Chicago, IL
4. 826DC: Tivoli’s Astounding Magic Supply Co . . Washington, DC
5. 826 New Orleans: Haunting Supply Co. . . . . . . . . New Orleans, LA
6. 826NYC: Brooklyn Superhero Supply Co. . . . . . . . . Brooklyn, NY
7. 826 Valencia: Woodland Creature Outfitters, Ltd. . . . . San Francisco, CA

8. 826 Valencia: King Carl’s Emporium . . . . . . . . San Francisco, CA
9. 826 Valencia: The Pirate Store . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Francisco, CA
10. 826LA: Time Travel Mart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Los Angeles, CA
11. 826michigan: Robot Supply and Repair . . . . . . . Detroit & Ann Arbor, MI

12. 826 MSP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Minneapolis, MN
13. 916 Ink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sacramento, CA

14. Austin Bat Cave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Austin, TX
15. Berättarministeriet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stockholm, Sweden
16. Bureau of Fearless Ideas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seattle, WA
17. Centro Formazione Supereroi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milan, Italy
18. Chapter 510 & the Dept. of Make Believe . . . . . . . . . . Oakland, CA
19. CityLit Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baltimore, MD
20. Deep Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Savannah, GA
21. Desert Island Supply Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Birmingham, AL
22. Fighting Words . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dublin, Ireland
23. Fronte del Borgo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Turin, Italy 
24. Girls Write Pittsburgh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsburgh, PA
25. Grand Rapids Creative Youth Center . . . . . . . . Grand Rapids, MI
26. Greenville Wordsmiths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenville, SC
27. Grimm & Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rotherham, England
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San Francisco to Martinique, dedicated to fostering and amplifying young voices. We need more partners in Asia and 
7\h_YW��7dZ�Iekj^�7c[h_YW��7dZ�=h[[dbWdZ��Mh_j[�je�ki�Wj�hello@internationalallianceofyouthwritingcenters.org.

42. Sogur Barnamenningarhus  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reykjavik, Iceland
43. Story Factory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sydney, Australia
44. Story Planet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Toronto, Canada
45. Super Power Agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edinburgh, Scotland
46. The Telling Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Portland, ME
47. The Writer’s Block . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Las Vegas, NV
48. VoxPrima . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barcelona, Spain
49. W*ORT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lustenau, Austria
50. Wordplay Cincy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cincinnati, OH
51. WordWorks! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lynchburg, VA
52. Writers’ Exchange . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vancouver, Canada
53. Writing the Future . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jerusalem, Israel
54. Young Authors Greenhouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisville, KY
55. Young Writers Program . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Santa Cruz, CA

28. Intergalactic Spaceport Emporium: Tulsa Library . Tulsa, OK
29. Iowa Youth Writing Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iowa City, IA
30. Just Buffalo Literary Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buffalo, NY
31. La Grande Fabbrica delle Parole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milan, Italy
32. Labo des Histoires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paris, France
33. Lake Erie Ink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cleveland Heights, OH
34. Little Green Pig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brighton & Hove, England
35. Mighty Writers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA & Camden, NJ
36. Noordje . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Amsterdam, Netherlands
37. Ordskaelv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Copenhagen, Denmark
38. Porto delle Storie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Florence, Italy
39. Proyecto Cientouno . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Santiago, Chile
40. Read and Write Kalamazoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kalamazoo, MI
41. Richmond Young Writers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richmond, VA
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Directory

826 Valencia San Francisco, CA 826valencia.org

826 Valencia:
Tenderloin Center

San Francisco, CA 826valencia.org

826 Valencia:
Mission Bay Center

San Francisco, CA 826valencia.org

826NYC New York City, NY 826nyc.org

826LA: Echo Park Los Angeles, CA 826la.org

826LA: Mar Vista Los Angeles, CA 826la.org

Grimm & Co Rotherham, England grimmandco.co.uk

Berättar ministeriet Stockholm, Sweden berattarministeriet.se

The Ministry of Stories London, England ministryofstories.org

826 Boston Roxbury, MA 826boston.org

WordPlay Cincy Cincinnati, OH wordplaycincy.org

Story Factory Parramatta, Australia storyfactory.org.au

826CHI Chicago, IL 826chi.org

W*ORT Lustenau, Austria w-ort.at

The Writer’s Block Las Vegas, NV thewritersblock.org

Scuola Holden’s 
Fronte del Borgo

Torino, Italy scuolaholden.it/en/
fronte-del-borgo/
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Noordje Amsterdam, 
Netherlands

noordje.nl

826DC Washington, DC 826dc.org

826 MSP Minneapolis, MN moi-msp.org

Austin Bat Cave Austin, TX austinbatcave.org

Fighting Words Dublin, Ireland fightingwords.ie

916 Ink Sacramento, CA 916ink.org

Tulsa Library Intergalactic 
Spaceport & Emporium

Tulsa, OK spaceportstore.
tulsalibrary.org

826michigan: Detroit Detroit, MI 826michigan.org

826michigan:  
Ann Arbor & Ypsilanti 

Ann Arbor, MI 826michigan.org

Read and Write  
Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo, MI readandwritekzoo.org

Young Authors  
Greenhouse

Louisville, KY youngauthorsgreenhouse.org

Chapter 510 & the  
Dept. of Make Believe

Oakland, CA chapter510.org

826 New Orleans New Orleans, LA 826neworleans.org

Just Buffalo  
Literary Center

Buffalo, NY justbuffalo.org

La Grande Fabbrica  
delle Parole

Milano, Italy grandefabbrica 
delleparole.it

Porto delle Storie Florence, Italy portodellestorie.it

Little Green Pig East Sussex, England littlegreenpig.org.uk

Story Planet Toronto, Canada storyplanet.ca
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For information about what other youth writing centers are up to all over the world, 
visit the International Alliance of Youth Writing Centers at youthwriting.org. 

For hundreds of lesson plans and writing exercises, visit 826digital.com. 

826 National has created books containing a great many thought-provoking and fun 
writing exercises for young people. Look for Don’t Forget to Write, featuring fi"y 

creative-writing lesson plans straight from 826 National’s writing labs, and STEM 
to Story, which contains writing exercises themed around of science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics. To learn more, visit 826national.org.



Every kid in the world needs a safe, welcoming, and 
even weird place to write. That’s the theory behind 
826 Valencia, a writing and tutoring center started 
in 2002. That center, with a pirate-themed storefront, 
inspired similar—and similarly gorgeous and strange—
centers around the world, from Chicago to Stockholm to 
Melbourne. This joyous and boundlessly creative book, 
filled with stunning photos of the world’s most welcoming 
and wild spaces for young minds, seeks to inspire more 
communities, schools, and libraries to build their own 
unnecessarily beautiful centers for young thinkers.


